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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Programmable Machine Interface Language (PMI) is designed to provide the capability of a 
programmable logic controller for interfacing the customer's machine to the SERIES 8 CNC 
control. It has been designed with a straightforward, uncomplicated syntax to relieve the system 
engineer, to the greatest extent possible, from concern about the details of internal data 
manipulation and storage.  
 
Logical operations are performed by means of Boolean equations, the format of which closely 
parallels ladder diagrams.  Full Alphanumeric names are used for all variables for ease of 
programming and troubleshooting.  The Boolean equation format also permits the manipulation 
of numeric data and easy implementation of logical macro devices (timers, flip-flops). 
 
Though some features of PMI are borrowed from such popular computer languages as 
FORTRAN, BASIC, and ALGOL, there is an important distinction.  The statements in PMI are 
executed consecutively as in any programmable controller language.  The execution is done in 
a controlled manner to simulate the behavior of the magnetics or electronic logic that it replaces.  
Unlike a general purpose programming language, PMI has LIMITED GOTO statements.  The 
GOTO can only branch forward into the program and not backwards.  PMI also has a powerful 
conditional statement (IF). 
 
 
1.1 What is PMI? 
 
The Programmable Machine Interface (PMI) System is a standard software feature of the 
executive software package provided with the SERIES 8 CNC.  The PMI System enables an 
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) to program the interface between the SERIES 8 
Control and a specific machine tool with a powerful and highly flexible set of language functions 
and algebraic operations. 
 
Highlights of the PMI System show that the user may: 
 

• Specify alphanumeric names and define formats for inputs/outputs, relays, limit switches 
and other hardware devices without having to define an internal storage layout for all of 
the variables used.  Also, temporary symbols (logical only) can be used to hold 
intermediate data without previous definition.  The PMI system allocates the storage 
area for all variables and keeps track of internal addressing.  The user references all 
data by symbolic names only. 

 
• Utilize the built-in PMI macros that emulate standard logic elements.  These are E-type 

and D-type timers, and flip-flops. 
 

• Formulate algebraic equations that define the magnetics of the machine tool.  The 
equations allow the manipulation of both logical and numeric data in a structured, self-
documenting, easily maintained format.  The algebraic operations allow strong 
mathematical power of computer languages and minimize the number of steps that must 
be performed to produce a particular result. 

 
• Control conditional execution of segments of logic by use of the IF compound statement. 
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• Verify the operation of the programmed logic in real time, and manipulate data values to 
fine-tune the system, by use of the DEBUG facility. 

• Program a segment of logic and debug it without rewriting the entire framework of the         
program. 

 
• Design a custom feature for a particular machine tool without redesigning all of the         

standard logic for that machine. 
 
The PMI System is made up of two parts: the PMI compiler and the PMI DEBUG facility. 
 
The DEBUG facility is a diagnostic tool for verifying the operation of the programmed logic and 
for troubleshooting machine magnetic problems.   The DEBUG facility consists of a set of 
commands and a separate display page on the SERIES 8 Control that allows a user to track the 
execution of a PMI-programmed set of logic.  Optional DEBUG features allow the user to 
change the value of a variable or a timer delay period in real time; in that way, fine-tuning of a 
system can be accomplished as the machine is running. 
 
The PMI compiler translates the PMI source program into executable machine code. 
 
 
1.2 Objective of User Manual 
 

• The objective of this manual is to provide the user/programmer with an understanding of 
the following: 

 
• The basic concepts of the PMI Language functions. 

 
• The general form and required syntax of a PMI program. 

 
• How to combine the form and the functions to produce a PMI source program that, after 

compilation, operate a particular machine tool. 
 

• How to use the PMI DEBUG facility to troubleshoot PMI programming problems. 
 

• How to use the PMI DEBUG facility for machine I/O testing for service and startup of a 
machine tool. 

 
• Examples of the most common usages of the PMI features. 
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2.0 PMI Language Features 
 
Section 2.0 deals with the basic forms of the PMI language and the function of each.  These 
include the following: 
 

• PMI Directives/Keywords 
• Special PMI Characters 
• PMI Source Program Specification Section 
• Logical Executive I/O Names 
• Numeric Executive I/O Names 
• PMI Source Program Execution Section 
• Reset Only Variables 
• IF Statement 

 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The first step in implementing PMI is to create a PMI source program.  A PMI source program 
consists of statements written in the PMI language which describe the logic or operations 
required to control the machine tool.  SIEB & MEYER provides the user with a Starter Kit which 
is a "BASIC" PMI source program for fundamental control operations.  The user may modify this 
PMI source program to suit particular needs.  The PMI source program may be generated on 
the SERIES 8 CNC by using the editor, or may be created external to the control and then 
copied to the control via a USB flash drive (or other USB device). 
 
 
2.1.1 Program Structure 
  
The structure of the PMI language is based on that of a higher order language.  Each PMI 
source program has a specification section where all the variables to be used are defined, an 
execution section where all the machine tool operations are defined, as well as keywords that 
control the compilation and execution of the PMI source program.  There are also special 
characters that the user may include in a program to make the program easier to read and self 
documenting.  These characters are explained in Section 2.2. 
  
In addition, in the PMI system, the user does not have to be concerned with the absolute 
addresses where data is stored in the control's memory. Constants are simply referred to by 
their value: T, F, 5, etc.  Variables are referenced by symbolic name.  In both cases, the PMI 
compiler assigns the absolute memory addresses for the data, relieving the user of this task.  
The user simply creates statements in the PMI source program using the values of the 
constants and variable names.  An additional benefit is that the user defined names are more 
easily remembered than memory addresses, making it easier to modify or debug a PMI source 
program. 
  
  
2.1.2 PMI Sample Program 
 
The PMI source program is divided into two sections, Specification and Execution.  In the 
Specification section, the programmer defines the I/O and can utilize PMI programming aids 
which need to be defined.  The different areas of the Specification section are separated by 
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"DIRECTIVES" which begin with a $.  These directives are defined in Section 2.2.6 of this 
manual.  The Specification section must be ended with the directive $END. 
 
The Execution section of the PMI source program contains the expressions and statements that 
control the communication between the computer and the machine.  Internally within the 
software, the PMI communicates with the executive software by means of predefined 
EXECUTIVE CONTROL VARIABLES.  These variables begin with an @ symbol.  An example 
of a PMI source program using some of these features follows: 
 

SPECIFICATION SECTION 

? 
? PMIKIT 
? 
$INPUT 
LS     = 0/0     ? Input Port 0, Bit 0 
$OUTPUT 
OUT    = 1/0     ? Output Port 1, Bit 0 
$END 

EXECUTION SECTION 

IF( @CP109 )     ? Auto mode request 
  @MODRQ = 2 
ELSEIF( @CP110 )     ? Single block mode request
  @MODRQ = 1 
ELSEIF( @CP111 )     ? Manual mode request 
  @MODRQ = 0 
ENDIF 
@CL109 = (@MODE = 2)    ? Auto mode LED 
@CL110 = (@MODE = 1)    ? Single block mode LED 
@CL111 = (@MODE = 0)    ? Manual mode LED 
?   
@AXRRQ[0] = @AXRPB * (@AXIS = 0)  ? X-Axis Jog Request 
@AXRRQ[1] = @AXRPB * (@AXIS = 1)  ? Y-Axis Jog Request 
@AXRRQ[2] = @AXRPB * (@AXIS = 2)  ? Z-Axis Jog Request 
@CYCRQ = @CP112     ? Cycle Start Request 
@CL112 = @CYCIP     ? Cycle in progress LED 
?   
@MCRDY = 1      ? Machine Ready  
@MONRQ = @CP115     ? Machine On Request 

 
 
2.2 Language Elements 
 
In order to generate correct syntax for a PMI source program, the programmer must have an 
understanding of the language rules required for writing the PMI source program.  Section 2.2 
discusses the elements that form the program.  
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2.2.1 Character Set 
  
This section lists the character set allowable for use with PMI. It consists of the letters, digits 
and dedicated characters that can be used with the construction of a PMI source program. 
 

LETTERS 

A letter can be any UPPERCASE ASCII character A thru Z. 
 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
 

DIGITS 

A digit can be any ASCII numeric character from 0 thru 9. 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

PMI DEDICATED CHARACTERS 

A dedicated character is one that has been defined to serve a special purpose within the PMI 
source program. An explanation for each character is provided throughout the manual. 

 
= +   * / ( ) # @ , < > : $ % [ ] " & ! ?   <space>    <enter> 

 

 
Note: Any printable ASCII character may be used in a comment, fault or 
message.  Spaces may be used anywhere except within variable names, 
constants and multiple character operators.  Spaces are ignored by the 

compiler when properly placed. 
 
  
2.2.2 PMI Special Characters 
 
Some characters have specific meanings within the PMI source program.  Section 2.2.2 
discusses these special characters. 
 
 
2.2.2.1 "?" Comment 
 
The "?" character denotes the start of a comment in the PMI source program.  Any text after the 
“?” character is ignored by the PMI compiler.  Comments may be inserted at any point in the 
source program to increase readability.  However, a comment CANNOT be used to break up a 
statement to form two lines of logic.  The # character must be used for this function.  The “?” 
character allows the programmer to create a documentation section in the source program for 
software control purposes.  There is no limit on the number of comments that may be included 
in the PMI source program.  Comments do not affect, in any way, the final size of the PMI 
compiled program. 
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The comment character "?" may appear in any column in a source line (column 1 71).  The only 
exception is a "?" that is embedded as part of a message or fault text.  Refer to the following 
abbreviated PMI source program for an example: 
 

 
 
 
2.2.2.2 Space 
 
The Space is ignored when placed between variables, constants, or operators.  Normally the 
programmer uses the space to improve the readability of the program.  A space may not be 
used within a variable name, constant value, or multiple character operator (such as /=).  If a 
space is placed within a variable name, the PMI compiler interprets this as two variables instead 
of one. 
 
 
2.2.2.3 "#" Line Continuation 
 
The "#" character denotes a continuation of the PMI source statement on multiple input lines.  A 
long statement may be continued on the next line to complete a computation, or the 
programmer may want to break up a source statement on several lines for easier reading.  The 
"#" CANNOT be used in the middle of a name, number, or operator. To continue a statement on 
the next line, use the # character.  All characters in line past # are ignored by the compiler and 
may be used as comments.   In this case “?” is not needed. 
  

Example: 
 
 ? PMI Program 1   Revision 0 
 ? Programmer: J. Doe 
 ? Revision Date: November 1, 1991 
 ? Purpose of Program:  XXXXXXXXXX 
 ? 
 ? Input Definitions *** 
 ? 
 $INPUT 
 ? 
 LS27 = 0/0  ? Input Port 0, Bit 0  
 ? 
 ? Output Definitions *** 
 ? 
 $OUTPUT 
 ? 
 R28 = 1/0  ? Output Port 1, Bit 0 
 ? 
 $MESSAGE 
 ? 
 IGNORE = "THIS ? IS IGNORED AS START OF A COMMENT" 
 ? 
 $END    ? End Specification Section 
   " 
   " 
 R28 = LS27  ? Assign Value To Output 
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Note: take care not to use the # character in the text string for a $FAULT, 

$MESSAGE, or $KEY specification.  Even within quotes, # is taken as a line 
continuation, and the text is garbled. 

  
 
2.2.2.4 "( )" Parenthesis 
 
The PARENTHESES ( ) are used as delimiters in expressions to govern the order of evaluation 
of operations.  Up to 5 pairs of nested Parenthesis may be used. This is actually 6 levels as the 
first or top level has no parentheses. The expressions are evaluated starting at the innermost 
set of Parenthesis and proceeding outward until the entire expression is processed. 
 
2.2.2.5 "$" Specification Directives 
 
The SPECIFICATION DIRECTIVE character $ appears as the first non blank character in a line 
within the Specification section if a new DIRECTIVE is to be defined.  The $ begins the 
definition of the new DIRECTIVE and terminates the previous DIRECTIVE definition.  The 
DIRECTIVES used by PMI are as follows: 
 

$INPUT $MESSAGE $MCODE $LOGICAL $INCLUDE 

$OUTPUT $TIMER $GCODE $FAULT $KEY 

$INTEGER  $FLIPFLOP $LONG $AUXAXIS $END 
 
 
2.2.2.6 "[ ]" Brackets 
 
The BRACKETS [ ] are used for indicating the element number for an array.  Refer to Section 
2.2.7 for additional information. 
 
 
2.2.2.7 "@" Executive Control Variable 
 
The “@” character denotes that a variable, @XXXXX, has been predefined as an Executive 
Control Variable.  These variable names have been specially developed to allow a PMI source 
program to communicate with the CNC Executive.  Refer to Section 3.4 for a listing of the 
Executive control variables. 

Example: 
 
DACO = (SCODE*SSOSW/2500)*1800*(HIRNG)+ #  The # breaks the line, allows for 
comments (SCODE*@SSOPT/550)*1800*(LORNG) 
 
or 
 
LS0L1A =  # 
(LSP0 ! LAUTO) & (LSP1 & LSP2 & /LASWP) 
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2.2.3 Symbolic Names 
 
All PMI source program data are referenced symbolically in the source program.  Each variable 
or statement label must have a unique name consisting of a series of legal alphanumeric 
characters.  A name may contain from one to six alphanumeric characters, and the first 
character must not be numeric.  Blank characters may not be used within a variable name.  
Names utilized by the user in the PMI source program must be developed according to the 
following rules: 
 

A) Only legal alphanumeric characters may be used.  At least one letter must appear in 
a name, and the first character must be a letter.  Each name MUST be UNIQUE.  
Refer to "C" below for exceptions. 

 
B) ALL letters MUST be in UPPERCASE. 

 
C) Certain names are predefined as constants or to control the program flow and may 

NOT be used as variable or label names.  The following chart lists the exceptions: 
 

PREDEFINED NAMES 

T = logical TRUE 
F = logical FALSE 
IF, ELSE, ELSEIF, ENDIF, GOTO 

@  = @XXXXX are names which have been developed to allow a PMI source program to 
communicate with the CNC Executive.  These names can be identified by the @ character as 
the first character of the name. Refer to Section 3.4 for a listing of the Executive control 
variables. 

$  = $XXXXXX are names which have been developed to allow the user to define the 
specification section of the PMI source program.  These names can be identified by the $ 
character as the first character of the name. 
 

 Examples of "Valid" and "Invalid" PMI variable names follows: 
 
  VALID  - LS1, SOL5, X, A123, BETA2T, IF2 
 
  INVALID - 57, LS*1, X@5, 123A, T, F, sw6 
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2.2.4 Data Elements 
 
Depending on how a variable is defined, it can be one of two forms in the PMI system: 
 
  LOGICAL (true/false) data or NUMERIC data 
 
Typically a numeric variable has been assigned a value from a calculation or the value is 
implied because it is a constant.  However, a numeric variable can be assigned a value by the 
grouping of inputs or outputs.  The result of grouping the I/O allows the programmer to define 
the result in one of several formats, these include: 
 
  BINARY 
  BCD  - Binary Coded Decimal 
  TWOC  - Two's Complement 
 
A variable is assumed to be LOGICAL unless specifically declared otherwise in the Specification 
Section, if the variable is not defined in the Specification section, it must appear on the left side 
of an assignment statement to be recognized by the compiler. 
 
 
2.2.4.1 Logical Data 
 
Logical data is equivalent to a relay coil or contact in a ladder diagram, or to a LOGICAL 
variable.  It has a value of either TRUE (on, energized, closed, set) or FALSE (off, de-energized, 
open, reset).  However, if the logical data is used in an arithmetic equation, the data is 
interpreted as "1" for True and "0" for False.  Refer to Section 3.1.3 for additional information. 
 
2.2.4.2 Integer Data 
 
Numeric data may have a value in the range ±32,767.  Refer to Section 3.1.4 for additional 
information. 
 
 
2.2.4.3 Long Data 
 
Numeric data may have a value in the range ±2,147,483,647.  Refer to Section 3.1.5 for 
additional information. 
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2.2.4.4 Variables 
 
Variables are data items that may change in value.  The value of a variable may be the result of 
the evaluation of an expression, hardware inputs, or inputs from the CNC executive.  Variables 
are referenced symbolically by name and may be combined with other variables and constants 
to form expressions. 
 

Logical True/False 

Integer ±32,767 

Long ±2,147,483,657 

 
The digital I/O can be grouped to form a numeric value.  It may be defined as unsigned binary, 
BCD or 2's complement; the numeric type must reside within one I/O byte and is converted 
to/from INTEGER automatically by the system.  Any 8 bit I/O port may be defined as input or 
output in any order.  Refer to Section 3.1.2 for additional information. 
 
NUMERIC variables, LOGICAL arrays and constants must be explicitly declared.  All other 
variables which are assigned a value by a PMI statement are assumed to be LOGICAL, 
provided they first appear on the left side of an assignment statement.  Any other variable is 
undefined and causes a compiler error.  If a symbolic name is assigned a value at declaration, it 
becomes a CONSTANT and therefore, read only, e.g., XYZ = 123.  An array of constants is also 
permitted.  Read write variables must be assigned an initial value in an executable statement. 
 
2.2.4.5 Variable Class 
 

SERIES 8 CNC Variable Types 

READ ONLY 

The value of these variables cannot be changed by an assignment statement. 
A read only variable name may not appear on the left side of an assignment 
statement or the compiler generates an error.  Certain executive variables 
(Refer to Section 3.4 to determine status) and user defined constants are read 
only. For example, if a symbolic name is assigned a value at the time of its 
declaration in the Specification section, it becomes a CONSTANT, and is 
therefore read-only. 

READ/WRITE The value of these variables may be changed by an assignment statement. 

RESET 
ONLY 

These LOGICAL flags are associated with part program M, G, T and S codes.  
The executive sets these flags to the true state when the associated code(s) 
is activated during execution of a part program block.  This is normally used 
by the PMI source program to start some machine operation.  While any of 
these flags remain set, part program sequencing is halted.  To resume part 
program execution, an assignment statement must reset the flag to the false 
state.  An assignment statement can only reset these flags.  Setting these 
flags by an assignment statement is ineffective. 

 
2.2.4.6 Constants 
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Constants are fixed data, the value of which is explicitly stated in an expression in the PMI 
source program.  The value of a logical constant is represented by the letters "T" or "F" (True or 
False). A number constant, or literal, is a string of digits with an optional sign.  If no sign is used, 
the constant is assumed to be positive. 
 
There are two ways to create a constant: 
 

1. In the specification section by listing a symbolic name with a declared value. 
2. In the execution section by using a literal, for example "12". 

 
Array constants are logical, long, or integer data declared in the specification section.  Refer to 
Section 2.2.7. 
 
2.2.5 Statements 
 
A PMI source program is composed of STATEMENTS which define the computations that are to 
be performed, the data that is to be utilized by the computations, and the format in which data is 
input to the control and output to the machine tool. 
 
The STATEMENTS in the two program sections can be divided into four categories: 
 
Specification statements- are used to associate variable names and formats to input/output 

points, define integers, timers, flip flops, messages, faults, 
auxiliary axes, long's, logical's, and M and G codes to be used by 
the part program. 

 

 
 
Assignment statements- contain expressions that define logical or arithmetic computations 

and assign values to variables. 
 

 
 

Example: 
 
Logical NOTIG = /RNG1    ? Spindle Not In Gear 
Arithmetic DACO = (SPCMD*36/SPRPM)  ? Determine DAC Volts 

Example: 
 
 LS = 0/0 ? Input LS Port 0, Bit 0 
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IF statements-    allow conditional execution of programmed logic. 
 

  
 
GOTO statements-  allow a jump forward in the program 
 

  
 
Statements are classified as executable or non executable.  Specification statements are non 
executable, that is, they do not generate an operation that is performed in real time by the 
executive. Assignment, IF and GOTO statements are executable, that is, these statements 
generate operations that are performed in real time. 
 
PMI source statements can be declared on more than one line.  A line is a series of up to 71 
valid PMI characters followed by a carriage return character (on disk CR LF).  A statement may 
be composed of multiple input lines.  A statement is continued across multiple lines by including 
a special continuation character ("#") in all lines of that statement except the last one. 
 

  

Example: 
 
STATEMENT - in a single line 
 
SPRNS = (M03!M04) & (/M4RNG) & (SPSLCT!@PSIM)  ? Range Not Selected 
 
STATEMENT - in multiple lines 
 
@AXRRQ[1] = AXRRQ[1]*(AXR)+((/ZMTRV)*(@AXIS /=0)*(@AXRPB=1)*(1))# 
 +((/ZPTRV)*(@AXIS/=0)*(@AXRPB=2)*(2))  ? Axis Reference  

Example: 
 
 GOTO LABEL1 
    . 
 . 
 LABEL1: X = Y + Z 

Example: 
 
 IF(A > B) 
  C = D + E 
 ENDIF 
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2.2.6 PMI Directives/Keywords 
 
The PMI language directives are groups of characters that have a special meaning to the 
compiler.  The set of PMI directives is listed below: 
 

$INPUT $MESSAGE $MCODE $LOGICAL $INCLUDE 

$OUTPUT $TIMER $GCODE $FAULT $KEY 

$INTEGER $FLIPFLOP $LONG $AUXAXIS $END 
 
The   specification directives define the start of a specification subsection; all statements that 
follow that directive in the subsection are considered to be of that type in the PMI source 
program.  The following is an example of how they would appear in a PMI source program: 
 

 
 
Execution section keywords appear after the specification section, in the main body real-time 
executable PMI logic.  These keywords are listed below: 
 

Example: 
 

$INPUT 
LS27 = 0/0 
$OUTPUT 
R28  = 1/0 
$END 

 
Variable LS27 is considered to be an input type variable throughout the PMI source program, 
and R28 is considered to be an output type variable.  The user may not assign a value to 
LS27 within the PMI source program, this variable can only be READ by PMI. R28 may not 
be modified from outside the PMI source program. The status of R28 can change based 
upon a PMI statement, and that value will go to the MAX board. 
 
The "$END" directive denotes the end of the Specification Section in a PMI source program.  
It must appear in the source program after all variable definitions and before any statements in 
the Execution Section. 
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Note: All of the directories/keywords listed above (specification and 
execution) cannot be used for general purpose variables in the PMI source 

program. 
 
 
2.2.7 Arrays 
 
An ARRAY (NAME[X]) is a structured data type that makes it easier to organize and manipulate 
a group of similar data.  An array name is assigned which represents all values, or elements, of 
any array.  To designate exactly one element of the array, follow the array name by a subscript.  
The PMI system uses the one dimensional array concept, which is a group of values arranged 
in a single row. Each array must be declared in the Specification section to determine the array 
type. 
 
Listed below is a summary of the general rules for an array: 
 

1. Maximum array element size = 255. 
2. Maximum number of arrays   = 256  (this number includes executive interface variable 

arrays) 
3. Defined data of an array being declared in the specification section MUST match the 

array size. 
4. An array is included in determining total nesting within an expression. 
5. The element of the array can be an expression or variable. 
6. An array can appear on either side of the equal sign in a statement. 
7. When declaring the array element in the specification section, the number in brackets [N] 

indicates the total elements for the array. However, when the array is invoked in the 
program the array is "0 to N 1". 

 

Example: 
 

IF 
ELSEIF 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
T 
F 
GOTO 
 

The "IF", "ELSEIF", "ELSE", and "ENDIF" keywords are delimiters for the IF conditional 
statement.  All assignment statements between these delimiters are considered 
SUBSTATEMENTS of the IF statement.  
 
The "T" and "F" keywords denote the logical constant values 1 (TRUE), and 0 (FALSE), 
respectively. 
 
The "GOTO" keyword denotes a jump in the program is requested.  This jump can only be 
forward in the program, no backward jump is allowed. 
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Note: If an array element is designated by a variable which is calculated in real-
time to exceed the boundaries of the array specification, the control goes to E-
Stop and the PMI logic ceases execution.  The I/O page displays the message "NO 
PMI DATA". 
 
 
2.2.7.1 Array Syntax 
 
The array for PMI is classified as a one-dimensional array.  The elements of such an array are 
identified by a single subscript.  The correct format for the array is as follows: 
 

Array Syntax 

Array Format Definition 

NAME[X] Name - the symbolic name for the array 
[X] - size of the array 

 
 
2.2.7.2 Array Declaration 
 
Declaration of the array in the Specification section is required for PMI to determine the type of 
array.  The array can be declared as LOGICAL (0 or1), LONG array (±2,147,483,647), or as an 
INTEGER (±32,767).  Sections 2.2.7.2.1 and 2.2.7.2.2 further explain the declaration of an 
array. 
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2.2.7.2.1 Array Format - Specification Section 
 
All ARRAYS must be declared in the $LOGICAL, $INTEGER, or $LONG portion of the 
SPECIFICATION SECTION.  The format and general rules for the array in the specification 
section are the following: 
 

1. Array size must be between 2 - 255. 
2. Maximum number of arrays = 256 (this number includes arrays predefined by executive) 
3. Constant values of an array being declared in the specification section MUST match the 

array size. 
 
The following format should be used when declaring the array in the Specification section: 
 

Array Format - Specification Section 

Item Description 

A Name of the Array 

N Array size (Total number of elements in the array) 

M Data elements in an array (2-255) 

 
$XXXXXX (where XXXXXX is either LOGICAL, INTEGER, or LONG) 
A[N]  Array "A" Assigned to "N" elements, not set to constant values 
or 
A[N]=[M0,M1,...MN-1] Array "A" set to data constants 

 

 
 

EXAMPLES: 
 
 $INTEGER 
LUB[5]   ? Integer array "LUB" with 5 elements 
SP[25]   ? Integer array "SP" with 25 elements 
SPRNG[3]=[10,20,40] ? Integer array "SPRNG" with 3 elements  
    ? assigning data constants to array: SPRNG[0] 
    ? = 10, SPRNG[1] = 20, SPRNG[2] = 40 
$LOGICAL 
TC[3]    ? Logical array "TC" with 3 elements 
DC[4]=[T,F,F,T]  ? Logical array "DC" with 4 elements, assigned 
    ? a constant value: DC[0] = T, DC[1] = F, 
    ? DC[2] = F, DC[3] = T 
$END 
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2.2.7.2.2 Array Format - Execution Section 
 
An ARRAY can be assigned a value or be read to retrieve data within the array. Shown below 
are some typical formats and general rules for the array in the program section: 
 

1. An array is included in determining total nesting within an expression.  Refer to 
HIERARCHY OF OPERATIONS for additional information on NESTING.  

2. The element of the array can be an expression, constant, or variable. 
3. An array can appear on either side of the equal sign in a statement. 
4. When declaring the array element in the specification section, the number in brackets [N] 

indicates the total elements for the array. However, when the array is invoked in the 
program the array is "0 to N 1". 

 
The following format should be used when using the array in the Execution section: 
 

Array Format - Execution Section 

Item Description 

A Name of the Array 

N Array size (Total number of elements in the array) 

EXP Expression to be evaluated 

VAR Variable name 

 
1. A[N] = VAR  Array A[N] assigned the value of "VAR" 
 

 
 
2. A[N] =EXP  Array A[N] assigned the value of result of expression "EXP" 
 

  
 

Example: 
 
SP[4]  = (LOW * 100)  ? Array SP, element "4" assigned the value  
    ? result of the expression. 

Example: 
 
LUB[2] = PRESS  ? Array LUB, element "2" assigned the value of 
    ? the variable "press" 
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3. VAR  = A[N]  The variable "VAR" is assigned value in element A[N] 
  

 
 
4. VAR  = A[EXP] The variable "VAR" is assigned value in element based upon  
    RESULT OF THE expression "EXP" 
 

Note: Result of expression must fall within element range for the 
respective array. 

 

 
  
5. A1[N] = A2[N]  The value in array element A2[N] is assigned to array element  
    A1[N]. 
 

  
 
6. A1[EXP] = A2[EXP] The array A1[exp] (the element is based upon the result of "EXP")  
    is assigned the value stored in array A2[EXP]. (Based upon the  
    result of "EXP") the result of both expressions "EXP" must fall  
    within the element range for the respective array.  
 

 
  

Example: 
 
JOYSPD[(XAXIS * 1)+(ZAXIS * 2)]=ASPEED[(XAXIS * 1)+(ZAXIS * 2)] 
   ? 
   ? The array JOYSPD (the element is based upon the 
   ? result of "EXP") is assigned the value stored in 
   ? array ASPEED, (based upon the result of "EXP") the 
   ? result of both expressions "EXP" must fall within 
   ? the element range for the respective array. 

Example: 
 
LUB[1] = ZTRAV[2]  ? Array LUB, element "1" assigned the value of 
    ? the array ZTRAV, element "2". 

Example: 
 
HISPEED = SP[(1 * HI)+(2 * ORIENT)] ? The variable "HISPEED" is 
      ? assigned the value in the "SP" 
      ? array. The  element containing 
      ? the value is determined by the 
      ? expression. 

Example: 
 
LSPEED = SP[4]   ? The variable "LSPEED" is assigned the value in  
   ? array SP, element "4". 
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2.3 Operators & Expressions 
 
Section 2.3 discusses the different operators and what comprises an arithmetic and logical 
expression.  Please note the Hierarchy of operations for proper sequence of calculations for 
expressions. 
 
An expression is a set of constants and variables which are evaluated according to designated 
OPERATORS in order to produce a single result.  A simple expression may not necessarily 
have an operator and may consist of a single variable or constant.  In obtaining the result of a 
complicated expression with many operators, the word "subexpression" may be used to refer to 
either a single variable or constant, or the intermediate result of one or more operators.  A 
subexpression is an expression that is enclosed in parentheses, which in turn is contained 
within a larger expression.  An expression can be logical or arithmetic. 
 

 
 
 
2.3.1 Logical Operators 
 
PMI uses three different LOGICAL operators (AND - &, OR - !, NOT - /).  These operators 
operate on LOGICAL data and the result of these operators is LOGICAL (true or false).  An 
operand other than LOGICAL is first converted to LOGICAL; a non-zero value is true and a zero 
value is false. Each operator has a symbol associated with it that is used to specify that 
operation in a PMI statement. 
 
 

Example: 
 
 A = B    ? "B" variable is an expression 
 
 A = B + C   ? "B + C" is an expression 
 
 A = ((B * C)/D)  ? "((B * C)/D)" is an expression 
     ? "(B * C)" is a subexpression 
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2.3.1.1 "!" - OR Operator 
 
Symbol: ! 
 

 
 
Using the example above, when the "!" operator is used, the result is TRUE if either A or B is 
TRUE; it is FALSE only if both A and B are false.  A relay ladder diagram equivalent circuit 
would be two relay contacts in parallel with each other.  If T is a TRUE expression and F is a 
FALSE expression the OR operator gives the following results: 
 

! – OR Operator 

Expression Result

F ! F False 

F ! T True 

T ! F True 

T ! T True 

 

Example: 
 
 A ! B 
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2.3.1.2 "&" - AND Operator 
 
Symbol: & 
 

  
 
Using the example above, when the "&" operator is used, the result is TRUE only if both logical 
variables A and B are TRUE, it is FALSE if either A or B is FALSE.  A relay ladder diagram 
equivalent circuit would be two relay contacts in series with each other.  If T is a TRUE 
expression and F is a FALSE expression the AND operator gives the following results: 
 

& - AND Operator 

Expression Result

F & F False 

F & T False 

T & F Flase 

T & T True 

 
 

Example: 
 
 A & B 
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2.3.1.3 "/" - NOT Operator 
 
Symbol: / 
 

  
 
Using the example above, when the "/" operator is used, the result is TRUE only if A is FALSE; 
it is FALSE if A is TRUE.  A relay ladder diagram equivalent circuit would be a normally closed 
relay contact.  If T is a TRUE expression and F is a FALSE expression, the NOT operator gives 
the following results: 
 

/ - NOT Operator 

Expression Result

/F True 

/T False 

 
 
2.3.2 Logical Expressions 
 
A LOGICAL expression is comprised of any number of logical variables that are compared with 
the end result being True or False.  Logical expressions are evaluated by using the logical 
operators in Section 2.3.1 or the relational operators in Section 2.3.5. 
 
2.3.2.1 Adjacent Logical Operators 
 
A logical expression cannot have two logical operators together, except when the second 
operator is a "/" NOT.  The chart below gives some examples: 
 

Adjacent Logical Operators 

Expression Status 

!/ Is permitted 

&/ Is permitted 

!& Is not permitted

   
 

Example: 
 
 /A 
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2.3.2.2 Logical Hierarchy of Operations 
  
There is a hierarchy of operations when PMI evaluates a logical expression.  Based upon the 
hierarchy of operations in Section 2.3.7, the following example explains the order of evaluation 
for the logical expression: 
  

Using A, B, C, D, AND E AS LOGICAL VARIABLES 

Expression Interpreted as: 

A&B&/C!D&E ((A&B)&(/C))!(D&E) 

A&B&/(C!D) (A&B)&(/(C!D)) 

 
 
2.3.2.3 Logical Hierarchy of Operations 
 
Section 2.3.2.3 shows a number of examples for logical expressions. 
 

1. A single logical constant or variable. 
 

 
 

2. A relational expression (which always has a logical result). 
 

 
 

3. An arrangement of logical constants, logical variables, or relational expressions 
connected by LOGICAL OPERATORS which is evaluated as TRUE or FALSE.  

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @MONRQ = (@MONPB & /EMERG) ! MINZ 
 JOYSUM = JOYXM ! JOYXP ! JOYZM ! JOYZP 
 AXR  = ZMTRV & ZPTRV ! (@AXIS = 0) 

Example: 
 
 OPEN = @MODE = 0 ? "@MODE = 0" is a relational expression 
 CLOSE = @MODE > 0 ? "@MODE > 0" is a relational expression 

Example: 
 
 OPEN = T   ? "T" is a logical constant 
 CLOSE = F   ? "F" is a logical constant 
 LUB = /LUBTMR  ? "/LUBTMR" is a logical variable 
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4. Two or more elements to which a "/" NOT operator applies must be enclosed in 
parenthesis.  If T is a TRUE variable and F is a FALSE variable, the following examples 
would result: 

 

  
 
  
2.3.3 Arithmetic Operators 
 
ARITHMETIC operators are used for determining the result of an arithmetic expression.  There 
are five operators and are listed in the chart below: 
 

Arithmetic Operators 

Symbol Function 

+ Add 

- Subtract / Negate

* Multiply 

/ Divide 

% Modulus 

 
 
2.3.3.1 "+" - Add Operator 
 
Symbol: +   
 

  
The ADD operator causes A and B to be added to produce a result. 
 
 

Example: 
 
 A + B 

Example: 
 
 /T & T  results in a FALSE 
 /(T & F)  results in a TRUE 
 /T ! F  results in a FALSE   
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2.3.3.2 "-" - Subtract Operator 
 
Symbol: - 
 

   
The SUBTRACT operator causes B to be subtracted from A to produce a result. 
 
 
2.3.3.3 "-" - Negate Operator 
 
Symbol: - 
 

 
 
This operator is used to indicate negation of a numeric variable or expression. 
 
 
2.3.3.4 "*" - Multiply Operator 
 
Symbol: * 
 

 
  
The MULTIPLY operator causes A and B to be multiplied together to produce a result. 
 
 
2.3.3.5 "/" - Divide Operator 
 
Symbol: / 
 

  
  
The DIVIDE operator causes A to be divided by B to produce a result which is always truncated 
(integer). 
 

Note: A divide by zero condition is not flagged during run time as an error.  
If this condition is possible, it is up to the PMI programmer to verify that the 

divisor is non-zero before executing the divide operation. 

Example: 
 
 A / B 

Example: 
 
 A * B 

Example: 
 
 -A 

Example: 
 
 A - B 
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2.3.3.6 "%" - Modulus Operator 
 
Symbol: % 
 

  
The MODULUS operator causes A to be divided by B and the result is the remainder of that 
division, in INTEGER form.  E.g., the result of the expression 11 % 5 is 1. 
 
 
2.3.3.7 Mixed Mode Expression 
 
At times it is necessary to perform arithmetic functions with mixed variable types.  In general, 
variables are converted "upward" to match the largest variable type in an expression.   
 
Rules: 
 

a. If a LOGICAL is used in an arithmetic expression, the LOGICAL is converted to an 
INTEGER. (TRUE is converted to 1, and FALSE is converted to 0) 

b. If an INTEGER and a LONG are in the same expression, the INTEGER is converted to a 
LONG (unless the LONG is a dividend and the INTEGER a divisor). 

c. If a LOGICAL and a LONG are in the same expression, the LOGICAL is converted to an 
INTEGER first, and then may be converted to a LONG as described in "b" above. (TRUE 
is converted to a 1, and FALSE is converted to a 0) 

  
The following rules apply to the usage of variable types with arithmetic operators: 
 

a. LONG * LONG is invalid. (LONG * any data type is invalid.)                                     
b. LONG / LONG is invalid. (LONG is never valid as a divisor.) 
c. LONG % LONG is invalid. (LONG is never valid as a divisor.) 
d. LONG + LONG and LONG - LONG are valid. 
e. LONG / INTEGER is valid; result is INTEGER; could result in overflow**. 
f. LONG % INTEGER is valid; result is INTEGER; could result in overflow**. 
g. INTEGER * INTEGER has an INTEGER result. If the operation after an INTEGER * 

INTEGER is a divide, the divide operation uses the LONG intermediate result.  
 

 
 

Note: An overflow condition is not indicated as an error during run time.  It 
is up to the PMI programmer to check for this in the program, if necessary. 

Example: 
 
INTEGER = INTEGER * INTEGER:  the programmer must check if an overflow condition can 
occur. 
 
(INTEGER * INTEGER) / INTEGER: is equivalent to (LONG)/INTEGER. 
 
INTEGER * INTEGER * INTEGER: the operands of the second multiply are both INTEGER 

Example: 
 
 A % B 
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In cases where the variable on the left of the "=" is a different type than the expression on the 
right side, the right side of the "=" is calculated first, and then the final result is converted to the 
data type to the left of the "=". 
 

 
 
 
2.3.4  Arithmetic Expressions 
 
Arithmetic expressions are composed of integer constants and variables which are evaluated to 
a resultant arithmetic value (number).  If a logical variable is used in an arithmetic expression, it 
is converted to integer, where TRUE = 1 and FALSE = 0. 
 
2.3.4.1 Adjacent Arithmetic Operators 
 
An arithmetic expression cannot have two operators together, except when the second operator 
is a "-" Negate.  The chart below gives some examples: 
 

Adjacent Arithmetic Operators

Expression Status 

+* Is not permitted 

*+A Is not permitted 

* -A Is permitted 

 
 

Example: 
 

a. LONG = INTEGER * INTEGER is valid, but the result of the multiply will be an 
INTEGER that is converted to a LONG, and data may be lost if the INTEGER multiply 
is an overflow. 

b. INTEGER = LONG + INTEGER is valid.  The INTEGER being added to the LONG will 
be converted to a LONG.  The result of the addition is a LONG which will be 
converted to an INTEGER and stored in the variable INTEGER to the left of the "=". 
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2.3.4.2 Arithmetic Hierarchy of Operations 
 
There is a hierarchy of operations when PMI evaluates an arithmetic expression.  Based upon 
the hierarchy of operations in Section 2.3.7, the following example explains the order of 
evaluation for the arithmetic expression: 
 

All variables are Integers 

Expression Interpreted as:

A+B-C (A+B)-C 

A+B/C*D A+((B/C)*D) 

A/B/C (A/B)/C 

(A+2)*(B+3) (A+2)*(B+3) 

A+2*B+3 A+(2*B)+3 

A*B-10 (A*B)-10 

A*(B-10) A*(B-10) 

 
 
2.3.4.3 Arithmetic Expression Examples 
 
Section 2.3.7.3 shows a number of examples for logical expressions. 
 
An arithmetic expression may be one of the following: 
 
a. A single integer constant or integer variable. 
 

 
  
b. An arrangement of integer constants and variables connected by arithmetic operators 
that when evaluated produce a numeric result. 
 

 
 
 

Example: 
 
 SPCMD  = (@SCODE*@SSOSW/2) * (/SCDERR) 
 SPRPM  = SPRPM1 + SPRPM2 
 @SPDAC = (DACO)*(SPON)*(M04) (M03)*(SPSLCT)+(MANSP) 

Example: 
 
 A = 500  ? Integer constant 
 A = SUM  ? Integer variable 
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2.3.5 Relational Operators 
 
PMI uses six different RELATIONAL operators.  These operators operate on logical and 
arithmetic data.  The result of the comparison is LOGICAL (true or false).  Each operator has a 
symbol associated with it that is used to specify that operation in a PMI statement. 
 

Relational Operators 

Symbol Function 

= Equal to 

< Less than 

> Greater than 

/= Not equal to 

<= Less than or equal to 

>= Greater than or equal to

 
 
2.3.5.1 "=" - Equal Operator 
 
Symbol: = 
 

  
The result is TRUE if A and B are equal; it is FALSE if A and B are not equal.  The operands A 
and B may be either both logical or both numeric. 
 
 
2.3.5.2 "/=" - Not Equal Operator  
 
Symbol: /= 
 

  
The result is TRUE if A and B are not equal; it is FALSE if A and B are equal.  The operands A 
and B may be either both logical or both numeric. 
 
 

Example: 
 
 A /= B 

Example: 
 
 A = B 
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2.3.5.3 "<" - Less Than Operator 
 
Symbol: < 
 

  
The result is TRUE if A is less than B; it is FALSE if A is equal to or greater than B.  The 
operands A and B must both be numeric.   
 
 
2.3.5.4 ">" - Greater Than Operator 
 
Symbol: > 
 

 
 
The result is TRUE if A is greater than B; it is FALSE if B is equal to or less than A.  The 
operands A and B must both be numeric. 
 
 
2.3.5.5 "<=" - Less Than or Equal To Operator 
 
Symbol: <= 
 

  
 
The result is TRUE if A is less than or equal to B; it is FALSE if A is greater than B.  The 
operands A and B must both be numeric. 
 
 
2.3.5.6 ">=" - Greater Than or Equal To Operator  
 
Symbol: >= 
 

 
 
The result is TRUE if A is greater than or equal to B; it is FALSE if A is less than B. The 
operands A and B must both be numeric. 

Example: 
 
 A >= B 

Example: 
 
 A <= B 

Example: 
 
 A > B 

Example: 
 
 A < B 
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2.3.6 Relational Expressions  
 
A relational expression consists of two constants, variables or subexpressions, logical or 
arithmetic, separated by a relational operator which is evaluated to produce a TRUE or FALSE 
logical result. A RELATIONAL EXPRESSION may itself be a subexpression of a larger logical 
expression.  Under no circumstances can two relational operators adjacent to each other. 
 
 
2.3.6.1 Relational Expression Examples  
 

 
 
The hierarchy of operations (Section) governs the order of evaluation. 
 
 
2.3.7 Hierarchy of Operations  
 
Indicated below is the order of precedence for computing complex expressions. 
 

Hierarchy of Operations 

"-" Negate, "/" Not Higher, performed first 

"*" Multiply, "/" Divide, "%" Modulus 

"+" Add, "-" Subtract 

=, /=, <, <=, >, >= Relational Operators

"&" And 

 

"!" Or Lower, performed last 

 
Operations at the same precedence level are evaluated left to right.  The order of expression 
evaluation may be changed by placing the expression inside parentheses, e.g., (expression).  
Parentheses may be nested with the innermost expression evaluated first, proceeding to the 
outermost expression.  Six levels of expressions are permitted including implied parentheses 
due to the operator hierarchy.  Array brackets are treated like parentheses for counting 
expression levels.  The top level is the level with no parentheses, so five nested sets of 
parentheses/array brackets are allowed.  The compiler flags a statement with more than six 
levels of expressions as an error. 
 
A statement may contain any mix of operand types and operator types.  Conversions are 
automatically performed as described above. 

Example: 
 
 A  = @MODE = 0 
 R1ERR  = (M41&/RNG1)&(@MODE /=0)&SPSLCT 
 SCODNP = (M03!M04)&(@SCODE=0) 
 MAX  = 2000 * (SPEED >1000) 
 SCD  = (SUM*SUM1)>=(1000) 
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The unary operators NEGATE and NOT may prefix any variable.  The following expressions are 
thus valid:  a + b, a + /b, a & b, a & /b.  Unary + is not permitted. 
 
Divide by zero results in no operation being performed.  Overflow checking is not performed. 
  
  
3.0 PMI SOURCE PROGRAM 
 
The PMI source program is divided into two sections: the SPECIFICATION section and the 
EXECUTION section.  The specification section defines the digital input/output configuration, 
integers, timers, flipflops, messages, auxiliary axes, arrays, and M and G codes (other than 
ones defined by the executive software).  The statements in the Specification section are non 
executable statements which define variables and constructs for the execution section. 
 
The EXECUTION section of the PMI source program contains the expressions and statements 
that control the communications between the computer and the machine.  Refer to the example 
below of a sample PMI source program. 
 

SPECIFICATION SECTION 

? 
? PMIKIT 
? 
$INPUT 
LS     = 0/0                       ? Input Port 0, Bit 0 
$OUTPUT 
OUT    = 1/0                       ? Output Port 1, Bit 0 
$END 

EXECUTION SECTION 

IF( @CP109 )                       ? Auto mode request 
@MODRQ = 2 
ELSEIF( @CP110 )                   ? Single block mode request 
@MODRQ = 1 
ELSEIF( @CP111 )                   ? Manual mode request 
@MODRQ = 0 
ENDIF 
@CL109 = (@MODE = 2)               ? Auto mode LED 
@CL110 = (@MODE = 1)               ? Single block mode LED 
@CL111 = (@MODE = 0)               ? Manual mode LED 
?   
@AXRRQ[0] = @AXRPB * (@AXIS = 0)   ? X-Axis Jog Request 
@AXRRQ[1] = @AXRPB * (@AXIS = 1)   ? Y-Axis Jog Request 
@AXRRQ[2] = @AXRPB * (@AXIS = 2)   ? Z-Axis Jog Request 
@CYCRQ = @CP112                    ? Cycle Start Request 
@CL112 = @CYCIP                    ? Cycle in progress LED 
?   
@MCRDY = 1                         ? Machine Ready  
@MONRQ = @CP115                    ? Machine On Request 
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3.1 Specification Section 
 
The Specification section of the program is used to enumerate the user defined variables to be 
used in the Execution section of the program.  Compiler directives which start with a "$" indicate 
the start of a subsection in which a particular set of variables are defined.  Following each 
specification directive must be one or more specification statements.  In general, the directives 
may appear in any order, but may only be used once.  The end of the Specification section is 
indicated by the $END directive. 
 
Specification statements are used to assign variable names and formats to the following 
directives: 
 

$INPUT  $MESSAGE $MCODE $LOGICAL $INCLUDE 

$OUTPUT  $TIMER  $GCODE $FAULT $KEY 

$INTEGER  $FLIPFLOP $LONG $AUXAXIS $END 

 
 
3.1.1 Specification Section Assignments 
 
Every PMI source program has a specification section, but not every type of specification 
directive must be included in each program.  There are four steps to follow when developing the 
specification section: 
 
 1. DETERMINE INPUT/OUTPUT ASSIGNMENTS 
 

The user must make assignments to associate the points on the HSSB slave boards 
with internal PMI symbolic names.  The number of slots available is an installation 
dependent number.  The user must also determine assignments for logical and numeric 
variables at this time, and the external format of those variables. 

 
 2. DETERMINE DATA TYPES AND MACROS TO USE AND ASSIGN SYMBOLIC 

 NAMES TO VARIABLES 
 
 The user should choose alphanumeric names for variables that provide some clue as to 

their function in the program, being careful to not choose names that coincide with PMI 
keywords. 

 
All variables (except as described in note 4) that are used in the program must be 
defined.  The assignment of symbolic names is made in each specification subsection, 
headed by a specification directive. 

  
 3. DETERMINE CHARACTERISTICS OF M AND G CODES 
 

The user may specify whether an M or G code is executed as prompt (before any motion 
in the block) or delayed (after any motion in the block) in its operations.  The 
characteristics of the M/G codes should be determined before coding the PMI source 
program. 
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 4. WRITE THE PMI SPECIFICATION SECTION 
 

After the previous determinations have been made, the user is ready to write the PMI 
specification section of the source program.  The user must assign a symbolic name to 
every user defined variable used in the source program, and those names must be 
assigned in the specification section, with one exception.  The user may define internal, 
logical variables within the program by assigning them a value in the execution section 
of the program.  These variables are thought of as temporary value holders, as their 
values cannot be output to the machine tool. 
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3.1.2 $INPUT/$OUTPUT 
 
Inputs and outputs need to be defined for PMI to properly interface to the machine.  The 
$INPUT and $OUTPUT sections allow the programmer to assign variable names to the bits for 
I/O definition.  The physical locations for the input/output ports are on the HSSB slave boards.  
Each HSSB address can support up to four groups of 8 bits, totaling 32 bits per address.  Each 
MAX board can communicate with up to 32 HSSB slaves, and the SERIES 8 CNC is capable of 
up to sixteen MAX boards; the table below shows the port assignments for each HSSB slave of 
the first MAX board.  For a second MAX board, the PMI ports would run from 128 through 255; 
for a third, from 256 through 383. 
 

PMI PORTS / HSSB ADDRESSES 
HSSB 

ADDRESS 
PMI 

PORT 
HSSB 

ADDRESS
PMI 

PORT
HSSB 

ADDRESS
PMI 

PORT
HSSB 

ADDRESS 
PMI 

PORT
0 32 64 96 
1 33 65 97 
2 34 66 98 0 

3 

8 

35 

16 

67 

24 

99 
4 36 68 100 
5 37 69 101 
6 38 70 102 1 

7 

9 

39 

17 

71 

25 

103 
8 40 72 104 
9 41 73 105 

10 42 74 106 2 

11 

10 

43 

18 

75 

26 

107 
12 44 76 108 
13 45 77 109 
14 46 78 110 3 

15 

11 

47 

19 

79 

27 

111 
16 48 80 112 
17 49 81 113 
18 50 82 114 4 

19 

12 

51 

20 

83 

28 

115 
20 52 84 116 
21 53 85 117 
22 54 86 118 5 

23 

13 

55 

21 

87 

29 

119 
24 56 88 120 
25 57 89 121 
26 58 90 122 6 

27 

14 

59 

22 

91 

30 

123 
28 60 92 124 
29 61 93 125 
30 62 94 126 7 

31 

15 

63 

23 

95 

31 

127 
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3.1.2.1 Input/Output Syntax 
 
Following the $INPUT or $OUTPUT directives are statements that define the I/O structure, the 
names and format of input and output variables.  When defining the I/O, it must be remembered 
that the bits must be defined by ports.  A port (8 bits) must be defined as inputs or outputs.  The 
individual port cannot be split to include both inputs and outputs.  However, the ports may be 
alternated between inputs and outputs.  To indicate their form, the following chart indicates the 
symbols and syntax for I/O definition: 
  

Input/Output Syntax 

Single I/O Point Syntax:      v = port/bit# 

Multiple I/O Point Syntax:      v = port/bit#1 - bit#2/type 

v Symbolic name of the input/output 

port Port number 

bit# Bit assigned to the I/O point 

type Format type for group of bits 

   
 
3.1.2.1.1 Single I/O Point Definition 
 
A single bit (input/output point) is used for each individual logical variable.  For single point 
LOGICAL variables the syntax is: 
 
 v  =  port/bit# 
 

  
 

Note: Ports can be skipped if required by the application.  As in this 
example, ports 1 and 2 are not used.  The only difficulty that results from 

skipping of ports is the actual wiring to the hardware I/O devices.  There is 
no continuity to the wiring practice. 

Example: 
 
 $INPUT 
 OPEN  = 0/0  ? Input "OPEN"  assigned to Port 0, Bit 0 
 CLOSE= 0/1  ? Input "CLOSE" assigned to Port 0, Bit 1 
  . 
  . 
  LIMIT = 0/7  ? Input "LIMIT" assigned to Port 0, Bit 7 
 ? 
 $OUTPUT 
 LITE = 3/0  ? Output "LITE" assigned to Port 3, Bit 0 
 SPON = 3/1  ? Output "SPON" assigned to Port 3, Bit 1 
  . 
  . 
 CRDY = 3/7  ? Output "CRDY" assigned to Port 3, Bit 7 
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3.1.2.1.2 Multiple I/O Point Definition 
 
In some applications it may be required to group I/O bits forming an integer value.  When an 
integer variable is defined, all bits between the 1st bit and the last bit defined are part of that 
integer value.  Integer variables can be one of three types: 
 

Multiple I/O Point Definition 

Type Symbol

Unsigned Binary B 

Binary Coded Decimal BCD 

Two’s Complement TWOC 

       
For INTEGER variables the syntax is as follows: 
 
   v  =  port/bit#1     bit#2/type 
 
   Note:  Bit #1 = Least Significant Bit (LSB) 
     Bit #2 = Most Significant Bit (MSB) 
 
When assigning a value to Bit #1, it must be LESS than Bit #2.  The grouping of bits must be 
defined with a single port.  Should the grouping of bits require more than eight bits, the sum of 
two port definitions is required.  This is explained in more detail in Section 3.1.2.1.5. 
 

  
 

Example: 
 
JOGDIR = 1/4 7/B ? Unsigned binary on Port 1 Bits 4  
     ? thru 7 
TOOLN = 2/0 7/BCD  ? BCD integer on Port 2, Bits 0 thru 7  
SPRPM = 1/1 3/TWOC  ? Two's complement on Port 1 Bits 1  
     ? thru 3
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3.1.2.1.3 Integer Value for Binary/BCD Definition 
 
The following table shows the bit weight for binary and BCD numbers for 8 bits: 
 

Bit Weights 

Bit Binary 
Number

BCD 
Number

0 (LSB) 1 (20) 1 

1st 2 (21) 2 

2nd 4 (22) 4 

3rd 8 (23) 8 

4th 16 (24) 10 

5th 32 (25) 20 

6th 64 (26) 40 

7th 128 (27) 80 
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3.1.2.1.4 Bit Weight Binary Definition 
 
This section gives an example of how to determine the weight of a group of bits if the Binary 
format was defined: 
 

 
 

Note: If a numeric variable is assigned to an output and the value of the 
associated numeric variable exceeds the format defined by the 

specification statement, the value of the output is indeterminate. 

Example: 
 
 $INPUT 
 TOOLN = 2/0 7/BCD ? Binary Integer On Port 2, Bits 0 Thru 7  
 
This statement would result in an eight bit Binary numeric variable on port 2.  Assume that 
bits 2, 3, and 5 had input signals.  The chart below indicates the bit weight (numerical value) 
for this example: 
 

Bit 
# 

Bit 
Status 

Bit 
Value 

Bit 
Weight 

0 Not Active 1 0 

1 Not Active 2 0 

2 Active 4 4 

3 Active 8 8 

4 Not Active 10 0 

5 Active 20 32 

6 Not Active 40 0 

7 Not Active 80 0 

Adding the bit weights,  the value of bits 2, 3, 
and 5 would equal "44". 
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3.1.2.1.5 Bit Weight BCD Definition 
 
This section gives an example of how to determine the weight of a group of bits if the Binary 
Coded Decimal format was defined.  The example has been expanded to include adding two 
ports to form one value. 
  

 
 
These statements would result in a sixteen bit BCD numeric variable on ports 2 and 3.  Assume 
that bits 3 and 5 had input signals on port 2 and bits 1, 4, and 7 on port 3. Using the bit weight 
table and a calculation, the weight can be determined: 
 

TOOL A TOOL B 

Bit # Bit Status Bit Value Bit Weight Bit # Bit Status Bit Value Bit Weight

0 Not Active 1 0 0 Not Active 1 0 

1 Not Active 2 0 1 Active 2 2 

2 Not Active 4 0 2 Not Active 4 0 

3 Active 8 8 3 Active 8  

4 Not Active 10 0 4 Not Active 10 0 

5 Active 20 20 5 Active 20 20 

6 Not Active 40 0 6 Not Active 40 0 

7 Not Active 80 0 7 Not Active 80 80 

 
For TOOLA, the bit weights for 3 and 5 would be added with a result of "28".  To determine the 
bit weight for TOOLB, the result of adding bits 1, 4, and 10 has to be multiplied by "100". 
 
Therefore,  TOOLB  = (92 * 100) 
 
To determine the final results, TOOLA and TOOLB need to be added together and assigned to 
a variable within the execution portion of the PMI program. 
 
  TOLSUM = (TOOLA) + (TOOLB * 100) 
  TOLSUM = (28) + (92 * 100) 
  TOLSUM = 9228 
 

Note: If two ports are added for a Binary format, the 100 would have to be 
replaced by 256. 

Example: 
 
$INPUT 
TOOLA = 2/0 7/BCD  ? BCD Integer on Port 2, Bits 0 Thru 7 
TOOLB = 3/0 7/BCD  ? BCD Integer on Port 3, Bits 0 Thru 7  
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3.1.2.1.6 Bit Weight Two's Complement Definition 
 
In 2's complement notation, positive numbers are represented as simple binary numbers with 
the restriction that the MSB is 0. Negative numbers are somewhat different. To obtain the 
representation of a negative number, use the following algorithm: 
 

1. Represent the number as a positive binary number. 
2. Complement it. (Write 0's where there are 1's and 1's where there are 0's in the positive 

number.) 
3. Add 1. 
4. Ignore any carries out of the MSB. 

 
Note: The MSB of a 2's complement number denotes the sign, 0 means the 

number is positive; 1 means the number is negative. 
 

 
  
 

Example: 
 
 $INPUT 
 SPRPM = 1/0 7/TWOC  ? Two's Complement On Port 1 Bits 0 
      ? Thru 7 
 

When the PMI system reads these inputs and the
result is +25 the bit pattern would be: 

Bit # 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Input Status 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

 

When the PMI system reads these inputs and the
result is -25 the bit pattern would be: 

Bit # 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Input Status 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
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3.1.3 $LOGICAL 
 
A variable is assumed to be logical if it is not listed in the $LONG or $INTEGER portion of the 
specification section of the PMI source program, and it appears on the left-hand side of an equal 
sign.  The $LOGICAL section has been provided to define logical arrays or constants, or if the 
programmer wishes to list all variables for documentation purposes. 
 

 
  
 
3.1.4 $INTEGER 
 
The PMI compiler requires that all variables that are numeric in value be listed in the $INTEGER 
or $LONG portions of the Specification section.  If a variable is used as a numeric value but not 
listed in the $INTEGER or $LONG sections, the variable are interpreted as a 1 or 0 while PMI is 
running.  The variables listed in the $INTEGER section are defined as 16 bit (±32,767) 
variables.  If a variable has the possibility of exceeding the range for an integer, it should 
instead be listed in the $LONG section.  There are several types of integer variables that can be 
listed.  They are the following: 
 

Integer Variables Types 

READ/WRITE These variables are simply listed.  If more than one is listed per line, the 
names are separated by commas. 

ARRAY 
variable 

If the variable is an array, the array size is put in brackets following the 
name. 

CONSTANTS 
Constants are listed by name and then their respective value.  A constant is 
a READ-ONLY variable.  The value of this variable cannot be changed in 
the execution portion of the program. 

ARRAY 
constant 

Values are assigned to the array by declaring the name of the array, size of 
array, and the values to be assigned to the array.  The values must be listed 
in order for proper assignment to the array number.  An array constant is a 
READ-ONLY variable.  The value of this variable cannot be change in the 
execution portion of the program. 

 

Example: Declaring LOGICALS 
 
$LOGICAL 
IND[4],STATE[6]    ? Declare Arrays IND and STATE  
      ? as Logical Arrays 
STEP[10]=[1,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0] ? Assign Constants to STEP Array 
      ? Elements 
XYZ = T     ? Assign Constant of True to  
      ? Variable XYZ 
ABC = F     ? Assign Constant of False to  
      ? Variable ABC 
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3.1.5 $LONG 
 
The PMI compiler requires that all variables that are numeric in value be listed in the $INTEGER 
or $LONG portions of the Specification section.  If a variable is used as a numeric value but not 
listed in the $INTEGER or $LONG sections, the variable are interpreted as a 1 or 0 while PMI is 
running.  The variables listed in the $LONG section are defined as 32 bit (±2,147,483,657) 
variables.  There are several types of integer variables that can be listed.  They are the 
following: 
 

1. READ/WRITE Variables are simply listed.  If more than one is listed per line, the 
names are separated by commas.  Examples for read/write 
variables would be SUM, TOTAL, SPEED etc.  

2. ARRAY variable  If the variable is an array, the array size is put in brackets 
following the name. Examples for the array variable would be  
INDEX[5], DEG[3], etc.   

3. CONSTANTS Constants are listed by name and then their respective value. 
 

 
 

4. ARRAY CONSTANT Values are assigned to the array by declaring the name of the 
array, size of array, and the values to be assigned to the array.  The values must be 
listed in order for proper assignment to the array number.   

 

 
 

Note: Constants and Array Constants are READ ONLY 
  

Example: 
 
 SRANGE[2] = [75000,200000]  ? SRANGE[0] = 75000 
      ? SRANGE[1] = 200000 

Example: 
 
 MAXSPD = 80000, MINSPD = 30000 
 

Example: Declaring INTEGERS 
 
 $INTEGER 
 SPNSPD,TOOLN,TSTATE[5]  ? Two Read/Write variables and 
       ? one array variable 
 SRANGE[2]=[7500,2000],DEG[3] ? One array constant and an 
       ? array variable 
 MAXSPD = 800, MINSPD = 300  ? Two constants 
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3.1.6 $FAULT 
 
The $FAULT section allows the programmer to define Fault messages that appears on the fault 
status display on the LCD TOUCH SCREEN.  The variable used for identifying the fault 
message is treated as a logical.  When the fault variable is TRUE, the fault status indicator 
flashes and the fault text appear on the faults page. The message text contains ASCII 
characters and/or variable names.  The text is separated by using the quote " character.  Do not 
use the “#” character in $FAULT messages! 
 
The fault message syntax allows for the use of variables in the message.  When a variable 
name is used, the current value of the variable is displayed.  The entire message (including the 
variable) is limited to 40 characters. 
 

Note: The order that the fault messages are defined determines the order of 
how the messages appear on the display. 

 

$FAULT Syntax 

name = "text3" 
or 
name = "text1", var1, "text2", var2

 

$FAULT Parameters 

textN ASCII text to be displayed on faults page

varN name of variable to be displayed 

 

 
 

Note: An array variable may not be displayed with a FAULT message. 
 

 

Example: 
 
MSG3 = "LUBRICATION STEP NUMBER ", LUB[2] ? Illegal Use of Array 

Example: 
 
$FAULT 
MSG1 = "ERROR CHANGING TOOL", NTOOL ? Text With Variable 
MSG2 = "LUB PRESSURE FAILURE"  ? Text Without    
       ? Variable 
  
When MSG1 is TRUE, the resulting display is: 
 
 ERROR CHANGING TOOL 5 (when the current value of NTOOL is 5) 
 
When MSG2 is TRUE, the resulting display is: 
 
 LUB PRESSURE FAILURE 
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3.1.7 $MESSAGE 
 
The $MESSAGE section allows the programmer to define messages that can be sent to a DNC 
for status reporting.  The variable used for identifying the message is treated as a logical.  When 
the message variable is TRUE, the message is logged to the DNC (if enabled).  The message 
text contains ASCII characters and/or variable names.  The text is separated by using the quote 
" character.  Do not use the “#” character in $MESSAGE text! 
 
The message syntax allows for the use of variables in the message.  When a variable name is 
used, the current value of the variable is put into the message.  The entire message (including 
the variable) is limited to 40 characters. 
 

$MESSAGE Syntax 

name = "text3" 
or 
name = "text1", var1, "text2", var2

 

$MESSAGE Parameters 

textN ASCII text to be displayed on faults page

varN name of variable to be displayed 

 

 
 
 

Note: An array variable may not be displayed with a message. 
 

 
 

Example: 
 
MSG3 = "LUBRICATION STEP NUMBER ", LUB[2] ? Illegal Use of Array 

Example: 
 
$MESSAGE 
MSGF2X = “X POSITIVE TRAVEL LIMIT”  ? Text Without    
       ? Variable 
MSGP69 = "MOVE ENDPOINT IS IN PROTECTED AREA “,PRS69  
       ? Text With Variable 
 
When MSGP69 is TRUE, the text sent to the DNC is: 
 
 MOVE ENDPOINT IS IN PROTECTED AREA 5 (when the current value of PRS69 is 5) 
 
When MSGF2X is TRUE, the text sent to the DNC is: 
 
 X POSITIVE TRAVEL LIMIT 
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3.1.8 $MCODE/$GCODE 
 
PMI allows the programmer to define his or her own M & G codes to perform any I/O function 
within the bounds of PMI.  All OEM defined M codes are to be declared in the $MCODE section 
and G codes in the $GCODE section.  When the M or G code is encountered within the part 
program, the PMI variable (@XCC/E) that corresponds to the code is set True within the PMI 
program.  Simultaneously all part program execution is halted until the code is RESET by PMI.  
At this point it is the programmer’s responsibility to RESET the active code.  This is 
accomplished by simply assigning the active code to False. 
 
 
3.1.8.1 M & G Code Syntax 
Following the M or G code directives are statements that define the code as well as to the type.  
The codes can be defined one per line or several different codes on the same line with a 
comma separating each entry.  The syntax for the codes is as follows: 
 

M & G Code Syntax 

@XCCC/E For Single Definition 

@XCCC/E, @XCCC/E,... For Multiple Definition

 

M & G Parameters 

@ Indicates an executive control variable 

X Is the type of code M or G 

CC 
C Is the code number, 00 through 99 or 100 through 299 

E 
Defines when the code is executed with the part program block.  
"P" for prompt (before any move in the block) 
"D" for delayed (after any move in the block) 

 

 
  
 

Example: 
 
 $MCODE 
 @M03/P, @M05/D    ? Spindle CW, Spindle Stop 
   @M07/P, @M08/P, @M09/D  ? Coolant Mcodes 
   $GCODE 
   @G175/D     ? OEM Defined G code 
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3.1.8.1.1 "/P" Parameter 
 
If the /P parameter (Prompt) is used in defining the M or G code, if there is an axis move 
programmed in the same block,  the M or G code are performed prior to the axis movement.  
For example, if the part program had the following block, PMI interprets it as follows: 
 
Part Program Block: M03 X1.5 Y.5 Z-2.5 
The M03 is performed prior to the X, Y, and Z move. 
 
3.1.8.1.2 "/D" Parameter 
 
If the /D parameter (Delay) is used in defining the M or G code, if there is an axis move 
programmed in the same block,  the M or G code is performed after the axis movement.  For 
example, if the part program had the following block, PMI interprets it as follows: 
 
Part Program Block: M05 X1.5 Y.5 Z-2.5 
The M05 is performed after the X, Y, and Z move. 
 
 
3.1.9 $TIMER 
 
PMI provides two types of timers to assist the programmer in writing the program.  The timers 
are defined in the $TIMER section of the specification section of the PMI source program and 
are defined as "E" (Energize On Delay) or "D" (De-energize On Delay) types. 
 
The "E" and "D" type timers emulate relays that have a control contact and a delayed contact 
with a maximum delay period of 655.34 seconds.  In PMI, the contacts are represented by a 
control contact variable (TC) and a delayed contact variable (DC). 
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3.1.9.1 Timer Syntax 
 
Following the $TIMER directive are statements that define the type of timer and duration for 
delay. The timer definition must be declared individually.  Two timers cannot be defined on the 
same line.  The syntax for timers is as follows: 
 

$TIMER Syntax

T/TC/DC=P 

 

$TIMER Parameters 

T Timer type, E or D 

TC Name of timer control variable - the timer input (also referred to as the immediate 
variable); Logical R/W 

DC Name of timer delay variable, the timer output (also referred to as the delayed variable); 
Logical, Read Only. 

P Delay period in units of 20 ms; maximum delay is 655.34 seconds 

 

 
 
 

Example: 
 
E/STARTC/STARTD = 50  ? E timer, STARTC = control variable, 
     ? STARTD = delay variable, delay           
     ? period = 1 second. (.020 sec * 50) 
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3.1.9.2 "E" Type Timer 
 
For an E (delay when Energized) timer, the normal state of the output (DC) is a False condition.  
To begin the timer, a transition from False to True on the control variable (TC) is required.  
When the delay time has expired (based upon the P parameter in the definition), the delayed 
contact becomes True.  Anytime the control variable (TC) goes False, the delayed contact (DC) 
immediately goes False (no delay).  Should the control variable go False before the timer 
expires, the delay contact remains False.  When the timer is restarted, the full delay time occurs 
before the delayed contact goes True. 
 

 
 
For this E type timer, the specified time period has been defined as 0.5 seconds (25 20 msec 
units).  Whenever the "TC" variable is set TRUE, the "DC" goes TRUE .5 seconds later. "DC" 
goes FALSE as soon as "TC" goes false.  Referring to below, the timing chart can be 
interpreted as follows: 
 
Time 1 "TC" variable is set True which starts the timer. 
Time 8 "DC" variable becomes True after the time delay. 
Time 12  "TC" variable is set False which in turn causes the "DC" variable to go False. 
Time 16  "TC" variable is set True which starts the timer. 
Time 20  "TC" variable is set False prior to the timer completing the time delay, therefore 

the "DC" variable is never set True. 
Time 24  "TC" variable is set True which starts the timer. 
Time 32  "DC" variable becomes True after the time delay and remains True as long as 

"TC" remains True. 
 

 
"E" Type Timer Diagram 

 

Example: 
 
 $TIMER 
 E/TC/DC = 25 
 $END 
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"E" Type Timer Diagram For Example Program 

 

Example: 
 
? 
?  EXAMPLE PROGRAM   E TIMER WITH 1 SECOND DELAY PERIOD 
? 
?  SPECIFICATION SECTION 
? 
$INPUT    ? Define Inputs 
START  = 0/0   ? Start Timer Input Port 0, Bit 0 
? 
$OUTPUT                ? Define Outputs 
TIMRON = 1/0          ? Timer on Output Port 1, Bit 0 
? 
$TIMER                ? Define Timer 
? 
E/TIMRTC/TIMRD = 50         ? (20 ms)(50 units) = 1 Second Delay 
? 
$END                        ? End of Specification Section  
? 
?  BEGIN EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS 
? 
TIMRTC  = START          ? Set "TC" True to Start Timer at Time 0, 
Release at Time 12 
     ? Restart Timer at Time 24 
TIMRON  = TIMRD        ? Turn Output "ON" After 1 Second (Time 
8),      ? Reset at Time 12 
     ? Output Active at Time 32 
? 
?  END OF SOURCE PROGRAM EXAMPLE 
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3.1.9.3 "D" Type Timer 
 
For a D (delay when De-energized) timer, the normal state of the output (DC) is a True 
condition.  To begin the timer, a transition from True to False on the control variable (TC) is 
required.  When the delay time has expired (based upon the P parameter in the definition), the 
delayed contact becomes False.  Anytime the control variable (TC) goes True, the delayed 
contact (DC) immediately goes True (no delay).  Should the control variable go True before the 
timer expires, the delay contact remains True.  When the timer is restarted, the full delay time 
occurs before the delayed contact goes False. 
 

 
 
For this D type timer, the specified time period has been defined as 0.5 seconds (25 20 msec 
units).  Whenever the "TC" variable is set FALSE, the "DC" goes FALSE .5 seconds later. "DC" 
goes TRUE as soon as "TC" goes TRUE.  Referring to below, the timing chart can be 
interpreted as follows: 
 
Time 1   - "TC" variable is set False which starts the timer. 
Time 8   - "DC" variable becomes False after the time delay. 
Time 12 - "TC" variable is set True which in turn causes the "DC" variable to go True. 
Time 16 - "TC" variable is set False which starts the timer. 
Time 20 - "TC" variable is set True prior to the timer completing the time delay, therefore 

the "DC" variable is never set False. 
Time 24 - "TC" variable is set False which starts the timer. 
Time 32 - "DC" variable becomes False after the time delay and remains True as long as 

"TC" remains False. 
  

 
"D" Type Timer Diagram 

 

Example: 
 
 $TIMER 
 D/TC/DC = 25 
 $END 
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? indicates a timing chart for the preceding program. 
 

 
“D" Type Timer Diagram For Example Program 

 

Example: 
 
? 
?  EXAMPLE PROGRAM   D TIMER WITH 1 SECOND DELAY PERIOD 
? 
?  SPECIFICATION SECTION 
? 
$INPUT    ? Define Inputs 
START  = 0/0   ? Start Timer Input Port 0, Bit 0 
? 
$OUTPUT    ? Define Outputs 
TIMRON = 1/0   ? Timer On Output Port 1, Bit 0        
? 
$TIMER    ? Define Timer 
? 
D/TIMRTC/TIMRD = 50  ? (20 ms)(50 units) = 1 Second Delay 
? 
$END     ? End of Specification Section  
? 
?  BEGIN EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS 
? 
TIMRTC  = START   ? Set "TC" False to Start Timer at Time 
0,       ? Release at Time 12 
     ? Restart Timer at Time 24 
TIMRON  = TIMRD   ? Turn Output "Off" After 1 Second (Time 
      ? 8), Reset at Time 12 
     ? Output Active at Time 32 
?  END OF SOURCE PROGRAM EXAMPLE 
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3.1.10 $FLIPFLOP  
 
The Flipflop directive can be used to emulate a 7474 D-type of edge-triggered flipflop.  Another 
name for the Flipflop is a Latch.  The definition of the Flipflop must be declared in the 
$FLIPFLOP section of the specification section of the source program. 
 
 
3.1.10.1 Flipflop Syntax  
 
Following the $FLIPFLOP directive are statements that defines the parameters for the Flipflop.  
The Flipflop definition must be declared individually and a variable name must be defined for 
each parameter.  The syntax for the Flipflop is as follows: 
 

Flipflop Syntax

Q/D/CK/PR/CL 

 

Flipflop Parameters 

Name Variable Type Function 

D Data Input The state of this variable is transferred to the "Q" output 
upon transition (False to True) of input "CK" 

Q Data Output This variable is the resulting output of the flipflop, based 
on the truth table shown below. 

CK Clock - Transitional Input A transition of this input from False to True transfers the 
state of "D" to the "Q" output. 

PR Preset - Transitional Input When True, sets "Q" to a True condition. 

CL Clear - Transitional Input When true, sets "Q" to a False condition. 
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Flipflop Truth Table 

D CK PR CL Q 

F ↑ F F F 

T ↑ F F T 

X X T F T 

X X F T F 

X X T T ? 

T = True 
F = False 
X = Don't Care 
↑ = Transition 
? = Indeterminate

 
This Truth Table can be used to better understand the operation of the Flipflop.   
 

 
 

Note: In the preceding example, the last characters of each name match 
the corresponding Flipflop parameter.  This can help identify the type of 

variable when troubleshooting the PMI program.   
 

Example: 
 
$FLIPFLOP 
FF1Q/FF1D/FF1CK/FF1PR/FF1CL 
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To help understand what is happening in the program, below is a graphical timing chart for the 
program. 
 

 

 
Timing Chart Example 1 Flipflop 

 

Example: 
 
$FLIPFLOP 
SPOUT/SPDATA/SPCLOK/SPSET/SPCLER 
 
? 
?  EXAMPLE PROGRAM   FLIP FLOP, BASIC OPERATION 
? 
?  SPECIFICATION SECTION 
? 
$INPUT    ? Define Inputs 
TOGLPR  =  0/0   ? Toggle Preset Input Port 0, Bit 0 
TOGCLR  =  0/1   ? Toggle Clear Input Port 0, Bit 1 
TOGLCK  =  0/2   ? Toggle Clock Input Port 0, Bit 2 
? 
? 
$OUTPUT    ? Define Outputs 
FLPOUT  =  1/0   ? Flipflop "Q" Output Port 1, Bit 0 
? 
$FLIPFLOP    ? Define Flipflop 
? 
FFQ/FFD/FFCLK/FFPR/FFCLR ? Flipflop Parameters 
? 
$END     ? End of Specification Section 
? 
? BEGIN EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS 
? 
FFPR  = TOGLPR   ? Preset Flipflop if TOGLPR is "TRUE" 
FFCLR = TOGCLR   ? Clear Flipflop if TOGCLR is "TRUE" 
FFD   = /FFQ   ? Set Up Toggle Condition For "D" Input 
FFCLK = TOGCLK   ? Clock Flipflop if TOGCLK is "TRUE" 
FLPOUT= FFQ   ? Turn On FLPOUT Output When FFQ is 
"True" 
? 
? END OF SOURCE PROGRAM EXAMPLE 
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To help better understand what is happening in the program, below is a timing chart for the 
program.  The timing chart uses the OPTIONAL STOP names, however, this chart is applicable 
to the BLOCK DELETE and STATION ACTIVE variables. 
 

 
Timing Chart Example 2 Flipflop 

 
  

Example: 
 
$FLIPFLOP 
SPOUT/SPDATA/SPCLOK/SPSET/SPCLER 
 
? 
? EXAMPLE PROGRAM - FLIP-FLOP OPTIONAL STOP, BLOCK DELETE, STATION  
? ACTIVE 
? 
? SPECIFICATION SECTION 
? 
$FLIPFLOP     ? Defines Flipflops 
OPSQ/OPSD/OPSCK/OPSPR/OPSCL  ? Optional Stop FF Parameters 
BKDQ/BKDD/BKDCK/BKDPR/BKDCL  ? Block Delete FF Parameters 
SAQ/SAD/SACK/SAPR/SACL  ? Station Active FF Parameters 
? 
$END      ? End of Specification Section 
? 
? BEGIN EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS 
? 
OPSD   = /OPSQ   ?Set Toggle For FF 
OPSCK  = @OPSPB   ?Set/Reset Clock With System Variable 
@OPSTP = OPSQ   ? Optional Stop Feature On/Off 
?  
BKDD   = /BKDQ   ? Set Toggle For FF 
BKDCK  = @BKDPB   ? Set/Reset Clock With System Variable 
@BKDLT = BKDQ   ? Block Delete Feature On/Off 
? 
SAD    = /SAQ   ? Set Toggle For FF 
SACK   = @SAPB   ? Set/Reset Clock With System Variable 
@SALIT = SAQ   ? Station Active Feature 
? 
? END OF SOURCE PROGRAM EXAMPLE 
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3.1.11 $KEY 
 
The $KEY section is used to define text strings.  These strings may be used for operator touch 
key labels or “mach stat” parameters.  Do not use the “#” character in $KEY strings! 
 

$KEY Syntax

name = “text” 

 
The name identifies the text string; setting a long integer variable equal to the name causes the 
text to display. 
 

 
 
 
3.1.12 $END 
 
This directive indicates the end of the specification section of the program.  The execution 
section follows this directive. 
  
 

Example: 
 
 $KEY 
 TXAUTO = “ AUTO” 
 MSZSEN = “ZERO SET key enable” 
 $END  
 @OTX00   = TXAUTO 
 @STTXT[0] = MSZSEN 
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3.2 AUXILIARY AXES 
 
Besides the normal system axes (X, Y, Z...), the SERIES 8 CNC allows for operation of up to 6 
auxiliary axes.  These 6 AUX axes are defined by the Parameter Change Program (PCP), but 
are controlled by the PMI program.  When designing a system with AUX axes, the number of 
primary and AUX axes must be added to determine the number of servo ports required.  For 
every 8 axes defined, there must be one MAX board.  If the total of the primary and AUX axes 
exceed the number of servo ports available in the system, an error results and no axis motion is 
allowed. 
 
Each auxiliary axis is independent of the other auxiliary axes and independent of the part 
program axes.  There is no coordination of motion (contouring) between auxiliary axes or 
between auxiliary axes and part program axes.  However pseudo contouring between auxiliary 
axes is possible by starting the motions simultaneously and adjusting the feedrates according to 
the move lengths. 
 
Parameters such as axis resolution, max feedrate, axis gain, servo adjust distance, and servo 
adjust velocity are set in PCP for auxiliary axes.  There are no software travel limits.  SERVO 
ADJUST and SRMP may be used on these axes, but CALIBRATE cannot be used (Refer to the 
SERIES 8 CNC Operator Manual for use of these features).  Closed loop or open loop operation 
is permitted. 
 
3.2.1 AUX Axis Parameters - PCP 
 
The SERIES 8 CNC provides a Parameter Change Program (PCP) to help set up the machine.  
Prior to compiling the PMI source program, the AUX AXIS portion of PCP should be executed to 
specify the number of auxiliary axes in the system, and their resolution and max velocities. 
 
Once PCP has been properly configured and PMI has successfully completed its compilation, 
several other PCP parameters are available to fine tune the AUX axes.  These include the 
following: 
 
GAIN - defines the loop gain for each auxiliary axis. "GAIN" is specified in hertz (HZ) and must 

be in INTEGER form.  When determining the gain, the following data can be used:  
 
 16.667 HZ = 1 IPM/MIL 
 

Note: Max Gain Value is 83 HZ 
 
SERVO ADJUST VELOCITY - Servo adjust is a feature of the SERIES 8 CNC which cycles an 
axis back and forth over a preset distance to allow for tuning of the amplifier gain.  This velocity 
is specified in the same units as VELOCITY in the AUXAXIS specification statement. The value 
entered must be a positive value. 
 
SERVO ADJUST DISTANCE - The servo adjust distance defines the length of travel for an axis 
during the servo adjust cycle.  It must be specified in counts, and the sign of the value 
determines the direction of the first move when the cycle is invoked. 
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3.2.2 Auxiliary Axes - Execution Section 
 
Once the auxiliary axis has been declared in the Specification section, the next step is to control 
the axis in the Program section.  The PMI system uses a group of Executive variables (all of 
which are array type variables, Section 2.2.7) for the PMI to communicate with the executive.  
These include the following: 
 

Name Function Section 

@AUREQ Auxiliary axis request 3.2.2.1 

@AUMOD Auxiliary axis mode 3.2.2.2 

@AUACK Executive acknowledge 3.2.2.3 

@AUCMP Auxiliary axis jog complete  3.2.2.4 

@AUVEL Velocity for AUX axis move  3.2.2.5 

@AUPOS Auxiliary axis actual position 3.2.2.6 

@AUHOM Auxiliary axis has been homed 3.2.2.7 

@AUVER Auxiliary axis velocity error 3.2.2.8 

@AUCNC Cancel jog at current position 3.2.2.9 

@AUCRG Auxiliary axis control position 3.2.2.10 

@AUPRG Absolute position for the AUX axis 3.2.2.11 

@APPOS Auxiliary axis position from the part program 3.2.2.12 

@APVEL Auxiliary axis velocity from the part program 3.2.2.13 

 
The preceding variables are used to communicate with the executive software for each AUX 
axis defined in PMI.  The AUX axes are distinguished by using the array feature.  All of the 
variables are configured as 6 element arrays (@XXXXX[0] thru @XXXXX[5]).  The unused 
auxiliary axis elements are ignored if the PMI source program attempts to communicate with 
them.  The element designation for the auxiliary axes is the following: 
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Auxiliary Axes Element Designation 

Aux Axis # Element # Notes 

1 0 

2 1 

3 2 

4 3 

5 4 

6 5 

 
The 6AUX AXIS number is NOT a MAX board servo port 
number! Port numbers are assigned sequentially by the 
executive, based on the number of primary and auxiliary axes. 
 

 
 

 
 
3.2.2.1 @AUREQ - Auxiliary Axis Request 
 
The @AUREQ variable is used to determine the type of move for the respective axis.  The value 
is assigned to the proper element for the axis to be moved.  The values are listed in the 
following chart: 
 

@AUREQ - Auxiliary Axis Request 

Value Function 

0 No request, set to "0" after receipt of @AUACK 

1 Continuous jog, move until told to stop 

3 Home the respective axis 

6 Jog to position based on @AUPOS from part program 

8 Clear excessive velocity error 

  

 
 

Note 1: For values (1,3,6), when issued, the @AUMOD variable must be set 
for closed loop operation.  Otherwise @AUACK issues a (1) NACK and 

prohibit the move. 
 

Note 2: For value (6), when issued, if the axis has not been HOMED, 
@AUACK issues a (1) NACK and prohibit the move. 

Example: 
 
 @AUREQ[0]  =  SW * 3     ? Home AUX axis 1 if "SW" is True 

Example: 
 
@AUREQ[0] = Aux axis #1 
@AUREQ[1] = Aux axis #2 
@AUREQ[2] = Aux axis #3
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3.2.2.2 @AUMOD - Auxiliary Axis Mode 
 
The @AUMOD variable is used to determine the mode that the AUX axis is to operate.  The 
different modes are listed in the following chart: 
 

@AUMOD – Auxiliary Axis Mode 

Value Function 

0 DISABLE  SERVO (No DAC out & exec does not read positional feedback) 

1 Set axis in CLOSED LOOP (positional feedback monitored and DAC voltage is 
output to hold axis position).  See Note 2. 

2 
Set axis in OPEN LOOP (a DAC voltage is output to drive and drive velocity is based 
on this voltage). The feedback for this axis is read by the exec, however, no axis 
compensation is attempted to maintain constant velocity. 

3 This axis Encoder Feedback ONLY; DAC output is unknown to PMI. 

4 This axis DAC Output ONLY 

 

 
 

Note 1: A "0" & "4" value causes the executive variable @AUHOM to be set 
for "NOT HOMED".  When in these modes, the axis position is not 
monitored by the control.  The axis must be "HOME" to reestablish 

positioning of the axis. 
 

Note 2: @AUMOD must be set to open loop or encoder feedback mode for 
at least one scan of the PMI logic before switching to closed loop mode to 
initialize the position register in the executive software.  Since the system 

is in Estop at the time of initial IPL, this should not be a problem. 
  

Example: 
 
@AUMOD  =  /ESTOP * 2    ? Set to Open Loop and Disable servo if 
     ? at emergency stop. 
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3.2.2.3 @AUACK - Executive Acknowledge to AUX Axis (Read Only) 
 
The @AUACK variable is used to verify that the executive software has recognized a request 
for an AUX axis function.  The value being assigned to the @AUACK variable by the executive 
informs PMI that the request was Accepted or Not Accepted.  It is the programmer’s 
responsibility to reissue the request if the original request was rejected by the executive.  The 
value is assigned to the proper element for the axis generating the request.  This variable is 
Read Only.  The values returned by the executive are listed in the following chart: 
 

@AUACK - Executive Acknowledge to Aux Axis  

Value Function 

0   No Response from the executive,  ready for new request 

1   Request Accepted by the executive 

-1   Request Not Accepted by the executive 

 
Note: The request Accepted/Not Accepted remains active until @AUREQ[X] 

is reset to zero. 
 

 
 
Listed below are a number of conditions that can cause the executive to issue a "REQUEST 
NOT ACCEPTED" (-1) value: 
 

1. Zero velocity for any move request. 
2. A negative sign applied to the velocity value during a "jog to position" request. 
3. In closed loop and request a "jog to position" when the axis has not been homed. 
4. When requesting a continuous jog, homing cycle, or jog to position and @AUMOD is not 

set for closed loop.  
 
  

Example: 
 
MOV  =  @AUREQ[0] = 6  &  @AUACK[0] = 1 
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3.2.2.4 @AUCMP - Auxiliary Axis Jog Complete 
 
The @AUCMP variable is used to determine if the jogging of the AUX axis is complete.  This is 
a Read Only Variable and the different conditions are listed in the following chart: 
 

@AUCMP – Auxiliary Axis Jog Complete

Value Function 

0   Axis jog NOT complete 

1   Axis jog complete 

 
Note: @AUCMP is only valid after @AUACK indicates that the request is 

accepted. 
 

 
 
 
 
3.2.2.5 @AUVEL - Velocity for AUX Axis Move 
 
The @AUVEL variable is used to assign a value to the respective AUX axis for defining the 
velocity.  The value assigned is in UNITS (the same as for specifying maximum velocity in the 
$AUXAXIS specification statement). The value assigned to the @AUVEL variable must be a 
positive value for a jog to position move.  When determining the velocity, it must be calculated 
based upon English or Metric mode.  The following formulas can be used to determine the units: 
 

@AUVEL – Velocity for AUX Axis Moves 

English Units  =  IPM * (Counts per Inch) * .0021333 

Metric Units =  MMPM * (Counts per Millimeter) * .0021333 

 

 
 

 
 

Example: 
 
If the velocity is being determined by the F code in the part program, the formula would be: 
 
@AUVEL[0]  =  @APVEL[0] 

Example: 
 
@AUVEL[0]  =  4267 * @FRO/100 

Example: 
 
MOVSTP  =  @AUREQ[0] = 0  &  @AUCMP[0] = 1 
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3.2.2.6 @AUPOS - Auxiliary Axis Move Endpoint Position 
 
The value assigned to these variable states the absolute position (from machine zero) for the 
axis to move.  The value can be assigned by a variable or by @APPOS (distance for move from 
part program).  It is imperative that all AUX axes be homed for proper positioning.  The unit of 
measure for @AUPOS is in counts. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Example: 
 
Feedback resolution of the auxiliary axis is 10,000 counts per inch, that is, one count = 
0.0001".  Assume also that you wish to jog this axis at 200 IPM.  The value of @AUVEL 
would be: 
 

200 * 10,000 * .0021333 = 4266.6 
Rounded to an integer, the commanded velocity is 4267 

Example: 
 
Assigning a value to @AUPOS from the part program. 
 
 Part Program Block: G61X30000 
 
 PMI statement: @AUPOS[0] = @APPOS[0] 

Example: 
 
If the axis is setup for 10,000 counts per inch and @AUPOS is assigned the value of 30,000, 
the axis will be moved to the ABSOLUTE position of 3 inches. 
 
 @AUPOS[0]  =  30000  ? Move Aux Axis 1 to 3" position 
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3.2.2.7 @AUHOM - Auxiliary Axis has been Homed 
 
This variable can only be "READ" by PMI to give the homing status.  The following chart 
indicates the status: 
 

@AUHOM – Auxiliary Axis has been Homed

Value Function 

0   Aux Axis [?] Not Homed 

1   Aux Axis [?] Has Been Homed 

 

 
 
 
3.2.2.8 @AUVER - Auxiliary Axis Velocity Error 
 
This variable can only be "READ" by PMI to determine if the Aux axis has gone into an 
Excessive Velocity condition.  The following chart indicates the status: 
 

@AUVER – Auxiliary Axis Velocity Error

Value Function 

0   No Aux Axis Velocity Error 

1   Aux Axis Velocity Error 

 

 
 

Note: While an AUX axis has a velocity error, the DAC output by the 
executive is zero regardless of the value of @AUVEL.  When the error is 

cleared, normal closed loop operation resumes. 
 
 

Example: 
 
VELERR  =  @AUVER[0] 

Example: 
 
NHOMED  =  /@AUHOME[0] 
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3.2.2.9 @AUCNC - Cancel Jog at Current Control Position 
 
This variable is used to stop Aux axis movement.  Should @AUCNC[?] be assigned the value of 
(1), the control decelerates the Aux axis at the slide’s current position.  The following chart 
indicates the values that can be assigned to the @AUCNC variable: 
 

@AUCNC – Cancel Jog at Current Control Position 

Value Function 

0 Do Not Cancel the Move 

1   Cancel the Move 

 

 
 
 
3.2.2.10 @AUCRG - Auxiliary Axis Control Register 
 
This Read Only long integer array contains the control position in real-time for the auxiliary axis.  
This is the location where the auxiliary axis should be at this point in time (absolute position plus 
error).  The value stored in @AUCRG is in counts.  Use this variable when determining an 
incremental move. 
 

 
 
 
3.2.2.11 @AUPRG - Absolute Position For AUX Axis  
 
This Read Only long integer array contains the actual position in real-time for the auxiliary axis.  
This variable differs from @AUCRG because @AUPRG shows any movement of the axis.  Any 
instability of the axis is noticeable with the @AUPRG variable.  This variable is equivalent to the 
encoder feedback display on the AUX servo page display.  The value stored in @AUPRG is in 
counts. 
 

 
 
 

Example: 
 
@AUCNC[0]  =  @CSTPB 

Example: 
 
ERR  =  @AUPRG[0] - @AUCRG[0] 

Example: 
 
@AUPOS[0] = @AUCRG[0] + INC10 
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3.2.2.12 @APPOS - Auxiliary Axis Position From Part Program  
 
This is a long integer array which contains the value entered in the part program as a desired 
endpoint for an auxiliary axis.  The value is passed in counts, based on what is entered in the 
part program. 
 

 
 
  
3.2.2.13 @APVEL - Auxiliary Axis Velocity From Part Program  
 
This is an integer array which contains the value entered in the part program for a desired 
velocity of an auxiliary axis move.  This value is passed in internal velocity units as defined in 
Section 3.2.2.5. 
 

 
 
In the part program, actual dimensions and velocities are programmed, that is, the auxiliary axis 
position can be programmed in inches or millimeters and the velocity in inches/minute or 
millimeters/minute.  The executive program converts the position and velocity commands to the 
proper units for use by PMI. 
 

Example: 
 
Assume the Aux axis has been setup for max velocity of 200 IPM or 4267 Internal velocity 
units (IVU) and Part Program Block -  G61 F100 X3 
 
When the part program block is executed, @APVEL[0] will equal 2133 (100 IPM).  This 
variable must then be assigned to the @AUVEL[0] variable for proper velocity. 
 
 @AUVEL[0]  =  @APVEL[0] 

Example: 
 
Assume the Aux axis has been set up for 10000 counts per inch and Part Program Block: 
 G61 F100 X3 
 
When the part program block is executed, @APPOS[0] will equal 30000.  This variable must 
then be assigned to the @AUPOS[0] variable for proper positioning. 
 
 @AUPOS[0]  =  @APPOS[0] 
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Example: 
 
Assume the codes G61-G66 are used to pass auxiliary axis data; also assume the X-code is 
used for position, and the F-code for velocity.  In addition the auxiliary axis has been defined 
for resolution of 10,000 counts per inch and a maximum velocity of 200 IPM: 
 
 N0010 G61 X.7 F50. 
 
When block N0010 executes, the value of "7000" is placed into the executive variable 
"@APPOS[0]", and the value "1066" is placed in the variable "@APVEL[0]".  A value of 7000 
counts equals .7", and a velocity of 1066 equals 50 inches/minute.  
 
 The PMI source program might look like this: 
 . 
 . 
 IF (@G61)    ? Execute Only When G61   
      ? Programmed 
 @AUPOS[0] = @APPOS[0]  ? Pass Part Program Value to Aux 
      ? Position 
 @AUVEL[0] = @APVEL[0]  ? Pass Part Program Velocity to  
      ? Aux Velocity 
 @AUREQ[0] = 6*(@AUACK[0]=0) ? Request Jog to Position @AUPOS 
      ? Drop Request When ACK Seen 
 @G61 = (/@AUCMP[0]) ! (@AUREQ[0]=6) ! (@AUACK[0]=-1)  
      ? Reset G61 When Jog Complete 
 ENDIF 
 . 
 . 
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Example: Auxiliary Axis 
 
Assume an auxiliary axis system with the following resolution: 
Linear Axis = 2500 lines/inch = 10000 counts/inch 
 
$INPUT 
? 
SEQ1PB  = 0/0      ? Start Sequence "1" When  
       ? Active 
OVRTV1  = 0/1     ? Over Travel Limit on AUX  
       ? Axis "1" 
OVRTV2  = 0/2     ? Over Travel Limit on AUX  
       ?Axis "2" 
? 
$END 
?  
? LINEAR AXIS CONTROL 
? 
IF(SEQ1!SEQ1PB) 
@AUVEL[0] = 4266     ? Velocity of 200 IPM For  
       ? AUX Axis 1 
@AUVEL[1] = 2666     ? Velocity of 1250 MMPM For 
       ? AUX Axis 2 
?  
@AUPOS[0] = 100000      ? Absolute Position of 10" 
@AUPOS[1] = 50000      ? Absolute Position of 50  
       ? MM 
? 
SEQ1A1    = @AUCMP[0] & @AUACK[0] /= 0  ? Check For Move Complete 
                  ? On AUX Axis 1 
SEQ1A2    = @AUCMP[1] & @AUACK[1] /= 0  ? Check For Move Complete 
                  ? On AUX Axis 2 
SEQ1F     = SEQ1A1 & SEQ1A2     ? Check For Both Axes 
        ? Having Completed  
        ? Respective Moves 
@AUREQ[0] = /SEQ1A2 * 6     ? Jog To ABS Pos of 10" 
@AUREQ[1] = (SEQ1A1 & /SEQ1A2) * 6  ? Jog to  ABS Pos Of 5" 
@AUCNC[0] = OVRTV1      ? Stop Move Because Of 
        ? Overtravel Condition 
@AUCNC[1] = OVRTV2 
SEQ1      = /SEQ1F       ? Reset SEQ1 
ENDIF 
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3.3 Execution Section  
 
The execution section of the PMI source program starts after $END and continues to the end of 
the file.  This portion of the program includes the expressions/statements that interprets the 
interface and perform the necessary functions. 
 
The PMI system has been designed to replace hardware logic elements with software.  The 
language specified here allows a user to symbolically describe in human readable form the logic 
to be implemented.  This input form is analogous to symbolically specifying the logic using 
ladder diagrams or electronic logic symbols.  The primary difference is that the PMI logic is 
executed sequentially.  Logic appearing at the beginning of a PMI source program can affect 
logic appearing later in the program in the same scan cycle,  whereas logic toward the end of 
the program can only affect statements at the beginning of the program on the next scan. 
 
3.3.1 Assignment Statements  
 
Throughout the Execution section Assignment statements are used to assign the result of an 
expression to a variable.  The assignment is indicated by the symbol "=".  The form of an 
assignment is: 
 

Assignment Statement Syntax

V = E 

 

Assignment Statement Parameters

V  Assignment Variable 

=  Assignment Operator 

E  A PMI Expression 

 
Note: The first "=" to the right of V is the assignment operator.  Any 

subsequent "=" is considered to be a relational operator. 
 
3.3.2 Statement Labels  
 
A Statement Label is used to mark any executable statement in conjunction with the GOTO 
statement (Section 3.3.4).  Statement labels follow same syntax rules as variable names.  The 
label is followed by a colon. 
 

 
 
 

Example: 
 
 LABEL1:  A = B & C 
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3.3.3 IF Construct  
 
IF constructs are used to allow conditional execution of subsequent statements.  An IF 
statement consists of an initial IF statement, a terminating ENDIF statement, assignment 
statements and optionally ELSEIF, ELSE statements or other IF constructs.  IF constructs may 
be nested.  Four levels of IF constructs are allowed, that is, the outer or top level IF construct 
may contain three other IF constructs.  Each level is terminated with an ENDIF. 
 
An IF statement has an expression associated with it.  The result of the expression is always 
converted to LOGICAL.  If the expression is true, the statements following it up to an ELSEIF, 
ELSE, or ENDIF statement at the same nesting level are executed.  If the expression is false, 
those statements are not executed and execution continues at the following ENDIF, ELSE, or 
ELSEIF statement at that level. 
 
An ELSEIF statement also has an expression associated with it.  An ELSEIF statement must 
follow an IF statement or another ELSEIF statement.  If the expression of all the preceding IF or 
ELSEIF statement at the same nesting level is false, the ELSEIF expression is evaluated.  If it is 
true, the statements following it up to another ELSEIF or ELSE or ENDIF statement at the same 
nesting level are executed.  If the ELSEIF expression is false, those statements are not 
executed. 
 
An ELSE statement is preceded by an IF or ELSEIF statement or both.  ELSE has no 
associated expression.  When the preceding IF and ELSEIF expressions are all false, the 
statements following the ELSE concluding with the ENDIF are executed. 
 
The expression for IF and ELSEIF statements is enclosed in parentheses:   
 
 IF(expression) or ELSEIF(expression) 
 

 
 

 
 

Example: 
 

IF(A > B) 
  C = D + E 
ELSE 
  C = D + G 
ENDIF 

Example: 
 

IF(A > B) 
  C = D + E 
ELSEIF(A = B) 
  C = D + F 
ELSE 
  C = D + G 
ENDIF 
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3.3.4 GOTO Statement  
 
The GOTO statement causes execution of the program to skip to the label specified.  All 
intervening statements are not executed.  The label must be forward (further down) in the PMI 
source program than the GOTO statement. 
 

 
 
 
3.3.5 $INCLUDE Statement  
 
The INCLUDE statement permits statements from another file to be included in the PMI source 
program as if it were part of the same file.  The statements from the INCLUDE file replace the 
INCLUDE statement in the PMI source program.  Often the PMI source program for many 
machines is the same except for a few statements.  If these statements are put in "include" files, 
the same main PMI source program can be used for all the machines.  A different "include" file 
would be specified for each machine.  This is particularly useful for defining faults and 
messages in different languages. 
 
INCLUDE statements may be used anywhere in the main PMI source program (Specification or 
Execution sections), however it cannot be used in another INCLUDE file. 
 

 

Example: 
 

IF(A > B)  ? Start of 1st level 
  C = D + E 
  IF(X = Y) ? Start of 2nd level 
    W = U + V 
  ENDIF  ? End of 2nd level 
  H = J + K 
ENDIF   ? End of 1st level 

Example: 
 

IF(A > B) 
  C = /D + /E 
ENDIF 

Example: 
 
 $INCLUDE filename 

Example: 
 

IF(BYPASS) 
  GOTO LABEL1 
ENDIF 
. 
. 
LABEL1: X = Y & Z 
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3.3.6 Tool Codes  
 
Tool codes are passed from the executive software to PMI as they are encountered when 
executing a part program.  In order to permit tool changing systems where a tool indexing 
mechanism may be used to prepare a tool number prior to the actual tool change, there are two 
variables available to PMI regarding the tool number: 
 

Tool Codes 

@TOOL  defines the currently active tool

@NTOOL defines the next tool 

 
@NTOOL is updated when a part program block containing a T-code is executed.  @TOOL 
becomes updated with this new tool number only after an M90 is executed.  The M90 in the part 
program causes the tool offsets associated with the new T-code to become active. 
 
The variable @TCLIT is provided to permit an operator status message to be displayed 
indicating that a tool change is active.  PMI may set or reset this variable accordingly to create 
the status message. 
 
Actual usage of T-codes to the machine interface varies from system to system based on the 
machine capabilities and requirements. 
 
 
3.3.7 Spindle Codes  
 
Spindle codes are passed to PMI in the @SCODE variable whenever an S-code is executed 
from the part program.  Part program execution is suspended in this case until PMI sets the 
variable @NEWSC to false.  This feature permits PMI to delay program continuation until the 
new spindle speed can be processed.  A delay is often required to wait for the new speed to be 
attained, or possibly to change outputs to effect a spindle range change. 
 
PMI can control the commanded spindle speed with the variable @SPDAC which creates an 
output directly to the spindle DAC (digital to analog converter) of the control hardware.  The 
commanded spindle voltage may range from -10 volts to +10 volts.  @SPDAC is an integer 
ranging from -32767 to +32767, where 32767 equals an output of 10 volts and -32767 equal an 
output of -10 volts.  The following statement shows a typical spindle output calculation: 
 
@SPDAC= DIR* (@SCODE*@SSO/100)* 8192/1000   ? SPINDLE OUTPUT  
  
Where: DIR is a variable that determines direction (set to 1 for CW rotation, and -1 for CCW 
rotation) 
 @SCODE is the last programmed S-code 
 @SSO/100 is the spindle speed override percentage 
 8191/1000 is the factor to convert spindle RPM to voltage out 
  
The scale factor "8191/1000" above is determined by the spindle speed attained when 10 volts 
is output to the spindle.  This calculation assumes that 10 volts equals 5500 RPM.  When 
@SCODE is equal to 5500, the resulting value for @SPDAC is 32764 (which is the closest 
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integer calculation for the 32767 maximum).  Other checks may be added to the calculation to 
limit the maximum and minimum values permitted for a given application. 
 
Actual measured spindle speed is available in some systems where a spindle encoder is 
provided.  If so, the measured spindle speed is passed to PMI in the variable @SSRPM.  
@SSRPM is an integer variable, and is scaled directly in spindle revolutions per minute.  
Correct scaling of this variable is determined by the PCP entry in the executive software 
defining the number of counts of encoder feedback per spindle revolution. 
 
For lathe systems using constant surface speed, the executive automatically controls the value 
of @SSRPM to contain the required value based on the constant surface speed equation.  In 
this case, @SSRPM is not the last programmed spindle speed, but rather a dynamic calculation 
based on the current position of the X-axis.  A variable called @CSSIP is provided to indicate to 
PMI that constant surface speed mode is active.  The main usage of this would be to inhibit 
spindle speed override capability when CSS mode is active, so that the maximum programmed 
spindle RPM cannot be exceeded. 
 
A special variable is provided for simulated spindle RPM to permit running the control in axis 
simulation mode where a measured spindle speed is required (such as inches per rev feedrates 
and threading moves in lathe systems).  @CSRPM is used for this purpose.  A typical PMI set 
of statements for simulated spindle RPM would look like this: 
 
IF(@ASIM)  
 @CSRPM=((SCODE*SPINON)*@SSO)/100 
ENDIF 
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3.4 Executive Interface Variables  
 
This section defines the EXECUTIVE INTERFACE VARIABLES used to communicate between 
the executive and the PMI source program.  These variables are defined by SIEB & MEYER; 
they cannot be created in the PMI source program.  Executive Variables begin within the letter 
"@". 
 
@4A100- 
@4A102 First 4 X 4 Board Auxiliary Inputs   (Read Only) {Logical} 

@4A100 through @4A102 represent the (3) auxiliary inputs available through the first 4 
X 4 HSSB slave board. 

 
@4A200- 
@4A202 Second 4 X 4 Board Auxiliary Inputs   (Read Only) {Logical} 

@4A200 through @4A202 represent the (3) auxiliary inputs available through the 
second 4 X 4 HSSB slave board. 

 
@4L100- 
@4L115 First 4 X 4 Panel LEDs    (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@4L100 through @4L115 represent the (16) LEDs on the first 4 X 4 operator panel.  
The LEDs are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left LED is 
@4L100; the upper right LED is @4L103, the lower left LED is @4L112, and the lower 
right LED is @4L115. 
True = Turn LED on 
False = Turn LED off 

 
@4L200- 
@4L215 Second 4 X 4 Panel LEDs    (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@4L200 through @4L215 represent the (16) LEDs on the second 4 X 4 operator panel.  
The LEDs are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left LED is 
@4L200; the upper right LED is @4L203, the lower left LED is @4L212, and the lower 
right LED is @4L215. 
True = Turn LED on 
False = Turn LED off 

 
@4P100- 
@4P115 First 4 X 4 Panel Pushbuttons   (Read Only) {Logical} 

@4P100 through @4P115 represent the (16) pushbuttons on the first 4 X 4 operator 
panel.  The buttons are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
button is @4P100, the upper right button is @4P103, the lower left button is @4P112, 
and the lower right button is @4P115. 
True = button is pressed 
False = button is not pressed 
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@4P200- 
@4P215 Second 4 X 4 Panel Pushbuttons   (Read Only) {Logical} 

@4P200 through @4P215 represent the (16) pushbuttons on the second 4 X 4 operator 
panel.  The buttons are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
button is @4P200, the upper right button is @4P203, the lower left button is @4P212, 
and the lower right button is @4P215. 
True = button is pressed 
False = button is not pressed 

 
@AI100- 
@AI107 Operator Panel Auxiliary Inputs   (Read Only) {Logical} 

@AI100 through @AI107 represent the (8) auxiliary inputs available through the 
operator panel HSSB slave board. 

 
@ASIM Axis Simulation Mode        (Read Only) {Logical} 

@ASIM is used to signify that axis movement and spindle rotation is being simulated in 
the main executive.  The status of @ASIM is controlled thru activation of the simulate 
softkey.  This variable should be used to set a PMI variable to a condition that allows 
PMI to operate in the Axis Simulation mode. 
True = Axis Simulation Mode active; axis motion and spindle rotation is simulated 

by the executive. 
False = Axis Simulation not active. 
 

 
 
@ATCBD Broken Bit Tool Change Request   (Read, Write) {Logical} 

This variable is set TRUE by PMI to request a broken bit tool change.  Driller/router only. 
 

 
 
@ATOOL  Active Tool Number     (Read Only) {Integer} 

@ATOOL contains the tool number of the tool which is currently in the spindles.  A value 
of zero indicates no tool is active.  Driller/router only. 
 

 
 

Example: 
 
 NOFED = ( @ATOOL & /@GRAPH & @ZINFD=0 ) & /TCIP 

Example: 
 
 @ATCBD = BDER & ( ATOOL /= 0 ) & /@MANDS 

Example: 
 
 ZOVRLD  =  OVRLOD & /@ASIM 
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@ATPOS All Axes at Safe Position        (Read Only) {Logical} 
This variable indicates that all axes are at a safe position for a spindle carrier index to 
occur.  This flag directly represents the status of the displayed message "ALL AXES 
CLEAR" or "AXES NOT CLEAR".  Safe position for axes is either the home position or 
the start position of an active program in Cycle Mode.  MSA only. 
True = "ALL AXES CLEAR" 
False = "AXES NOT CLEAR" 

 
@AUSTP[ ] Aux Axis Cycle Indicator   (Array) (Read, Write) {Integer} 

Each array element indicates the current step of the defined cycle sequence for the 
corresponding aux axis.  This is used to update the display page for cycle definition 
when a cycle is executing so the given cycle parameter can be highlighted.  MSA only. 
 

@AUSTP[ ] Values and Definitions 

0 No cycle active 

1 Executing initial dwell 

2 Calculating parameters for rapid move to start of cut 

3 Executing rapid move to start of cut 

4 Calculating parameters for first infeed 

5 Executing first infeed 

6 Calculating parameters for second infeed 

7 Executing second infeed 

8 Calculating parameters for dwell after infeed 

9 Executing dwell after infeed 

10 Calculating parameters for outfeed 

11 Executing outfeed 

12 Calculating parameters for rapid move to end position 

13 Executing rapid move to end position 

 
@AUCBD[ ] Aux Axis Chip Break Distance  (Array) (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

Used in conjunction with @AUCBN to specify "chip breaks" in an aux axis move.  If 
@AUCBM is non-zero, the programmed aux axis moves have the specified number of 
chip breaks, or pauses in the move.  The value specified in @AUCBD defines a backup 
distance for each chip break.  If @AUCBD is set to zero, a chip break still occurs, but no 
backup of the move takes place (it simply decelerates to a stop and then continue the 
move).  MSA only. 
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@AUCBN[ ] Aux Axis Number of Chip Breaks  (Array) (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

Used in conjunction with @AUCBD to specify "chip breaks" in an aux axis move.  If 
@AUCBM is non-zero, the programmed aux axis moves have the specified number of 
chip breaks, or pauses in the move.  The value specified in @AUCBD defines a backup 
distance for each chip break.  If @AUCBD is set to zero, a chip break still occurs, but no 
backup of the move takes place (it simply decelerates to a stop and then continue the 
move).  MSA only. 

  
@AUNLM[ ] Aux Axis Negative Travel Limit  (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Used to indicate whether an aux axis is at a negative travel limit position. 
True = travel limit exceeded 
False = travel limit not exceeded 

 
@AUPLM[ ] Aux Axis Positive Travel Limit  (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Used to indicate whether an aux axis is at a positive travel limit position. 
True = travel limit exceeded 
False = travel limit not exceeded 

 
@AUSOF[ ] Aux Axis Spindle Offset   (Array) (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

Contains the current value of the spindle offset being used for the specified auxiliary 
axis.  This value along with @AUTOF must be used to reconcile the difference between 
programmed endpoints for the aux axes (@AUPOS) and measured position (@AUCRG 
or @AUPRG).  When verifying current position with  @AUCRG or @AUPRG, these 
values are in total counts from the home position; whereas when commanding an 
endpoint with @AUPOS, the spindle offset and tool offset are taken into account by the 
executive software.  MSA only. 

 
@AUTOF[ ] Aux Axis Tool Offset    (Array) (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

Contains the current value of the tool offset being used for the specified auxiliary axis.  
This value along with @AUSOF must be used to reconcile the difference between 
programmed endpoints for the aux axes (@AUPOS) and measured position (@AUCRG 
or @AUPRG).  When verifying current position with  @AUCRG or @AUPRG, these 
values are in total counts from the home position; whereas when commanding an 
endpoint with @AUPOS, the spindle offset and tool offset are taken into account by the 
executive software.  MSA only. 

 
@AUXFH Aux Axis Feedhold     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@AUXFH stops motion of all auxiliary axes when TRUE.  Motion resumes when 
@AUXFH is set FALSE. 
True = inhibit aux axis motion 
False = allow aux axis motion 

 
@AUXOR[ ] Aux Axis Orientation    (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Used to indicate whether an aux axis is oriented along the X-axis or Z-axis.  MSA only. 
True = oriented along X-axis 
False = oriented along Z-axis   
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@XACT2 
@XACT3 
@XACT4 
@AXACT Axis Motion Active       (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

@AXACT indicates that the respective axis is in motion.  Similar to @MVACT, indicating 
that axis motion is active, except this is an array which lets individual axes be checked to 
see if they are active.  For MSA systems, @AXACT applies to the first axis group, 
@XACT2 to the second, @XACT3 to the third, and @XACT4 to the fourth. 
True = Indicates that motion is occurring on the indicated axis. 
False = Indicates that there is NO motion occurring on the indicated axis. 
 

 
 
@AXGRP Selected Slide Position    (Read Only) {Integer} 

Indicates the slide position currently selected for jogging and homing functions.  When 
no slide positions are active, this variable is set to -1.  MSA only. 
@AXGRP = 0 indicates slide position #1 is active 
@AXGRP = 1 indicates slide position #2 is active 
etc.  

 
@AXGRQ Requested Slide Position        (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Indicates the requested slide position currently for jogging and homing functions.  If a 
slide number is requested that does not have a CNC slide, then the next valid slide 
position in sequential order is active.  The currently active slide position can be read in 
the variable @AXGRP.  MSA only. 
@AXGRQ = 0 requests slide position #1  
@AXGRQ = 1 requests slide position #2  
etc. 

 
@AXIS Axis Select      (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Assigning a numeric value from 0 thru 5 to @AXIS selects the appropriate axis. 
 

 
 

0 X Axis  3 Axis 4

1 Y Axis  4 Axis 5

2 Z Axis  5 Axis 6

  

Example: 
 
 @AXIS  =  AXPB 

Example: 
 
 MOVX  =  @AXACT[0]  ? Movement in X axis 
 MOVY  =  @AXACT[1]  ? Movement in Y axis 
 MOVZ  =  @AXACT[2]  ? Movement in Z axis 
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@AXRRQ[ ] Axis Reference Request    (6 Element Array)   (Read, Write)  {Integer} 
Assigning a numeric value from 0 thru 6 to @AXRRQ[ ] requests the Axis Reference 
Functions (No request, Jog Plus, Jog Minus, Home, Zero Shift, Zero Set, or Jog To 
Position).  @AXRRQ[ ] must be reset to zero between each function request for the next 
request to be accepted. 

 
For non-customized systems, the @AXRRQ array has six elements; each array element 
refers to a programmed axis.  For example, in a three axis system (X, Y, and Z), the 
variable @AXRRQ[0] would refer to the X-axis reference request, @AXRRQ[1] would 
refer to Y, and @AXRRQ[2] would refer to Z.  Refer to Specifications for customized 
systems to determine array size. 
 
The following describes the conditions under which requests are not acknowledged: 

1. All requests are ignored if the control is not in Manual Mode. 
2. All requests on a particular axis are ignored if homing or any jog is in progress on 

that axis. 
3. If a software limit is detected, jogging is allowed only on the axis in limit and only 

in the direction to back off the limit. 
4. Zero Shift function is currently not implemented, but it executes like a Zero Set. 
5. Any Zero Set request is ignored unless all axes are stopped and all requested 

manual functions completed. 
 
The following example gives the expressions preventing a request to be made for any 
axis other than its own: 
  @AXRRQ[0]  =  AXRPB * (@AXIS = 0) 
  @AXRRQ[1]  =  AXRPB * (@AXIS = 1) 
  @AXRRQ[2]  =  AXRPB * (@AXIS = 2) 

 

AXRRQ[ ] Parameters

0 No Request 

1 Jog Plus 

2 Jog Minus 

3 Home 

4 Zero Shift 

5 Zero Set 

6 Jog to position 
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@BBDEL Delete Broken Bit From Table   (Read, Write) {Logical} 
Setting this variable TRUE causes the last entry in the broken bit table to be deleted.  
Driller/router only. 

 

 
 
@BCNT Batch Counter         (Read, Write)  {Long Integer} 

Displayed batch counter on the Production Page in Cycle Mode.  When this variable is 
set to zero, the batch counter is not displayed.  MSA only. 

  
@BKACT Block Active      (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@BKACT indicates that a part program block is active.  This variable stays True if a 
Feedhold occurs during execution of a part program.   
True = Part program block is active. 
False = No part program block is active. 
 

 
 
@BKDLT Block Delete Set     (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

Each cycle of True to False of this variable inverts the Block Delete state of the control. 
  e.g.,  @BKDLT  =  BKDPB 

 
@BKDRL Broken Bit Detection Enabled    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@BKDRL indicates whether broken bit detection is enabled.  The enable status is one of 
the “tool stat” parameters.  Driller/router only. 
True = Broken bit detection is enabled. 
False = Broken bit detection is disabled. 

 

 
         
@BROKN Broken Bit Flags    (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

This array is used by PMI to indicate to the executive whether a broken bit was detected 
on the corresponding spindle.  Driller/router only. 
True = Bit is broken. 
False = Bit is not broken. 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @BROKN[0] = BK1 

Example: 
 
BDER = ( BDER ! BD ) & @BKDRL & /@CRSET ? Broken bit message 

Example: 
 
 BLKLIT  =  @BKACT 

Example: 
 
 @BBDEL = TCHB11   ? “NOT BROKEN” 
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@BXINH Block Transfer Inhibit     (Read, Write)  {Logical} 
Setting @BXINH to True inhibits execution of the next block in the part program.  If 
@BXINH is set while a block is executing, this block is completed.  It is the NEXT block 
that is not executed.  To continue with part program execution, set @BXINH to False. 

 

 
 
@CAM  Cam Angle      (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@CAM is displayed as the cam position on the cycle mode and setup mode main pages.  
PMI must update this variable as the main cam turns.  MSA only. 

  
@CL100- 
@CL115 Operator Panel LEDs     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@CL100 through @CL115 represent the (16) LEDs on the operator panel.  The LEDs 
are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left LED is @CL100; 
the upper right LED is @CL102, and the bottom centered LED is @CL115. 
True = Turn LED on 
False = Turn LED off 

 
@CMDRG[ ]  Axis Command Register   (Array)  (Read Only)  {Long Integer} 

@CMDRG[X] indicates the CNC control position in counts for each programmed axis 
defined for this system.  "Command Register" is defined as the location where the axis 
should be.  This may be different than where the axis actually is, due to position error.  
The number of elements in this array is system dependent. 

 

 
 
@CP100- 
@CP115 Operator Panel Pushbuttons    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@CP100 through @CP115 represent the (16) pushbuttons on the operator panel.  The 
buttons are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is 
@CP100, the upper right button is @CP102, and the bottom centered button is 
@CP115. 
True = button is pressed 
False = button is not pressed 

 
@CRRQ Control Reset Request    (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

True = request for a Control Reset (control must be in Manual mode) 
False = no request 

 
@CRSET Control Reset   (PULSE)  (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@CRSET is True for one iteration of the PMI source program when a Control Reset 
occurs.  After the one iteration, it is set to False.  It is very useful in clearing faults and 
initializing variables. 

 

Example: 
 
 POSERR  =  @CMDRG[0] > MAXPOS 

Example: 
 
 @BXINH  =  LUBFLR 
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@CSRPM    Commanded Spindle Speed RPM       (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Used only when @SPENC=F.  Used by the executive to simulate spindle rotation at the 
specified speed in RPM. 

  
@CYCIP    Cycle In Progress         (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@CYCIP indicates whether a part program block execution is in progress. 
True = Part program block execution in progress 
False = No part program block execution in progress and goes False when @FHOLD 

is True. 
 

 
 

Note: It is possible that for a block which has a very short execution time, 
the @CYCIP may not be seen as TRUE by the PMI.  That is, it may go from 
FALSE to TRUE, back to FALSE before the PMI source program executes 

one iteration. 
 
@CYCRQ Cycle Start Request      (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

@CYCRQ is used to request a Cycle Start.  A False to True transition causes a Cycle 
Start to occur in the executive if the request is able to be accepted.   

  
 
@CYMOD Cycle Mode Status     (Read Only)  {Logical} 
 Indicates Cycle Mode/Setup Mode status.  MSA only. 
 True = Cycle Mode is active 
 False = Setup Mode is active 
 
@DBYTE Data At @PEEKB     (Read Only) {Logical} 

This variable contains the contents of the address specified by @PEEKB. 
 
@DIAMP Diameter Programming Active   (Read Only)  {Logical} 

Indicates that diameter programming has been selected from the Status Management 
page.  Lathe systems only. 
True = diameter programming selected 
False = diameter programming not selected 

 
@DLONG Data At @PEEKL     (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

This variable contains the contents of the address specified by @PEEKL. 
 
@DNCLG DNC Logging Enabled    (Read Only) {Logical} 

Example: 
 
 @CYCRQ  = CYCPB 

Example: 
 
 HRMETR  =  @CYCIP 

Example: 
 
 SPON  =  SPONRQ & /@CRSET 
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@DNCLG contains the value entered for the “Send S&M PMI message” parameter in 
the PCP “options” menu. 
True = Send message text to DNC 
False = Do not send message text to DNC 

  
@DRLHD Drill Stroke Inhibit     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

Setting this variable TRUE inhibits a drill stroke.  The drill stroke occurs when the 
variable is set FALSE.  Driller/router only. 
True = inhibit drill stroke 
False = allow drill stroke 

 

 
  
@DRLPA Drilling In Protected Area    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@DRLPA is TRUE when the machine is drilling in a protected area.  Driller/router only. 
 
@DSACT Drill Stroke Active     (Read Only) {Logical} 

This variable is set TRUE by the executive when a drill stroke is in progress.  
Driller/router only. 
 e.g.,  BBDEN = /@DSACT 

 
@DUALZ Dynamotion DSM 4800 Machine   (Read Only) {Logical} 

This variable indicates whether the machine is a DSM 4800.  Driller/router only. 
True = DSM 4800 machine 
False = Not a DSM 4800 machine 

 
@DWORD Data At @PEEKW     (Read Only) {Integer} 

This variable contains the contents of the address specified by @PEEKW. 
 
@ENSPF Enable Sliding Pressure Foot    (Read Only) {Logical} 

This variable is set TRUE by the executive to activate the sliding pressure foot for a 
router system.  Driller/router only. 
 

 
 
@ENVAC Enable Vacuum     (Read Only) {Logical} 

This variable is set TRUE by the executive to turn on the vacuum for a router system.  
Driller/router only. 
 

 
 

Example: 
 
 VACUUM = @ENVAC 

Example: 
 
 SLIDPF = @ENSPF 

Example: 
 
 @DRLHD = SSZRO ! SPWRMF ? Wait for spindles 
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@ESTOP Emergency Stop     (Read Only)  {Logical} 
@ESTOP indicates whether the control is in an emergency stop condition. 
True = Control in Estop condition 
False = Control NOT in Estop condition  

 

 
 
@ESTPB MAX Board ESTOP     (Read Only) {Logical} 

@ESTPB shows the state of the MAX board ESTOP input (MAX board connector J1, 
pins 25-28). 
True = ESTOP button latched, machine on not allowed 
False = ESTOP button not latched, machine on allowed 

 
@EXDA Allow Z Motion In Expanded Limit   (Read, Write) {Logical} 

Normally, the Z axes cannot be moved from their retracted position when X or Y is in the 
expanded travel limit; setting this variable TRUE removes that restriction.  Note that this 
allows crash conditions to occur.  Driller/router only. 

 
@EXPLM Expanded Travel Limit    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@EXPLM indicates whether the machine is in its expanded travel limit (tool change 
area). 
True = In expanded travel limit 
False = Not in expanded travel limit 

 

 
 
@EXTOP Extended Operator Panel    (Read Only) {Integer} 
 @EXTOP indicates which, if any, of the extended operator panels is active. 
 

@EXTOP Parameters 

0 No extended operator panel

1 F4 extended operator panel 

2 F5 extended operator panel 

3 F6 extended operator panel 

4 F7 extended operator panel 

5 F8 extended operator panel 

 

Example: 
 
 ZENABL = /@EXPLM & AAXHOM 

Example: 
 
 CREADY  =  /@ESTOP ! @MONRQ 
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@FHOLD Feedhold      (Read Only)  {Logical} 
@FHOLD indicates whether the control is in a feedhold condition. 
True = Feedhold in progress. 
False = Feedhold not in progress. 
 

 
 
@FHRQ Modal Feedhold Request    (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

@FHRQ is set True to REQUEST a Modal Feedhold; should be reset when @FHOLD 
goes True. Feedhold request may be denied under special conditions of the executive, 
such as during a threading move on a lathe.  Feedhold condition remains until cycle start 
is initiated. The feedhold stops any programmed axis motion; it does not stop an 
auxiliary axis (this is done with @AUCNC or @AUXFH).  If a jog was active when 
@FHRQ was set true, the jog is aborted and does not restart with CYCLE START.  If a 
part program is active and @FHRQ is set true during a non-motion block, that block is 
completed but the next block is not executed until CYCLE START is pressed. 
  

 
 
@FLCSN Front Light Curtain Seen    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@FLCSN is set TRUE when the front light curtain is triggered.  Driller/router only. 
True = Front light curtain triggered 
False = Front light curtain OK 

 
@FLTAC Command Clearing Axis Faults  (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Each element in this array corresponds to a fault message.  See the Technician’s 
Manual for your system for a list of the fault messages. 
True = Fault is active 
False = Fault is not active 

 
@FLTAS Self Clearing Axis Faults   (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Each element in this array corresponds to a fault message.  See the Technician’s 
Manual for your system for a list of the fault messages. 
True = Fault is active 
False = Fault is not active 

 
@FLTRC Command Clearing Real Time Faults (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Each element in this array corresponds to a fault message.  See the Technician’s 
Manual for your system for a list of the fault messages. 
True = Fault is active 
False = Fault is not active 

 

Example: 
 
 @FHRQ  =  LUBFLR & /@FHOLD 

Example: 
 
 ERRMSG  =  @FHOLD 
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@FLTRS Self Clearing Real Time Faults  (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 
Each element in this array corresponds to a fault message.  See the Technician’s 
Manual for your system for a list of the fault messages. 
True = Fault is active 
False = Fault is not active 

 
@FLTSP Spindle On Which Fault Occurred   (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@FLTSP is used to pass a spindle number to the fault logging routine.  The exact 
meaning of this variable depends on the event which is being logged.  Driller/router only. 
 

 
 
@FRO  Feedrate Override     (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Assigning a numeric value to @FRO from 0 thru 150 sets the active value of the 
Feedrate Override in percent.  A momentary feedhold can be accomplished to stop axis 
motion by setting @FRO = 0.  While the @FRO is at "0", @CYCIP stays true if a part 
program is active, and motion continues when @FRO becomes non-zero. 
        0 = 0% 
         150 = 150%   

 

 
   
@G00 @G99; @G100-@G199 G Code Active   (Reset Only)  {Logical} 

Before a G code can be recognized by PMI, it must be defined in the Specification 
Section of the PMI source program.  Refer to Section 3.1.8 for additional information.  
Whenever a G code is encountered in the part program and defined in PMI, the 
respective @GXXX is set True.  In order for part program execution to continue, the 
@GXXX variable must be RESET (set to False). 
True = When corresponding G code is active 
False = All other times 
 

 
 
@GRAPH Draw Program In Progress    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@GRAPH is TRUE when the “draw prog” function is drawing the part program on the 
screen.  This flag helps PMI distinguish this case from actually running the part program. 

  

 
@GRFEN Program Graphics Allowed    (Read, Write) {Logical} 

Example: 
 
 NOFED = ( @ATOOL & /@GRAPH & @ZINFD = 0 ) & /TCIP 

Example: 
 
 @G84  =  TAPDON 

Example: 
 
 @FRO  =  FROPOT 
 @FRO  =  (THREAD * 100) + (/THREAD * FROPOT) 

Example: 
 
 @FLTSP = FSPNDL 
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@GRFEN determines whether the operator is given access to the program graphics 
features.  MSA only. 
True = Program graphics allowed 
False = Program graphics not allowed 

 
@HDWN Head Down Status     (Read Only) {Logical} 

@HDWN indicates whether the routing head is down.  Driller/router only. 
True = Head is down 
False = Head is not down 

 
@HLEFT Hits Left In Program     (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

@HLEFT contains the number of hits left in the current program.  If no program is 
executing, @HLEFT is zero.  Driller/router only. 

 

 
 
@HOMST Home Status     (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

Each element of this array contains the home status of the associated axis.  Driller/router 
only. 

 

@HOMST Parameters

0 Homing inactive 

1 Home armed 

2 Home complete 

 
@HOMLS Home Limit Switch Status   (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 

@HOMLS gives the home limit switch status for the Z and X axes in the currently 
selected axis group.  If the selected slide is not a group slide, @HOMLS is undefined.  
MSA only. 
True = Axis is on home switch 
False = Axis is not on home switch 

 
@HOMVL Home Velocity     (Array) (Read Only) {Integer} 

@HOMVL gives the home velocity for the Z and X axes in the currently selected axis 
group, in internal velocity units.  If the selected slide is not a group slide, @HOMVL is 
undefined.  MSA only. 

 

Example: 
 
LHITS = ( LHITS ! ( @HLEFT < 51 ) & ( @HLEFT > 0 ) ) & @CYCIP 
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@HSBHW HSSB Address For Handwheel   (Read, Write) {Integer} 
@HSBHW specifies where the handwheel position should be read. 

 

@HSBHW Fixed Addresses 

-1 MAX board 

26 Second HSSB slave board

27 First HSSB slave board 

 
@HWAXS Handwheel Axis Select    (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Requests axis to be active for handwheel jogging.  Valid only when handwheel jogging is 
active as indicated by the @JGINC variable. 
0 = Z-axis selected 
1 = X-axis selected    

  
@HWERR Handwheel Position Error   (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

@HWERR contains the number of counts the selected axis is to move, as requested by 
the handwheel.  If @HWERR is negative, the move is in the negative direction; the move 
is positive  for a positive @HWERR. 

 
@HWGRP Handwheel Group Select    (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Requests slide position to be active for handwheel jogging.  Valid only when handwheel 
jogging is active as indicated by the @JGINC variable.  MSA only. 

 
@HWTOF Handwheel Tool Offset    (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

Requests that a new tool offset be calculated for the selected group (@HWGRP) and the 
selected axis (@HWAXS) from the handwheel.  The tool offset is calculated such that 
the current position in program coordinates is zero.  MSA only. 
True = set zero for selected axis and group 
False = do not set zero for the selected axis and group 

  
@INCH Inch Mode      (Read Only) {Logical} 

@INCH indicates whether inch or metric mode is selected. 
True = Inch mode 
False = Metric mode 

 
@INTRF Dual-Spindle Interference Check Enable  (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@INTRF determines whether the dual-spindle axis interference check is performed.  
DSM 4800 machine only. 
True = do interference check 
False = inhibit interference check 
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@INTRP Interpolation Mode     (Read Only)  {Integer} 
Indicates the current interpolation mode of the control according to the following table: 

 

@INTRP Interpolation Mode 

0 Linear interpolation (G00, G01) 

1 Circular interpolation (G02, G03) 

2 Cylindrical interpolation (G02, G03 with linear motion in the 3rd axis) 

3 Threading interpolation (G33) 

4 Drilling (Driller/router only) 

 
@INXCW Spindle Indexing Direction    (Read Only)  {Logical} 

Indicates the direction of a spindle index.  MSA only. 
True = clockwise 
False = counter-clockwise  

 
@INXIP Spindle Carrier Index In Progress   (Read, Write) {Logical} 

Indicates a spindle carrier index is in progress.  MSA only. 
True = carrier index in progress 
False = carrier index not in progress 

 
@IPL  Initial Program Load     (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@IPL is pulsed True for the first execution (first pass) of PMI after the system software is 
loaded in the control.  It should be used for initializing variables and expressions. 
True = First pass of PMI 
False = All the other than first pass 

  

 
 

Example: 
 
 IF(@IPL) 
  MESSG =  F 
  SPOFF =  T 
 ENDIF 
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@JGINC Jog Increment      (Read, Write)  {Integer} 
Assigning a numeric value from 0 thru 9 to @JGINC selects the appropriate incremental 
mode. 

 

 
 

0 High  5 .1IN/ 1MM/ 1 Deg 

1 Medium  6 .01IN/ .1MM/ .1 Deg 

2 Low  7 .001IN/ .01MM/ .01 Deg 

3 10 IN/ 100 MM/ 100 Deg  8 .0001IN/ .001MM/ .001 Deg 

4 1 IN/ 10 MM/ 10 Deg  9 Minimum 

 
@JGPOS Jog Endpoint    (Array) (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

@JGPOS contains the endpoint, in encoder counts, for the corresponding axis.  When 
@AXRRQ is set to 6 for an axis, it jogs to the position specified by @JGPOS, at high jog 
velocity. 

 

 
 
@KEYBF Last Keyboard Key     (Read Only) {Integer} 
 @KEYBF equals the ASCII value of the last keyboard key pressed. 
 
@LCMOD Light Curtain Enable     (Read Only) {Logical} 

@LCMOD contains the value specified for “Light Curtain Option” in the PCP “option” 
menu.  Driller/router only. 
True = Light curtain check enabled 
False = Light curtain check disabled 

 
@LIMHT Program Stop Hit Count    (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

@LIMHT contains the value entered for “stop cnt” in the SEARCH MENU.  Driller/router 
only. 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 COUNTF = @LIMHT > @PRGHT 

Example: 
 
 @JGPOS[0] = PARKX 

Example: 
 
 @JGINC  =  JGIPB 
 @JCINC  =  (JGIPB * /REMOTE) + (2 * REMOTE) 
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@LOGFL Event Logging Flags    (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 
When an element of this array is set TRUE, the corresponding event is logged (if event 
logging is enabled).  @LOGFL[0] corresponds to the first event on log page 3, 
@LOGFL[1] to the second, and so on. 
True = log this event 
False = don’t log this event 

 
 

@LSDAC Laser DAC Value    (Array) (Read, Write) {Integer} 
Each entry of @LSDAC contains the value to be output to the laser DAC for the 
corresponding spindle.  Driller/router only. 

 

 
 
@LSREN Laser Measurement Enabled    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@LSREN reflects the status of the “tool measurement enable” parameter in “tool stat”.  
Driller/router only. 
True = Laser measurement enabled 
False = Laser measurement disabled 
 

@LSRTC PMI-Initiated Tool Measurement   (Read, Write) {Logical} 
This variable is set by PMI to indicate that a tool change is requested for the purpose of 
measuring the current tool.  This flag may be set after manual tool change.  Driller/router 
only. 

 

 
  
@M00 @M99; @M100-@M199 M Code Active   (Reset Only)  {Logical} 

Before an M code can be recognized by PMI, it must be defined in the Specification 
Section of the PMI source program.  Refer to Section 3.1.8 for additional information.  
Whenever an M code is encountered in the part program and defined in PMI, the 
respective @MXXX is set True.  In order for part program execution to continue, the 
@MXXX variable must be RESET (set to False). 
True = When corresponding M code is active 
False = All other times 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @M03  =  TCEND 

Example: 
 
 @LSRTC = /TCIP 

Example: 
 
 @LSDAC[0] = @NVINT[0] 

Example: 
 
 @LOGFL[0] = TCHGER 
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@MANDS Manual Drill Stroke In Progress   (Read Only) {Logical} 
@MANDS indicates whether a manual drill stroke is in progress.  Driller/router only. 
True = Manual drill stroke in progress 
False = No manual drill stroke in progress 

 

 
 
@MANHM Manual Home Request Flags   (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

When an element of @MANHM is set TRUE, homing is armed for the associated axis.  
On the next activation of the home pulse, the encoder value for that axis is set to zero. 
True = Manual home enabled 
False = Manual home disabled 

  

 
 
@MAT00- 
@MAT11 Extended Operator Window Touch Button Attributes     (Read, Write)  {Logical}  

@MAT00 thru @MAT11 contain the display attributes of the twelve OEM-defined touch 
buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  The 
buttons are labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is 
@MAT00, the upper right button is @MAT03, and the lower right button is @MAT11. 

 

 
 
@MAXSP Maximum Spindle Speed    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@MAXSP contains the value entered for “maximum spindle speed” in the “tool parm” 
section of PCP. 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @SPDAC = SS * @MXDAC / @MAXSP 

Example: 
 
 @MAT00  = GRNBLU 

Example: 
 
 @MANHM[AXPTR] = TCHB13 

Example: 
 
 DSACTV = DSPBD ! @MANDS 
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@MCRDY Machine Ready     (Read, Write)  {Logical} 
@MCRDY is used to monitor the status of the machine magnetics.  This variable is 
normally used in conjunction with an input from the machine.  @MCRDY should be set 
True when the input is received from the machine after the Machine On sequence 
indicating the machine servos, interlocks, etc. are in a safe condition to operate the 
machine.  @MCRDY should be set False if the input goes false our any other unsafe 
condition warrants placing the machine into an emergency stop condition.  Setting 
@MCRDY to false automatically places the control into an Estop condition. 

 

 
 
@MDI  Manually Entered Part Program Block  (Read Only) {Logical} 

@MDI indicates whether the currently executing block was manually entered via the 
“setup” menu selection “mdi”. 
True = executing MDI block 
False = not executing MDI block 

 
@MDICS MDI Cycle Start     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@MDICS is set TRUE by the executive when an automatic cycle start is generated 
following entry of an MDI block. 

 

 
 
@MDIPR MDI Prompt Displayed    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@MDIPR indicates when the “enter part program block” prompt is displayed for MDI. 
True = MDI prompt is displayed 
False = MDI prompt is not displayed 

 

 
 
@MFHRQ Momentary Feedhold Request   (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

When @MFHRQ = T, the current feedrate is temporarily set to zero, stopping either 
programmed or jogging motion; when @MFHRQ = F, motion is resumed. 

 
@MINSP Minimum Spindle Speed    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@MAXSP contains the value entered for “minimum spindle speed” in the “tool parm” 
section of PCP. 

 

 

Example: 
 
 SP2LOW = SS < @MINSP 

Example: 
 
 MDIATO = @MDIPR 

Example: 
 
 SPINON = CYCPB ! @MDICS 

Example: 
 
 @MCRDY  =  (@MONRQ ! /@ESTOP) & MREADY 
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@MLD00- 
@MLD11 Display Extended Operator Window Touch Button Lights  (Read, Write)  {Logical}  

@MLD00 thru @MLD11 indicate whether to display a light on each of the twelve OEM-
defined touch buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-
F8).  The lights are labeled the same as the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  
That is, the upper left light is @MLD00, the upper right light is @MLD03, and the lower 
right light is @MLD11.  The flags that determine whether the lights are on or off are 
MLT00-MLT11. 
True = Display light 
False = Don’t display light 

 

 
 
@MLT00- 
@MLT11 Extended Operator Window Touch Button Lights (Read, Write)  {Logical}  

@MLT00 thru @MLT11 represents the twelve lights for the OEM-defined touch buttons 
in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  The lights are 
labeled the same as the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
light is @MLT00, the upper right light is @MLT03, and the lower right light is @MLT11.  
The flags that determine whether the lights are displayed are MLD00-MLD11. 
True = Turn light ON 
False = Turn light OFF 
 

 
 
@MODE    Mode (Active)        (Read Only)  {Integer} 

@MODE indicates the part program execution mode status of control. 
 

  
 

@MODE Part Program Execution Mode

0 Control In Manual Mode 

1 Control In Single Block Mode 

2 Control In Automatic Mode 

 

Example: 
 
 CYCLE1  =  (@MODE = 1) 

Example: 
 
 @MLT00  =  COOLNT 

Example: 
 
 @MLD00  =  T 
 @MLD03  =  F 
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@MODRQ    Mode Request         (Read, Write)  {Integer} 
@MODRQ is assigned a numeric value from 0 thru 2 indicating the control's requested 
operating mode (automatic, single block, or manual); Automatic and Single Block are 
ignored if @ESTOP is True.  If a MANUAL request is made while in AUTOMATIC or 
SINGLE BLOCK mode, the control is not switched to manual until the current block 
completes execution; at this time block execution stops.  The Manual mode LED flashes 
until the block completes execution. 
  

 
 

@MODRQ Requested Operating Mode

0 Select Manual Mode 

1 Select Single Block Mode 

2 Select Automatic Mode 

 
@MONRQ Machine On Request      (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

@MONRQ must be set True to initiate Machine On sequence. 
 

 
 
@MPB00- 
@MPB11 Extended Operator Window Touch Buttons  (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@MPB00 thru @MPB11 represents the twelve OEM-defined buttons in the extended 
operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  The buttons are labeled from left 
to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is @MPB00, the upper right button 
is @MPB03, and the lower right button is @MPB11.  Refer to @MLT00 thru @MLT11 
for the corresponding Led. 
True = Button is pressed 
False = Button not pressed 
 

 
 
@MTINH Inhibit Move Table     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@MTINH inhibits the “move table” command in the “SETUP” menu.  Driller/router only. 
True = Move table inhibited 
False = Move table allowed 

  

Example: 
 
 SPNDL1  =  @MPB00 

Example: 
 
 @MONRQ  =  MONPB 

Example: 
 
 @MODRQ  =  MODPB 
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@MTX00- 
@MTX11 Extended Operator Window Touch Button Text    (Read, Write)  {Long Integer}  

@MTX00 thru @MTX11 specify the text to be displayed on the twelve OEM-defined 
touch buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  If 
one of these variables is set equal to a text string defined in a $KEY statement, that text 
is displayed on the corresponding touch button.  The first eight characters are displayed 
on the top line of the button; the remaining characters are displayed on the second line.  
If one of these variables is set to zero, the corresponding button is not displayed. 

  

 
 
@MVACT Move Active      (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@MVACT indicates at least one axis is in motion.  However, this variable does not apply 
to auxiliary axes. 
True = At least one axis is in motion 
False = All axes are stopped. 

 

 
 
@MXDAC Maximum Spindle DAC Volts    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@MXDAC contains the value entered for “maximum sp DAC volts” in the “tool parm” 
section of PCP. 

 

 
 
@MXRDY MAX Board Ready     (Read Only) {Logical} 

@MXRDY indicates the status of the MAX board the servo relay contacts.  For the MAX 
board to be ready (and this variable to be TRUE), the following must be true: 

• ESTOP button not pressed 
• Machine interlocks closed (MAX board connectors J1-33 and J1-34) 
• Watch dog timer has not expired 
• Machine on request 

True = MAX board ready, servo on allowed 
False = MAX board not ready 

 
@NGRP Number of Axis Groups    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@NGRP specifies the number of active axis groups.  This variable can range in value 
from 0 through 4.  MSA only. 

  
 
@NHOM2 

Example: 
 
 @SPDAC = SS * @MXDAC / @MAXSP 

Example: 
 
 CLAMP  =  @MVACT 

Example: 
 
 @MTX00  =  0 
 @MTX01  =  SINGLE 
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@NHOM3 
@NHOM4 
@NHOME Axis Not Homed    (Array)  (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@NHOME indicates if a programmed axes has/has not been homed. Array size is 
system dependent, it is equal to the number of programmed axes.  This variable does 
not apply to auxiliary axes.  For MSA systems, @NHOME shows the status for the first 
axis group, @NHOM2 for the second, @NHOM3 for the third, and @NHOM4 for the 
fourth. 

  

 
 

@NHOME Axes Home Status 

0 Axis Has Been Homed 

1 Axis Has NOT Been Homed

 
@NOCYM Cycle Mode Inhibit     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@NOCYM can be used to inhibit the change from setup mode to cycle mode.  MSA 
only. 
True = Switch to cycle mode not allowed 
False = Switch to cycle mode allowed 

 
@NODRL No Drill Enable     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@NODRL establishs the status of the NO DRILL feature.  Driller/router only. 
True = NO DRILL is on 
False = NO DRILL is off 

 

 
 
@NOFRO Disable Feedrate Override    (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

@NOFRO is used for highlighting the FRO display on the Production page of the 
DISPLAY displays.  This variable does NOT change the value of the feedrate override 
value.  Typically when this variable is set to True, PMI should have full control of the 
override and the programmer should ignore any changes from the @FROSW variable. 
True = Causes "FRO" text on Production Page to not be highlighted.  This is   
 intended to be used as an indicator that the FRO value being displayed is  
 not active. 
False = Causes the "FRO" text to be highlighted, which should be used to indicate  
 that the displayed FRO value is active. 

 

Example: 
 
 @NODRL = TB06Q 

Example: 
 
 HOMEX = /@NHOME[0] 
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 @NOMOV Inhibit XY Motion     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@NOMOV prevents motion of the X and Y axes.  Driller/router only. 
True = inhibit XY motion 
False = normal operation 

 

 
 
@NOSSO    Disable Spindle Speed Override     (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

@NOSSO is used for highlighting the SSO display on the Production page of the 
TOUCH SCREEN displays.  This variable does NOT change the value of the spindle 
override value.  Typically when this variable is set to True, PMI should have full control 
of the override and the programmer should ignore any changes from the @SSOSW 
variable. 
True = Causes "SSO" text on Production Page to not be highlighted.  This is   
 intended to be used as an indicator that the SSO value being displayed is  
 not active. 
False = Causes the "SSO" text to be highlighted, which should be used to indicate  
 that the displayed SSO value is active. 

 

 
  
@NUMSP Number of Spindle Positions    (Read Only)  {Integer} 

This variable identifies the number of spindle positions defined in PCP for this machine 
configuration.  MSA only. 

 
@NVFLG   Non-Volatile Flags    (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

This array contains 20 general-purpose logical variables.  Unlike other PMI variables, 
these variables are non-volatile; that is, their values are retained when the control is 
turned off. 

 
@NVINT   Non-Volatile Integers   (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

This array contains 20 general-purpose integer variables.  Unlike other PMI variables, 
these variables are non-volatile; that is, their values are retained when the control is 
turned off. 

 
@NVLNG Non-Volatile Long Integers   (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

This array contains 20 general-purpose long integer variables.  Unlike other PMI 
variables, these variables are non-volatile; that is, their values are retained when the 
control is turned off. 

 

Example: 
 
 @NOSSO  =  THREAD 

Example: 
 
 @NOMOV = GUPFD ! MDNFD ! MUMDER ! GUGDER ! CLM ! PRKFL 

Example: 
 
 @NOFRO  =  THREAD 
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@OAT00- 
@OAT11 Operator Window Touch Button Attributes  (Read, Write)  {Integer}  

@OAT00 thru @OAT11 contains the display attributes of the twelve OEM-defined touch 
buttons.  The buttons are labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
button is @OAT00, the upper right button is @OAT03, and the lower right button is 
@OAT11. 

 

 
 
@OLD00- 
@OLD11 Display Operator Window Touch Button Lights (Read, Write)  {Logical}  

@OLD00 thru @OLD11 indicate whether to display a light on each of the twelve OEM-
defined touch buttons in the operator touch window.  The lights are labeled the same as 
the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left light is @OLD00, the 
upper right light is @OLD03, and the lower right light is @OLD11.  The flags that 
determine whether the lights are on or off are OLT00-OLT11. 
True = Display light 
False = Don’t display light 
 

 
 
@OLT00- 
@OLT11 Operator Window Touch Button Lights      (Read, Write)  {Logical}  

@OLT00 thru @OLT11 represents the twelve lights for the OEM-defined touch buttons 
in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  The lights are 
labeled the same as the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
light is @OLT00, the upper right light is @OLT03, and the lower right light is @OLT11.  
The flags that determine whether the lights are displayed are OLD00-OLD11. 
True = Turn light ON 
False = Turn light OFF 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @OLT00  = (@MODE = 2) 

Example: 
 
 @OLD00  =  T 
 @OLD03  =  F 

Example: 
 
 @OAT00  =  ACTIVE 
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@OPB00- 
@OPB11 Operator Window Touch Buttons   (Read Only)  {Logical} 

@OPB00 thru @OPB11 represents the twelve OEM-defined buttons in the operator 
touch window.  The buttons are labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the 
upper left button is @OPB00, the upper right button is @OPB03, and the lower right 
button is @OPB11.  Refer to @OLT00 thru @OLT11 for the corresponding light. 
True = Button is pressed 
False = Button not pressed 

 

 
 
@OPSTP Optional Stop      (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

Each cycle of True to False of this variable inverts the OPTIONAL STOP state of the 
control. 

 

 
 
@ORP00- 
@ORP11 Operator Window Touch Button Repeat Flag (Read, Write)  {Logical}  

@ORP00 thru @ORP11 indicate whether the associated touch button operates once 
per press (like BLOCK DELETE) or continuously while pressed (like JOG +).  The 
buttons are labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is 
@ORP00, the upper right button is @ORP03, and the lower right button is @ORP11. 
True = Button operates continuously when pressed 
False = Button operates once per press 
 

 
 
@OTX00- 
@OTX11 Operator Window Touch Button Text   (Read, Write)  {Long Integer}  

@OTX00 thru @OTX11 specify the text to be displayed on the twelve OEM-defined 
touch buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  If 
one of these variables is set equal to a text string defined in a $KEY statement, that text 
is displayed on the corresponding touch button.  The first eight characters are displayed 
on the top line of the button; the remaining characters are displayed on the second line.  
If one of these variables is set to zero, the corresponding button is not displayed. 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @OTX00  =  0 
 @OTX01  =  SINGLE 

Example: 
 
 @ORP00  =  F 
 @ORP08  =  T 

Example: 
 
 @OPSTP  =  OPSPB 

Example: 
 
 AUTO  =  @OPB00 
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@PASWD Password Level     (Read Only) {Integer} 
@PASWD gives the current password level. 

 

@PASWD Password Level

0 Operator 

1 Supervisor 

2 Maintenance 

3 OEM 

 
@PCNT Part Counter      (Read, Write)  {Long Integer} 

Displayed parts counter on the Production Page in Cycle Mode.  MSA only. 
 
@PCP  PCP-PMI Variables    (Array) (Read Only) {Integer} 

This 50-element array contains general-purpose variables which are used to pass values 
from PCP to PMI.  The definition of each of the array elements varies from system to 
system.  See the Technician’s Manual for your system. 

  
@PDRIL Pin Drilling Tool Active   (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@PDRIL indicates whether the pinning tool is in the spindles.  Driller/router only. 
0 = Pinning tool NOT in the spindles 
1 = Pinning tool is in the spindles 

 

 
 
@PDRLI Tooling Hole Drilled By W Axis  (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@PRDLI indicates when pin drilling was performed by the W axis.  DSM 4800 only. 
True = Tooling hole drilled by W axis 
False = No tooling hole drilled by W axis 

 
@PDRLX Tooling Hole Drilled By Z Axis  (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@PRDLI indicates when pin drilling was performed by the Z axis.  DSM 4800 only. 
True = Tooling hole drilled by Z axis 
False = No tooling hole drilled by Z axis 

 
@PEEKB Address for @DBYTE    (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

This variable specifies an address in the memory of the main CPU board.  The contents 
of this address are available as @DBYTE.   
 
Note: Specifying an invalid address for this variable can crash the system! 

 

Example: 
 
 EXTBIT = @PDRIL & /@PMODE 
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@PEEKL Address for @DLONG   (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 
This variable specifies an address in the memory of the main CPU board.  The 
contents of this address are available as @DLONG.   

 
Note: specifying an invalid address for this variable can crash the system! 

 
@PEEKW Address for @DWORD   (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

This variable specifies an address in the memory of the main CPU board.  The contents 
of this address are available as @DWORD.   

 
Note: specifying an invalid address for this variable can crash the system! 

 
@PIN PMI Part Program Input Array (99 Element Array) (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

This variable is used to pass data from a part program to PMI, using the Advanced 
Programming Package (APP) feature of the SERIES 8 CNC system.  The APP variables 
@1 through @99 correspond to @PIN[1] through @PIN[99]. 

  
@PGMSE Program Stop/End    (Read Only)  {Integer} 

@PGMSE is assigned a numeric value from 0 thru 2 indicating that the part program 
encountered a program stop or program end. 

 

 
 

@PGMSE Program Stop/End 

0 Neither a Program Stop Nor Program End

1 Program Stop Encountered 

2 Program End Encountered 

 
@PMODE Pin Drilling Mode    (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@PMODE indicates whether pin drilling mode is active.  Driller/router only. 
True = Pin drilling mode active 
False = Pin drilling mode not active 
 

 
 
@POSRG[ ] Axis Position Register   (Array)  (Read Only)  {Long Integer} 

@POSRG[X] indicates the actual axis position in counts for each programmed axis.  The 
number of elements in this array is system dependent.  

 

Example: 
 
 EXTBIT = @PDRIL & /@PMODE 

Example: 
 
 DISABL  =  @PGMSE > 0 
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@POUT PMI Part Program Output Array (99 Element Array) (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

This variable is used to pass data from PMI, using the Advanced Programming Package 
(APP) feature of the SERIES 8 CNC system.  The APP variables @101 through @199 
correspond to @POUT[1] through @POUT[99]. 

 
@PRGHT Program Hit Count    (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

@PRGHT contains the number of hits performed by the currently executing part 
program.  If no part program is executing, @PRGHT is zero.  Driller/router only. 

 

 
  
@PRS69 Part Program Error 69 Protected Area Number (Read Only) {Integer} 

@PRS69 contains a number identifying the protected area number when @PRSER is 
69.  Driller/router only. 

 

@PRS69 Protected Area  @PRS69 Protected Area  @PRS69 Protected Area

12576 1  14112 7  12594 12 

12832 2  14368 8  12595 13 

13088 3  14624 9  12596 14 

13344 4  12592 10  12597 15 

13600 5  12593 11  12598 16 

13856 6       

 

Example: 
 
 COUNTF = @LIMHT > @PRGHT 

Example: 
 
 SAFPOS  =  @POSRG[0] < 10000 
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@PRS70 Part Program Error 70 Protected Area Number (Read Only) {Integer} 
@PRS70 contains a number identifying the protected area number when @PRSER is 
70.  Driller/router only. 

 

@PRS70 Protected Area  @PRS70 Protected Area  @PRS70 Protected Area

12576 1  14112 7  12594 12 

12832 2  14368 8  12595 13 

13088 3  14624 9  12596 14 

13344 4  12592 10  12597 15 

13600 5  12593 11  12598 16 

13856 6       

 
 
@PRSER Part Program Error Number   (Read Only) {Integer} 

@PRSER contains the error number from the part program.  If there is no error in the 
current part program block, @PRSER is zero.  See the Technician’s Manual for your 
system for a list of the error messages. 
 

@PSIM PMI Simulation Mode    (Read Only)  {Logical} 
@PSIM is used to simulate PMI action.  When @PSIM is set True from the simulate 
touchkey, all M and G codes, flags, and other RS flags are inhibited from being set by 
the executive; @TCODE and @SCODE are updated. 
True = PMI simulation active 
False  = Normal PMI operation 

 

 
 
@QDENA Quickdrill Enable    (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@QDENA determines whether the quickdrill feature is active.  Driller/router only. 
True = Quickdrill enabled 
False = Quickdrill disabled 

 

 
 
@RETEN Retrace Enable   (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@RETEN is used to enable or disable path retrace. 
True = retrace enabled 
False = retrace disabled 

Example: 
 
 @QDENA =  ( @QDENA ! @M12 ) & /@M11 

Example: 
 
 SPCW  =  @M03 & /@PSIM 
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@RLCSN Rear Light Curtain Seen   (Read Only) {Logical} 

@RLCSN is set TRUE when the rear light curtain is triggered.  Driller/router only. 
True = Rear light curtain triggered 
False = Rear light curtain OK 

 
@ROUTR Routing Enabled    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@ROUTR contains the value of the “routing enabled” parameter in the PCP “options” 
menu.  Driller/router only. 
True = Routing enabled 
False = Routing disabled 

 
@RPM00 Spindle Hundreds of RPM    (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@RPM00 contains the spindle RPM, in hundreds of RPM.  That is, if the spindle RPM is 
29,515 RPM, @RPM00 is 295.  Driller/router only. 

 

 
 
@RPMRQ Simulated Spindle RPM    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@RPMRQ contains the value of the “spindle speed (rpm)” parameter in “prog stat”.  This 
number is used for nominal spindle speed on machines where actual spindle speed is 
not available.  MSA only. 

 
@RTHOL Hole Routing Active     (Read Only) {Logical} 

@RTHOL indicates whether the hole routing feature is active.  Driller/router only. 
True = Hole routing in progress. 
False = Hole routing not in progress. 

 
@RTIPM Hole Routing Feedrate    (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@RTIPM is the feedrate at which the XY axes is moved during the hole routing cycle.  
The feedrate is in inches per minute.  Driller/router only. 

 

Example: 
 
 @RPM00 = ( ( RPMMSB * 256 ) + RPMLSB ) * 242 / 100 

Example: 
 
 @RETEN = RETRCD 
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@SSO  Spindle Speed Override    (Read, Write)  {Integer} 
Assigning a numeric value to @SSO from 0 thru 150 sets the active value of the Spindle 
Override in percent.  Care must be taken when writing PMI to prevent the operator from 
being able to stop the spindle with the override.  The PMI can be written to activate a 
Feedhold if an axis is moving and the SSO is set to zero or limit the lowest setting of the 
override. 
 0 = 0% 
 150 = 150%   

 

 
 
@SCODE Spindle Code RPM Command   (Read Only)  {Long Integer} 

@SCODE contains the current spindle speed command, as it was programmed in the 
part program.  The value of this variable changes whenever an SXXXX is encountered in 
the part program.  If scaling is required for the Scode,  @SCODE must be assigned to 
another name as @SCODE is a Read Only variable.  If in CSS mode, this variable is the 
commanded spindle RPM. 

 

 
 
@SFUST SFU Stop      (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@SFUST is set TRUE to indicate to the executive that an SFU STOP condition has 
occurred.  No drill strokes can be performed while this variable is TRUE.  When 
@SFUST is set back to FALSE, the drill stroke completes.  Driller/router only. 
True = SFU stop condition 
False = normal condition 

 

 
 

Example: 
 
 @SFUST = SPINH & /@PSIM 

Example: 
 
 SCODE  =  @SCODE 

Example: 
 
 @SSO  =  SSOPOT 
 @SSO  =  (SSOPOT < 50 * 50) + (SSOPOT >= 50 * SSOPOT) 
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@SLIDP[ ] Slide Position Axis Status    (Read Only)  {Integer} 
@SLIDP indicates the type of axis configuration at a given slide position.  Two elements 
of the array are used for each slide position.  MSA only. 
 

@SLIP[ ] Axis Configuration and Slide Position

ARRAY ELEMENTS SLIDE POSITION 

0,1 1 

2,3 2 

4,5 3 

6,7 4 

8,9 5 

10,11 6 

12,13 7 

14,15 8 

 
Even numbered elements (0, 2, 4, etc.) indicate the type of axis at each slide position: 

 

Axis Type 

<0 TWO AUX AXES

0 NO AXES 

1 AUX AXIS 

2 AXIS GROUP #1

3 AXIS GROUP #2

4 AXIS GROUP #3

5 AXIS GROUP #4

 
Odd numbered elements (1, 3, 5, etc.) contain the index to the AUX axis (this element is 
undefined for axis groups).  When the even numbered element is negative, it is the 
negative of the index to one AUX axis at this slide position; the odd numbered element is 
the index to the other AUX axis.  Examples: 
 
@SLIDP[0]= 2 indicates that slide position #1 has a 2-axis slide, and it is slide group #1. 
@SLIDP[2]= 3 indicates that slide position #2 has a 2-axis slide, and it is slide group #2. 
@SLIDP[4]= 1 indicates that slide position #3 has a single axis slide. 
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@SLIDP[5]= 0 indicates that the single axis slide at slide position #3 is the first aux axis. 
@SLIDP[6]= 0 indicates no CNC axes at slide position #4. 
@SLIDP[8]= -1indicates two aux axes at slide position #5.  One is the second aux axis. 
@SLIDP[9]= 2 indicates the other aux axis at slide position #5 is the third aux axis 

defined in PMI. 
 
@SPDAC Spindle DAC      (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Assigning a numeric value to @SPDAC changes the analog voltage output to the 
spindle drive.  The maximum voltage output is 10 volts.  If supported by the spindle 
hardware, spindle direction can be changed by assigning a plus or minus value to 
@SPDAC 
0  =  0 Volts 
±32,767 =  ±10 Volts 

  

 
 
@SPENC Spindle Encoder     (Read Only) {Logical} 

@SPENC contains the value of the “spindle encoder” parameter in the PCP “config” 
menu. 
True = Spindle physical feedback exists 
False = Simulate spindle feedback 

 
@SPNIX Spindle Index Position    (Read, Write)  {Integer} 

Defines to the executive software which spindle number is at slide position number one.  
Assignment of other spindle numbers to other slide positions is determined from PCP 
setting for clockwise or counterclockwise counting of the spindles.  MSA only. 

 
@SPSYN Spindle Sync Request    (Read, Write) {Logical} 

If this variable is TRUE, the operator is asked at IPL to specify which spindle is at the 
first slide position.  MSA only. 
True = Ask where spindles are on power up 
False = Do not ask where spindles are 

 
@SPTRN Spindle Turning Flags    (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

Each element of @SPTRN indicates to the executive whether the associated spindle is 
turning.  These variables are checked every second and the spindle timer is incremented 
for each spindle whose entry in @SPTRN is TRUE.  Driller/router only. 
True = spindle turning 
False = spindle not turning 

  
@SSRPM Spindle Speed RPM     (Read Only)  {Integer} 

@SSRPM is the measured spindle speed (RPM) for systems with the appropriate 
spindle feedback (encoder). 

 

 

Example: 
 
 ADJDAC  =  @SSRPM /= SCODE 

Example: 
 
 @SPDAC  =  DACO *  (M03 - M04) 
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@STCNV[ ] Status Management Conversion Type (Array) (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@STCNV array elements determine how data is converted for display and entry of the 
corresponding parameter in “mach stat”. 

 

@STCNV[ ] Data Conversion Parameters

1 Integer, displayed as 4 digits 

2 Flag: 0=OFF, 1=ON 

7 X/Y axis counts, displayed as inches 

10 Inch/metric: 0=metric, 1=inch 

24 Z axis counts, displayed as inches 

28 Long integer, displayed as 8 digits 

 
@STSEM[ ] Status Management Semaphore  (Array) (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@STSEM indicates whether the corresponding parameter in “mach stat” can be 
changed while a part program is running. 
True = parameter cannot be changed while a part program is running 
False = parameter can be changed at any time 

 
@STTXT[ ] Status Management Text   (Array) (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

@STTXT determines what text is displayed to identify each of the “mach stat” 
parameters.  If @STTXT is zero, no text is displayed; if @STTXT is set to a string 
defined in the $KEY specification section, that text is displayed. 

 
@STVAR[ ] Status Management Variable   (Array) (Read, Write) {Long Integer} 

@STVAR elements are the variable values which are displayed and entered in “mach 
stat”.  If the conversion type is integer or logical, the entered value is extended to a long 
integer before being stored.  That is, @STVAR[n] is either 0 or 1 if @STCNV[n] = 2. 

 
@TCCNT Tool Change Counter     (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@TCCNT contains the number of tool changes performed by the machine, for status 
reporting.  Driller/router only. 

 
@TCERR Tool Change Error Counter    (Read, Write) {Integer} 

@TCERR contains the number of tool changes on which an error occurred.  This 
number is used for status reporting.  Driller/router only. 
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@TCHKY Active Touch Screen Target    (Read Only) {Integer} 
@TCHKY indicates which touch target is active. 

 

@TCHKY Active Touch Screen Targets 

0 No target active 

1-12 Operator panel 

13-24 Extended operator panel 

27 ESC 

176-183 Touchkeys (F1-F8) 

255-266 Pull-down menu active 

512-4105 Pull-down menu selection:  512*menu + row 

-1 Pull-down menu released in dead zone 

267-288 Directory 

 
@TCFLG Source of Tool Change    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@TCFLG indicates the reason for the most recent tool change.  Driller/router only. 
True = Broken or maxed out tool 
False = Commanded tool change 

 
@TCHON Touch Screen Enabled    (Read Only) {Logical} 

@TCHON indicates whether touch screen is enabled. 
True = Touch screen enabled 
False = Touch screen disabled 

 
@TCLIT Tool Change Indicator    (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

The tool change indicator is the text "TOOL CHANGE" displayed on the status line 
below “percent complete” bar.  When @TCLIT is set to True, this message is displayed; 
when @TCLIT is set to False, this message is not displayed.  Driller/router only. 

 
@TCODE Programmed Tool Code    (Read Only) {Long Integer} 

This variable contains the last programmed T code. 
 

 
  

Example: 
 
 TLOFFS = @TCODE % 100 
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@TLMES Tool Measurement Flags   (Array) (Read Only) {Logical} 
These flags indicate whether the tool in the corresponding spindle has been measured.  
Driller/router only. 
True = measured 
False = not measured 

 

 
 
@TSTOP Stop Machine Cycle Timer    (Read, Write)  {Logical} 

This variable is used to start/stop the cycle timer used for measuring the cycle time of 
the machine (from one index to the next).  MSA only. 
True = Stop the cycle timer from counting 
False = Allow cycle timer to count -- a transition from true to false causes the timer to 
 reset to zero and then begin counting  

 
@VERSN Coordinate System Version    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@VERSN contains the value specified for the “version” parameter in “prog stat”.  
Driller/router only. 

 

  
 
@W1AT   Operator Touch Window Background Display Attribute  (Read, Write) {Integer} 

This variable determines the background display attribute for the operator touch window.  
The background color of this attribute is displayed in any position where an operator 
touch button is not displayed (due to OTXnn being set to zero). 

 
@WRMUP Spindle Warmup Time    (Read Only) {Integer} 

@WRMUP contains the value entered for the “tool stat” parameter “CD spindle warmup 
time”.  Driller/router only. 

  

 
 
@ZAXES Number of Z Axes     (Read Only) {Integer} 

This variable contains the number of Z axes on a driller/router system. 
  

 
 

Example: 
 
 LASTZ = @ZAXES - 1 

Example: 
 
 SDELAY = @WRMUP - SPONTM 

Example: 
 
 SWAP = ( @VERSN = 2 ) ! ( @VERSN = 3 ) ! ( @VERSN = 5 ) !  
 ( @VERSN = 8) 

Example: 
 
 @LSDAC[0] = @NVINT[0] * /@TLMES[0] 
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@Z1SEL- 
@Z8SEL Z Axis Select      (Read, Write) {Logical} 

These variables are used to select which Z axes moves on a driller/router machine.  Z 
axes which are not selected are not drilled, and do not have their spindles brought up to 
speed.  Driller/router only. 
True = Spindle is selected 
False = Spindle is not selected 

 

 
 
@ZHOME Z Home Request     (Read, Write) {Logical} 

@ZHOME requests that all Z axes be moved to their encoder zero (fully retracted) 
positions.  Driller/router only. 
True = Retract Z axes 
False = No request 

 

 
 
@ZINFD Z Axis Infeed      (Read Only) {Integer} 

This variable contains the infeed for the current tool, in internal units.  Driller/router only. 
 

 
 
@ZOTSV Z Axis Out Of Service Flags   (Array) (Read Only) {Integer} 

These flags indicate the status of each Z axis.  Driller/router only. 
 

@ZOTSV Z Axis Status 

0 In service 

1 In service, broken bit detection disabled

2 Out of service, servos enabled 

3 Out of service, servos disabled 

 

Example: 
 
 INFDER = (@ZINFD=0) 

Example: 
 
 @ZHOME = MCIP & ( /MANL ! MTLSW ) 

Example: 
 
 @MLT08  =  @Z1SEL 
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@ZSCALE Z Axis Resolution    (Read Only) {Integer} 
@ZSCALE specifies the resolution of the Z axis feedback.  Driller/router only. 

 

@ZSCALE Z Axis Resolution

0 1 micron/count 

1 0.5 micron/count 

2 5 microns/count 

3 2 microns/count 

 
The following PMI interface variables are for auxiliary axes.  They are all ARRAY type variables.  
The array size can be a maximum of 6, the actual size is PMI dependent based on what is 
defined in the Specification Section. 
 

Name Function Section

@AUREQ Auxiliary axis request - (Read, Write)  {Integer} 3.2.2.1 

@AUMOD Auxiliary axis mode - (Read, Write)  {Integer} 3.2.2.2 

@AUACK Executive acknowledge - (Read Only)  {Integer} 3.2.2.3 

@AUCMP Auxiliary axis jog complete - (Read Only)  {Logical} 3.2.2.4 

@AUVEL Velocity for AUX axis move - (Read, Write)  {Integer} 3.2.2.5 

@AUPOS Auxiliary axis actual position - (Read, Write)  {Long Integer} 3.2.2.6 

@AUHOM Auxiliary axis has been homed - (Read Only)  {Logical} 3.2.2.7 

@AUVER Auxiliary axis velocity error - (Read Only)  {Logical} 3.2.2.8 

@AUCNC Cancel jog at current position - (Read, Write)  {Logical} 3.2.2.9 

@AUCRG Auxiliary axis control position - (Read Only)  {Long Integer} 3.2.2.10

@AUPRG Absolute position for the AUX axis - (Read Only)  {Long Integer} 3.2.2.11

@APPOS Auxiliary axis position from the part program - (Read Only) {Long 
Integer} 3.2.2.12

@APVEL Auxiliary axis velocity from the part program - (Read Only)  {Integer} 3.2.2.13
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The following table identifies the executive interface variables associated with the specialized 
cycles defined for auxiliary axes on the MSA system.  These variables are all array type, long 
integers, and are read only.  They represent the current values of data in the "cycle definition" 
table defined by the operator in Setup Mode: 
  

Name Function 

@ATIM1  Initial dwell time in spindle revolutions, * 600  

@AEND0  Rapid approach move endpoint, in counts 

@AFR1  Feedrate for first cutting move, in IVU / rev * 5  (see note below) 

@ANCB1  Number of chip breaks for the first cut 

@ACBD1  Chip break distance for first cut, in counts 

@AEND1  Endpoint for first cutting move, in counts 

@AFR2  Feedrate for second cutting move, in IVU / rev * 5  (see note below)

@ANCB2  Number of chip breaks for second cut 

@ACBD2  Chip break distance for second cut, in counts 

@AEND2  Endpoint for second cutting move, in counts 

@ATIM2  Final dwell time in spindle revolutions, * 600 

@AFR3  Feedrate for retract move. in IVU / rev * 5  (see note below) 

@AEND3  Endpoint for retract move, in counts 

@AEND4  Endpoint for cycle, in counts 

 
Note: Auxiliary axis velocity commands are defined in Internal Velocity 

Units (IVU) which is required by the control software.  The conversion of 
IVU to IPM or MMPM is defined in section.  However, in taking the data from 

the cycle definition table to the @AFRx PMI variables, this conversion is 
done so that the PMI program can use these variables without having to 

perform any conversion. 
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4.0 PMI COMPILER 
 
This section deals with the procedure used to execute the PMI compiler.  The different ways of 
developing a source input file are discussed.  The user options and responses to PMI compiler 
prompts are also covered in this section. 
 
There is a series of steps the user should follow when developing a PMI source program.  
Briefly, these steps are: 
 

• Define machine tool sequence of operations to be accomplished 
• Assign variable names to digital inputs/outputs   
• Translate the sequence of operations into PMI equations 
• Enter the PMI source program 
• Invoke the PMI compiler to translate PMI source programs into machine code 
• Run/Debug program 

 
 
4.1 PMI Program Development  
 
The PMI system has been designed to replace hardware logic elements with software.  The 
language specified in Section 2 allows a user to symbolically describe in human readable form 
the logic to be implemented.  This input form is analogous to symbolically specifying the logic 
using ladder diagrams or electronic logic symbols.  The primary difference is that the PMI is 
scanned starting at the first executable statement of the program and proceeds to the last 
executable statement.  Therefore, unlike most hardware logic which can operate in parallel, the 
software logic is sequentially executed.  Logic appearing at the beginning of a PMI program can 
affect logic appearing later in the program in the same scan cycle, whereas logic toward the end 
of the program can only affect statements at the beginning of the program on the next scan. 
 
A PMI program consists of two basic parts.  The first part is the non executable specification 
section, consisting of one or more specification statements, which define the input/output 
structure, integers, timers, etc.  The second part is the executable section which contains the 
executable statements that define the inter relationship of the variables. 
 
4.2 Hardware Requirements  
 
The PMI System runs on a SERIES 8 CNC with a minimum of 4MB of memory.  The initial 
generation of a PMI controlled executive also requires at least one floppy or hard disk drive, a 
MONITOR and a standard SERIES 8 keyboard control panel. 
 
In addition, to execute a PMI program, the user must supply the required machine tool 
dependent input/output hardware.  One MAX board can communicate with up to 32 slave I/O 
boards, each of which can control 32 inputs or outputs. 
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4.3 Source File Input  
 
The input to the PMI compiler is an ASCII format file that specifies the variable names to be 
used in the program and defines the series of computations to be performed.  This file is called 
the PMI SOURCE FILE or SOURCE PROGRAM.  This input source program must reside on a 
disk at the time the compiler is invoked. 
 
The source program can be created in one of several ways.  It can be entered in the system 
using the SERIES 8 CNC Text Editor in the same way a part program can be created.  The 
edited file must then be copied to a disk file before executing the compiler.  As with part 
programs, the PMI source file input lines can be no longer than 72 characters, including the 
"RETURN".  There is a distinction between an input line and a PMI statement.  A PMI statement 
has no restrictions on its length.  It can be entered on multiple lines in the input file by using the 
special character "#", that indicates a continuation of the statement on the next input line. 
 
Source programs can also be created off line, that is, on hardware other than the SERIES 8 
CNC, then transferred to the SERIES 8 CNC for compilation.  For example, PMI programs can 
be created on another computer system (IBM PC or equivalent). The program may also be 
downloaded over an RS-232 serial communications port.  Refer to the SERIES 8 CNC User's 
Manual for information on how to copy programs to the SERIES 8 CNC. 
 
The SIEB & MEYER source file should be stored in a "\OEM" directory on the disk.  This is done 
automatically if the file is generated on the SERIES 8 CNC.  If the disk is generated on another 
computer system, however, the \OEM directory must be specifically set up. 
 
 
4.4 Running the PMI Compiler  
 
Assume that the PMI source program has been created and stored on a part program disk file.  
It is ready for compilation.  To invoke the PMI compiler, perform the following: 
(underlined responses require operator intervention) 
 

Note: Because of differences in system software, the following is a typical 
procedure for running the complier. 

 
1. PLACE CONTROL INTO E-STOP MODE 
2. PRESS TOUCHKEY"MAIN MENU" 
3. PRESS TOUCHKEY "MORE" 
4. PRESS TOUCHKEY "OEM" 
5. PRESS TOUCHKEY "PMI COMP" 
6. The following message appears on the display: 

 
 

PMI COMPILER: All PMI DATA will be deleted. Are you sure? 
 

  YES  NO 

 
By Pressing the touchkey "YES" the compiler continues with the compiling process. 
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BY PRESSING TOUCHKEY "NO" the system returns to the MAIN MENU without changing 
the current PMI logic and variable definitions. 

 
7. A message appears on the display asking for the input file device, the specific display is 

system dependent based on the hardware disk configuration: 
 

PMI COMPILER: 
 

FLOPPY0 HARD DISK 
 

At this point the system is asking for location of the PMI SOURCE PROGRAM. 
 

PRESS TOUCHKEY "FLOPPY0" if the source program is located on FLOPPY "0". 
 

PRESS TOUCHKEY "HARD DISK" if the source program is located on the Hard Disk.  
 

8. The following appears on the display: 
 

PMI COMPILER: <DISK> 
enter Source Filename  

 
Enter in via the keyboard, or select from the OEM directory, the name of the PMI SOURCE 
FILE to be compiled. 

 
"NAME........ (ENTER)" 

 
If the name is entered incorrectly, or the file does not exist, the compiler displays the 
following error message: 

 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST - REENTER SOURCE FILE INFORMATION 

 
The user may then re enter a source file name after the prompt.  Once a valid file name has 
been entered, the compiler starts processing the file. 

 
The compiler scans the source file three times.  During compilation, the pass number and 
the current source line are displayed.  The source line is displayed as MMMMM.IIIII, where 
MMMMM is the main program line number and IIIII is the include file line number. 

 
If the compiler detects errors in the source program during Pass 1 or 2, error messages are 
displayed.  Section 3.4 discusses PMI compilation errors in detail.  The compiler inhibits 
execution of the PMI program if errors are encountered.  The following message is 
displayed: 

 
PMI ERRORS: PRESS ANY TOUCHKEY TO EXIT AND IPL. 

 
If there are no errors in the PMI source program, the following is displayed: 

 
COMPILATION COMPLETE.  PRESS ANY TOUCHKEY TO EXIT AND IPL 

 
When a touchkey is pressed, the executive will IPL and begin executing the PMI program. 
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4.5 PMI Compiler Error Messages 
 
Error messages are displayed in the form: 
 
LINE MMMMM.IIIII       -MMMMM.IIIII = line number 
 <SOURCE LINE CONTAINING ERROR> 
 ↑  Pointer to Error 
 
 (nn)  <ERROR MESSAGE TEXT>   nn = error # 
 
To illustrate, assume line 10 of a PMI program is intended to be an input specification directive 
($INPUT).  An error in this line would generate the following error message: 
 
 ERROR IN LINE 10.0 
 $INPUTZ 
 ↑ 
 INVALID KEYWORD 
 
Subsequent errors are displayed on the same page, until the page is full.  At that point 
compilation is suspended so that the user may note all errors on a separate listing.  The user 
then directs the compiler to continue processing.  Compilation is suspended after each full page 
of errors is displayed.  If error messages do not fill an entire page, processing is not interrupted. 
 
The following list gives a brief description of PMI compiler error messages: 
 
1)  INVALID KEYWORD 
 

Keywords are used in the Specification Section that identifies a group of statements to 
the compiler.  The following is a list of valid KEYWORDS: 
 

$INPUT $OUTPUT $INTEGER 

$MESSAGE $TIMER $FLIPFLOP 

$MCODE $GCODE $LONG 

$LOGICAL $FAULT $KEY 

$INCLUDE $END  
 
2)  UNEXPECTED END OF FILE 
 

An end of source file was encountered in the middle of a statement or before the $END 
is processed. 
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3)  KEYWORD EXPECTED 
 

A valid KEYWORD was expected at the indicated position.  See error #1 for list of valid 
keywords. 

 
4)  ILLEGAL NAME OR SYMBOL - TOO MANY CHARACTERS 
 

The maximum number of characters for a variable or label name is six. 
 
5)  EXTRANEOUS CHARACTER(S) 
 

Unnecessary character (s) detected in a statement.        
 
6) NESTED INCLUDE FILE 
 

When merging a file with the $INCLUDE statement, the merge file may not have an 
$INCLUDE statement. 

 
7) FILE NAME ERROR 
 

The file name of the $INCLUDE file does not conform to MS/DOS naming convention.  
The error could be caused by too many characters, bad naming extension, or illegal 
path. 

 
8)  INCLUDE FILE ERROR 
 

Unable to read include file because file does not exist, disk drive read error or other I/O 
error. 

 
 9)  NAME EXPECTED 
 

A variable name was expected in the statement at the point indicated. 
 
10) INVALID OR DUPLICATE NAME 
 

The name has already been previously defined or the name is larger than (6) characters. 
 
11) SYNTAX ERROR 
 

Missing or improper use of delimiters; incorrect statement format (commas, brackets, 
slash, equal sign etc.). 

 
Also caused if array variable is used in a MESSAGE or FAULT statement. 

 
12) NUMBER EXPECTED 
 

Missing or improper number in definition. 
EX: No time defined in timer definition. 
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13) INVALID PORT 
 

Port number out of range.  Port number must be between 0 and 63. 
 
14) PORT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED AS OUTPUT 
 

This port has been previously defined as an OUTPUT port.  Cannot define as an input 
port. 

 
15) PORT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED AS INPUT 
 

This port has been previously defined as and INPUT port. Cannot define as an output 
port. 

 
16) INVALID BIT 
 

Improper bit number for I/O port. The number must be between 0 and 7. For I/O number 
definition (BCD, B, TWOC), the end bit must be greater than the first bit. 

 
17) INVALID DIO NUMBER TYPE 
 

Improper name for defining a group of bits. 
Names should be the following: 
 
           B   = Binary 
          BCD   = Binary Coded Decimal 
   TWOC  = Two's Complement 

 
18)  INSUFFICIENT MEMORY                                    
 

Boundary checking on table limits is performed in the compiler. A table overflow error 
indicates insufficient memory in the OEM hardware configuration.  Compilation aborts if 
an error is detected. 

 
19) ARRAY SIZE MUST BE 2 255 
 

Array size must be between 2 255. 
 
20) NUMBER OF CONSTANTS DOES NOT MATCH ARRAY SIZE 
 

Too many or too few constants for the number assigned to the array size. 
 
21) E OR D TIMER TYPE EXPECTED 
 

Missing E or D or illegal character for E/D. 
 
22) TIMER DELAY MUST BE 1 32767 
 

Time defined in TIMER definition must be in the range 1 32767. 
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23) DUPLICATE KEYWORD 
 

A KEYWORD may only be used once in the Specification Section, all statements of that 
category must be grouped together.  The only exception is the "$INCLUDE" keyword, 
which may be used multiple times. 

 
24) INVALID M OR G CODE NAME 
 

M or G code must be @M00-@M299 or @G00-@G199. 
 
25) P (PROMPT) OR D (DELAYED) EXPECTED 
 

No P or D after defining the G or M code. 
 
26) -- not used -- 
 
27) -- not used -- 
 
28) ILLEGAL NUMBER - TOO MANY DIGITS 
 

A number greater than 9 digits was used. 
 
29) LOGICAL ARRAY NOT DEFINED 
 

Reference was made to an undefined logical array element.  Logical arrays must be 
defined in a $LOGICAL specification statement. 

 
30) INVALID CONSTANT 
 

Illegal constant for variable type: $LOGICAL, $INTEGER, $LONG.  $LOGICAL must be 
0 or 1; $INTEGER must be >= -32767 and <= 32767; $LONG must be >= -
2,147,483,647 and <= 2,147,483,647.  Floating point numbers are not permitted. 

 
31) UNDEFINED VARIABLE 
 

A variable was used in an expression which was not previously declared in the 
Specification Section or defined as a logical variable by assignment in an executable 
statement. 

 
32) NESTING ERROR 
 

This refers to nesting of parentheses in an expression.  Up to 5 sets of parentheses 
nested are allowed. 

 
33) -- not used -- 
 
34) INVALID EXPRESSION 
 

Missing variable or constant, use of double NOT or NEGATE operators, illegal use of 
brackets or other special characters. 
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35) VARIABLE NOT AN ARRAY 
 

This message occurs if a variable is used with brackets "[]", which was not previously 
declared in the Specification Section as an array. 

 
36) VARIABLE ARRAY ELEMENT NOT SPECIFIED 
 

This message occurs if a variable that was defined as an array appears in an expression 
without brackets "[]". 

 
37) OPERATOR EXPECTED 
 

A valid operator, LOGICAL, ARITHMETIC, or RELATIONAL was expected at the 
position indicated. 

 
38) IF NESTING ERROR 
 

IF constructs may only be nested up to four levels. 
 
39) ILLEGAL USE OF CONDITIONAL KEYWORD 
 

Improper ordering of IF, ELSEIF, ELSE, ENDIF in program. 
 
40) COMPILER ADDRESS RANGE ERROR 
 

Variable address out of range - too many variables used in program.  Also caused if a 
jump in the logic is too far; this can be caused by: GOTO target label too far from GOTO 
statement, or the IF structure keywords are too far apart. 

 
41) ILLEGAL ASSIGNMENT TO READ-ONLY VARIABLE 
 

A "read-only" variable may not appear on the left side of an assignment statement. 
 
42) ILLEGAL DATA SIZE FOR OPERATOR 
 

Data size for multiply or divide is illegal for that operation. 
 
43) ARRAY ELEMENT INDEX MUST BE AN INTEGER 
 

The value of the expression or constant in brackets "[]" following an array variable name 
must be an integer. 

 
44) TOO MANY GOTO'S (1000 MAX) 
 

No more than 1000 GOTO statements may appear in a PMI program. 
 
45) COMPILER ERROR 
 

This error should not occur during normal operation.  It is for SIEB & MEYER use only. 
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46) LABEL EXPECTED 
 

A statement label was expected at the location specified. 
 
47) ILLEGAL BACKWARD GOTO 
 

A GOTO statement may only reference a statement forward of it in the PMI program. 
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5.0 DEBUG FACILITY 
 
DEBUG is a diagnostic tool designed to help the user verify the operation of the PMI program 
and to trouble shoot problems in the machine magnetics.  It permits the user to view the status 
of PMI statements and variables in real-time, concurrently with all normal machine and control 
operations. 
 
Below is a diagram of the DEBUG touchkey commands: 
 

                                     |--directory
                                     |--next stmt
                                     |--prev stmt
                       |-- statmnt --|--name
                       |             |--next occr
                       |             |--all occr
                       |             |--clear
                       |
MAINTNCE --|-- debug --|         |--display
(or OEM)               |-- var --|-- clear
                       |         |--change
                       |
                       |         |-- ovrride=0
                       |         |-- ovrride=1
                       |-- i/o --|-- clear
                                 |-- clear all
                                 |--in/output

 
 
DEBUG is selected from the Maintenance or OEM menus.  The top level DEBUG touchkeys 
are: 
 
 statmnt  - display statements 
 var       - display variables, timers, flipflops 
 i/o       - display and override digital inputs and outputs 
 
For the statmnt and var displays, DEBUG remembers which statements and variables are 
currently displayed.  The user may switch DEBUG displays or exit DEBUG without losing this 
information.  When returning to the statmnt or var display, all previously requested 
statements/variables are displayed. 
 
  
5.1 Statement Display  
 
Any executable statement in the PMI program may be displayed on the MONITOR.  The display 
format is similar to the PMI source program except that specification statements and comments 
are not displayed and the full 80 character line is used.  Multiple statements may be viewed 
simultaneously, limited by the length of the statements and the number of lines available for 
statement display. 
 
The Statement Display touchkeys are: 
 
 directory  - display a list of all executable statements 
 next stmt - display the next sequential statement 
 pre stmt - display the previous statement 
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 name  - display statement specified by name or label 
 next occr  - display next occurrence of previously specified name 
 all occr - display all occurrences of a specified name 
 clear  - clear display 
 
The "directory" command lists the source line number and the name or keyword of all 
executable statements.  A "select" touchkey is displayed and one statement name is 
highlighted in reverse video.  The arrow keys are used to highlight different statement names.  
By pressing the "select" touchkey, the highlighted statement is selected for display.  Any 
number of statements may be selected.  When the ESC key is pressed,  the selected 
statements are displayed. 
 
The "name" command prompts the user for the name or label of an executable statement.  A 
label must include a colon.  For array variables, an array element is not specified (brackets [] 
are not used).  The first occurrence of the named statement in the source program is displayed.  
The next occurrence of the named statement is be displayed by the "next occr" command.  All 
occurrences of a named statement are displayed by the "all occr" command.  The n'th 
occurrence of a statement may be selected by using the "directory" command.  The "name" 
and "all occr" commands permit entry of multiple names in a single command. 
 
The source line number of the last statement displayed is shown on the status line.  The "next 
stmt" and "prev stmt" commands are used to scroll forward and backward in the program from 
this point in the program. 
 
Logical variables that are true are underlined; false logical variables are not underlined. For 
example LS1 is true and LS2 is false. 
 
If SOL1 is an individual logical variable, the expression /SOL1 is treated as a unit since this is 
the equivalent of a normally closed contact.  If SOL1 is false, /SOL1 is true; this is indicated by 
underlining both the/ operator and the variable name:  /SOL1.  If SOL1 is true, /SOL1 is false; 
this is indicated by the absence of an underline: /SOL1. 
 
The values for arithmetic variables are displayed above the variable name. 
 

 
 
 
5.2 Variables Display 
 
The "var" command displays the current value of variables, timers and flipflops and permits the 
value of certain variables to be changed.  The Variables Display touchkeys are: 
 
 display - display value of named variables 
 clear  - clear the display 

Example: 
 
    10 125 
     X = A  &  B  & C  < D   ! E 
 
X, A, B, and E are logical variables.  The underlines indicate that X, A, and B are true; E is 
not underlined so it is false.  C and D are integer variables with C=10 and D=125. 
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 change - change value of variables 
 
The "display" commands prompts the user for the variable(s) to be displayed.   Entering the 
name of a timer control contact displays all the variables associated with a timer:  control 
contact, delayed contact, delay value, timer counter (a timer counter value of -1 means the 
counter is off, 0 means the counter has timed out).   All flipflop variables are displayed by 
entering the name of the Q variable.  For array variables there are three formats: 
 
 array[*]    - display all array elements 
 array[N]    - display array element N 
 array[M-N] - display array elements M thru N 
 
The "change" command permits timer delay values and user defined INTEGER and LONG 
read-only variables (constants) to be modified. Each "change" command modifies only one 
variable.  The "change" command is only available to the OEM, not the end user. 
 
  
5.3 I/O Display  
 
The "i/o" command activates the digital input/output display and allows the user to override any 
input or output with an arbitrary value.  This feature is useful for trouble-shooting the machine 
interface and PMI logic. Inputs or outputs that have been overridden have their value displayed 
in reverse video. 
 
Overriding an input changes the value of the input variable.  Thus the PMI program uses the 
override value.  Overriding an output does NOT change the value of the output variable; only 
the physical output is changed. 
 

WARNING! Overriding digital inputs and outputs must be done with great 
care!  Normally the PMI logic checks for such dangerous conditions as 

interference or motion with lack of lubrication.  These checks are 
completely bypassed.  Telling the chuck to open when the spindle is 

turning at high RPM, opens the chuck. 
 
A cursor appears on the first output variable, indicating that variable can be overridden or an 
existing override can be cleared.  To select a different output, use the arrow keys to move the 
cursor.  To select an input variable, press the “in/output” touchkey, then move the cursor to 
select the variable. 
  
The touchkeys for the "i/o" command are: 
 
 ovrride=0 - override the selected variable to zero 
 ovrride=1 - override the selected variable to one 
 clear  - cancel override for a variable 
 clear all - clear overrides for all variables 
 in/output - jump between input and output windows 
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6.0 PMI PROGRAM EXAMPLES 
 
This section provides example PMI programs.  They illustrate the usage of most of the PMI 
programming features. 
 
 
6.1 PMI KIT for Systems using Touch Screen 
 
The following PMI program shows the touch screen section of a driller/router PMI.  It 
demonstrates how the touch buttons are set up and read. 
 
$INTEGER 
GREEN  = 4 
RED    = 1 
YELLOW = 5 
WHITE  = 7 
BLUE   = 2 
CYAN   = 6 
MAGNTA = 3 
BLACK  = 0 
DH     = 1024 
DW     = 2048 
$KEY 
TXREMS = "MEASURE  AGAIN" 
TXINSP = "  TOOL  INSPECT" 
TXLASP = " LASER   INCR" 
TXLASM = " LASER   DECR" 
TXAUTO = "  AUTO" 
TXSNGL = " SINGLE  BLOCK" 
TXMANL = " MANUAL" 
TXX    = " X" 
TXI    = " I" 
TXY    = " Y" 
TXZ    = " Z" 
TXHOME = "  AUTO    HOME" 
TXJGPH = " JOG +    HIGH" 
TXJGMH = " JOG      HIGH" 
TXJGPL = " JOG +    LOW" 
TXJGML = " JOG      LOW" 
TXJGP4 = " JOG +  .0001 IN" 
TXJGM4 = " JOG    .0001 IN" 
TXJGP3 = " JOG +  .001 IN" 
TXJGM3 = " JOG    .001 IN" 
TXJGP2 = " JOG +   .01 IN" 
TXJGM2 = " JOG     .01 IN" 
TXJGP1 = " JOG +   .1 IN" 
TXJGM1 = " JOG     .1 IN" 
TXJGP0 = " JOG +    1 IN" 
TXJGM0 = " JOG      1 IN" 
TXJMP4 = " JOG +  .001 MM" 
TXJMM4 = " JOG    .001 MM" 
TXJMP3 = " JOG +   .01 MM" 
TXJMM3 = " JOG     .01 MM" 
TXJMP2 = " JOG +   .1 MM" 
TXJMM2 = " JOG     .1 MM" 
TXJMP1 = " JOG +    1 MM" 
TXJMM1 = " JOG      1 MM" 
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TXJMP0 = " JOG +   10 MM" 
TXJMM0 = " JOG     10 MM" 
TXHIGH = "  SET     HIGH" 
TXLOW  = "  SET     LOW" 
TXINC4 = "  SET   .0001 IN" 
TXINC3 = "  SET   .001 IN" 
TXINC2 = "  SET    .01 IN" 
TXINC1 = "  SET    .1 IN" 
TXINC0 = "  SET     1 IN" 
TXIMC4 = "  SET   .001 MM" 
TXIMC3 = "  SET    .01 MM" 
TXIMC2 = "  SET    .1 MM" 
TXIMC1 = "  SET     1 MM" 
TXIMC0 = "  SET    10 MM" 
TXCJVL = "CHG JOG   TYPE" 
TXCHMD = " CHANGE   MODE" 
TXOPST = "OPTIONAL  STOP" 
TXBLKD = " BLOCK   DELETE" 
TXSTRT = " CYCLE   START" 
TXSTOP = " CYCLE    STOP" 
TXRESM = " RESUME  CYCLE" 
TXREST = "CONTROL  RESET" 
TXMCON = " SERVO     ON" 
TXNODR = "  NO     DRILL" 
TXNORT = "  NO      ROUT" 
TXDRST = " DRILL   STROKE" 
TXDRSX = " DRILL  STROKE Z" 
TXDRSI = " DRILL  STROKE W" 
TXESTP = " SERVO    OFF  " 
$END 
 
? "TOUCH.PMI"   PMI LOGIC FOR TOUCH SCREEN BUTTONS 
? 
? CHANGE THE TOUCH KEY INPUTS (@OPBxx AND @MPBxx) TO ONE SHOTS 
? TO DEBOUNCE THE TOUCH KEYS. 
? 
TCHB00 = (@OPB00) & /SAVT00 
TCHB01 = (@OPB01) & /SAVT01 
TCHB02 = (@OPB02) & /SAVT02 
TCHB03 = (@OPB03) & /SAVT03 
TCHB04 = (@OPB04) & /SAVT04 
TCHB05 = (@OPB05) & /SAVT05 
TCHB06 = (@OPB06) & /SAVT06 
TCHB07 = (@OPB07) & /SAVT07 
TCHB08 = @OPB08    ? JOG +;  NO ONE SHOT! 
TCHB09 = @OPB09    ? JOG  ;  NO ONE SHOT! 
TCH08  = (@OPB08) & /SAVT08  ? ONE SHOT VERSIONS OF 08 & 09 
TCH09  = (@OPB09) & /SAVT09 
TCHB10 = (@OPB10) & /SAVT10 
TCHB11 = (@OPB11) & /SAVT11 
TCHB12 = (@MPB00) & /SAVT12 
TCHB13 = (@MPB01) & /SAVT13 
TCHB14 = (@MPB02) & /SAVT14 
TCHB15 = (@MPB03) & /SAVT15 
TCHB16 = (@MPB04) & /SAVT16 
TCHB17 = (@MPB05) & /SAVT17 
TCHB18 = (@MPB06) & /SAVT18 
TCHB19 = (@MPB07) & /SAVT19 
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TCHB20 = (@MPB08) & /SAVT20 
TCHB21 = (@MPB09) & /SAVT21 
TCHB22 = (@MPB10) & /SAVT22 
TCHB23 = (@MPB11) & /SAVT23 
SAVT00 = @OPB00 
SAVT01 = @OPB01 
SAVT02 = @OPB02 
SAVT03 = @OPB03 
SAVT04 = @OPB04 
SAVT05 = @OPB05 
SAVT06 = @OPB06 
SAVT07 = @OPB07 
SAVT08 = @OPB08 
SAVT09 = @OPB09 
SAVT10 = @OPB10 
SAVT11 = @OPB11 
SAVT12 = @MPB00 
SAVT13 = @MPB01 
SAVT14 = @MPB02 
SAVT15 = @MPB03 
SAVT16 = @MPB04 
SAVT17 = @MPB05 
SAVT18 = @MPB06 
SAVT19 = @MPB07 
SAVT20 = @MPB08 
SAVT21 = @MPB09 
SAVT22 = @MPB10 
SAVT23 = @MPB11 
 
CYCPB  = F 
FHLDPB = F 
 
? 
? AXIS SELECT   MUST BE IN MANUAL MODE AND NOT DURING HOMING 
? 
IF ( MANL & (HMSTEP=0) & /@ESTOP ) 
 IF (SWAP) 
  AX0REQ = TCHB05  ? INVERT XY FOR SWAPPED AXIS VERSION 
  AX1REQ = TCHB04 
 ELSE 
  AX0REQ = TCHB04 
  AX1REQ = TCHB05 
 ENDIF 
 IF (AX0REQ &((ITXT&/@OLT04)!(/ITXT&@OLT04))) ? I AXIS SLECT FOR DUAL 
Z 
  @AXIS=2 
 ELSEIF( AX0REQ ) 
  @AXIS = 0                          ? AXIS SELECT 
 ELSEIF(AX1REQ!((@AXIS=2+@DUALZ)&@EXPLM&AAXHOM&/EXDA)) ? 0=X, 1=Y, 2=Z 
  @AXIS = 1       ? FORCE Y AXIS IF Z SELECTED WHEN TOOL ZONE REACHED 
 ELSEIF( TCHB06 ) 
  @AXIS = 2+@DUALZ 
  IF( @JGINC < 2 ) 
   @JGINC = 2       ? DON'T ALLOW HIGH OR MEDIUM JOG FOR Z 
  ELSEIF( @JGINC = 4 ) 
   @JGINC = 5       ? DON'T ALLOW 1 INCH JOG FOR Z 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
? 
? TCHB10 WILL TOGGLE JINCSL.  WHEN JINCSL IS TRUE, JOG INCREMENTS WILL 
? BE DISPLAYED INSTEAD OF THE TOP ROW AND RIGHT COLUMN OF OP KEYS 
? IF NOT IN MANUAL MODE, JINCSL MUST BE FALSE 
IF (MANL & JOGMOD) 
 IF( TCHB10 ) 
  JINCSL = /JINCSL 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 JINCSL = F 
ENDIF 
 
? THE @EXDA VARIABLE SIGNALS TO THE EXEC TO ALLOW JOGGING 
? OVER THE FULL RANGE OF THE TABLE WITH Z DOWN   THIS IS 
? INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY SERVICE TO ALIGN THE LASER. 
? IN ORDER TO MAKE IT FUNCTION, THE "LSROVR" INPUT MUST 
? BE SET TRUE IN PMI DEBUG.  CAUTION: WHEN PMI RESETS @EXDA, 
? IT MUST JUST DO THIS ONCE! THE EXEC USES THIS FLAG INTERNALLY 
? DURING TOOL CHANGES AND IF PMI CONTINUALLY RESETS IT, THE 
? TOOL CHANGE WOULD FAIL WITH A LIMIT ERROR. 
IF (LSROVR & @PASWD>1) 
 @EXDA = T              ? ACTIVATE EXPANDED TRAVEL LIMITS 
 EXDARS = F 
ELSEIF (/EXDARS) 
 @EXDA = F 
 EXDARS = T 
ENDIF 
EXDA = @EXDA & LSROVR & @PASWD>1 
 
? NOJOG IS TRUE WHEN JOGS ARE NOT ALLOWED; 
? 'NOXYIJ' DISALLOWS JOGS OF X,Y, AND I AXES IF Z IS NOT 
?     RETRACTED AND THE PRESSURE FOOT IS DOWN 
NOXYIJ = ZEXLM & /FOOTUP &((@AXIS<2)!((@AXIS<3)&@DUALZ)) 
NOPRK = GRAPHD!AIRFLT!(/FDHOLD&/DMOSIM)!/ALGRPD!(HMSTEP/=0)  # 
        !/ALMAGU!TCIP!PRKINP!DOORF!MAGINF!LCIN1F!LCIN2F 
NOJOG = NOPRK ! NOXYIJ 
@MTINH = NOJOG   ? MOVE TABLE KEY INHIBITED 
ZEXLM  = (((@CMDRG[2+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON0)!((@CMDRG[3+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON1)!# 
         ((@CMDRG[4+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON2)!((@CMDRG[5+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON3)! # 
         ((@CMDRG[6+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON4)!((@CMDRG[7+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON5)! # 
         ((@CMDRG[8+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON6)!((@CMDRG[9+@DUALZ]/=0)&ZON7)) 
ZEXLIM = ((ZEXLM & @EXPLM)! /AAXHOM) & /(@PASWD>1) 
ZEXLMA = ZEXLM & AAXHOM & TCIP & (@POSRG[1]<100000) 
? 
? SET UP AXIS REQUEST PUSHBUTTON (BASED ON TOUCH KEYS) 
? 
IF( MANL )      ? IF MANUAL MODE 
 IF (NOJOG!/JOGMOD!ZEXLIM) 
  TB8 = 0 
  TB9 = 0 
 ELSEIF (@TCHON)     ? TOUCH SCREEN ENABLED 
  TB8 = TCHB08  ? PASS THROUGH TOUCH BUTTONS 
  TB9 = TCHB09 
 ELSE            ? TOUCH SCREEN DISABLED 
  JOGK = TCHB08!TCHB09 
  TB8 = (TCHB08!TB8) & JOGKD & /TB9 
  TB9 = (TCHB09!TB9) & JOGKD & /TB8 
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 ENDIF 
 ? THE FOLLOWING STEPS FLIP +/  JOG FOR A MIRRORED VERSION 
 IF ((((@AXIS=0)&((@VERSN>2)&(@VERSN<7)))!((@AXIS=1)&(@VERSN>4))) # 
     & /@DUALZ ) 
  JOGP = TB9 
  JOGM = TB8 
 ELSE 
  JOGP = TB8 
  JOGM = TB9 
 ENDIF 
 IF ( NOJOG ) 
  AXRPB = 0     ? NO JOGS IF AIR FAULT,FHOLD,GRIP UP, OR MAG DOWN 
 ELSEIF( JINCSL )   ? NO HOME OR PARK KEYS IF JINCSL = T 
  AXRPB = ( JOGP + JOGM + JOGM + HOMREQ + HOMREQ + HOMREQ) 
 ELSE               ? USE ADD INSTEAD OF MULTIPLY FOR SPEED 
  AXRPB = ( JOGP + JOGM + JOGM + HOMREQ + HOMREQ + HOMREQ ) 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
? 
? 
IF( /MANL&TCHB04&/M79 ) ? OPTIONAL STOP (AUTO OR SINGLE MODE ONLY) 
 @OPSTP = /@OPSTP 
ENDIF 
? 
IF( /MANL & TCHB05 & /M79)  ? BLOCK DELETE (AUTO OR SINGLE MODE ONLY) 
 @BKDLT = /@BKDLT 
ENDIF 
? 
IF( (@MODE=1) & TCHB06 & /M79)  ? NO DRILL (SINGLE MODE ONLY) 
 MDSMOD = F         ? IF MANUAL DRILL STROKE MODE ACTIVE, CANCEL IT 
 NODRLR = /NODRLR     ? NORMAL TOGGLE OF NO DRILL MODE 
 IF (@MODE=2)       ? IF AUTO MODE ACTIVE, SWITCH TO SINGLE 
  MODPB=1 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
PMSNGL = @PMODE & @PDRIL   ? FORCE SINGLE BLOCK WITH PMODE & PTOOL 
IF (PMSNGL) 
 NODRL = T 
ELSE 
 NODRL = NODRLR 
ENDIF 
? 
?????????????????????????????????? 
??                              ?? 
??       @JGINC VALUES:         ?? 
??  0 = HIGH         4 = 1"     ?? 
??  1 = MEDIUM       5 = .1"    ?? 
??  2 = LOW          6 = .01"   ?? 
??                   7 = .001"  ?? 
??                   8 = .0001" ?? 
??                              ?? 
?????????????????????????????????? 
? 
?    @MODE VALUES: 
? 
?    0 = MANUAL MODE 
?    1 = SINGLE BLOCK 
?    2 = AUTO 
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? 
? 
IF (@MDIPR)              ? MDI (PROG BLCK) PROMPT DISPLAYED 
 MDIATO = /MDIPSN        ? ON RISING EDGE, FORCE AUTO MODE 
 MDIPSN = T 
ELSE 
 MDIATO = F 
 MDIPSN = F 
ENDIF 
 
COUNTF = @LIMHT > @PRGHT 
IF (COUNTF) 
 CFSEEN = T 
ENDIF 
COUNTS = ((CFSEEN & (@LIMHT=@PRGHT))!COUNTS) # 
         & /@IPL&/@CRSET&/CYCPB&(@MODE=2) 
IF (@IPL!@CRSET!(@PRGHT>@LIMHT)!((@PRGHT=@LIMHT)&(@MODE=1))) 
 CFSEEN = F 
 @LIMHT = 0 
ENDIF 
NOTZ = (@AXIS/=2+@DUALZ)&(@CMDRG[2+@DUALZ]<=0) ? DISALLOW CERTAIN JOG 
?                       SELECTS FOR Z AND FOR XY WHEN Z NOT RETRACTED 
IF( JINCSL )     ? SELECT JOG INCREMENT 
 IF( TCHB00 & @JGINC & NOTZ ) 
  @JGINC = 0 
 ELSEIF( TCHB00 & (@JGINC<2) ) 
  @JGINC = 2 
 ELSEIF( TCHB01 & @JGINC > 2 ) 
  @JGINC = 2 
 ELSEIF( TCHB01 & NOTZ ) 
  @JGINC = 4 
 ELSEIF( TCHB02 & @JGINC > 4 & NOTZ ) 
  @JGINC = 4 
 ELSEIF( TCHB02 & (NOTZ ! (@JGINC=2)) ) 
  @JGINC = 5 
 ELSEIF( TCHB03 & (@JGINC > 5) ) 
  @JGINC = 5 
 ELSEIF( TCHB03 ) 
  @JGINC = 6 
 ELSEIF( TCHB07 & @JGINC > 6 ) 
  @JGINC = 6 
 ELSEIF( TCHB07 ) 
  @JGINC = 7 
 ELSEIF( TCHB11 & @JGINC > 7 ) 
  @JGINC = 7 
 ELSEIF( TCHB11 ) 
  @JGINC = 8 
 ELSEIF ((@CMDRG[2+@DUALZ]>0) & ((@JGINC<2)!(@JGINC=4))) 
  @JGINC = 2 
 ENDIF 
ELSE          ? NORMAL MODE   SELECT AUTO/SINGLE/MANUAL 
 IF (/DSACTD & /TCIP & /OPKEYD)  ? OPKEYD HOLDS MODPB 
  MODPB = @MODE  ? DON'T RETAIN PB STATUS EXCEPT DURING DR STROKE 
?                ? AND TOOL CHANGE 
 ENDIF 
 IF (MODPB=2 & PMSNGL) 
  MODPB = 1                  ? DON'T ALLOW AUTO MODE IN PNNING PROG 
 ENDIF 
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 IF (((TCHB00 & /GRAPHD & /PMSNGL)!(MDIATO&(@OAT00/=CYAN)))&/MCIP) 
  MODPB = 2  ? AUTO 
 ELSEIF( (TCHB01!DSACTV!COUNTS!CSTPB) & /GRAPHD & /M79 & /MCIP) 
  MODPB = 1  ? SINGLE 
 ELSEIF( TCHB02 ! GRAPHD )  ? FORCE MANUAL IN GRAPHICS MODE 
  MODPB = 0  ? MANUAL 
 ENDIF 
@RESET = /@ESTOP & MANL & (CRSPB ! (GRESTP & /GRAPHD)) ? CONTROL RESET 
@CSTOP = /@ESTOP&((CSTPB&@CYCIP&/@MVACT&(/TCIP!MESFLT!GMERR))   # 
                 !(@MVACT&CRSPB&MANL&/CRESTD))  ? CYCLE STOP 
ENDIF 
IF ((/AAXHOM ! HMARM1)&(@JGINC<2)&(HMSTEP=0)) 
 @JGINC=2     ? FORCE LOW JOG IF NOT HOMED OR HOME ARMED 
ENDIF 
MONPB  = TCHB05 & @ESTOP & /ZOTF1 & /SVONID   ? MACHINE ON REQUEST 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????? 
? 
? THE FOLLOWING SECTION MANAGES THE LABELS FOR THE OPERATOR PANEL 
TOUCH 
? KEYS.  THERE ARE FIVE IMPORTANT VARIABLES FOR EACH TOUCH KEY: 
?       @OPBxx = TOUCH KEY FLAG.  TRUE INDICATES KEY IS PRESSED. 
?       @OTXxx = TEXT STRING ADDRESS.  IF ZERO, THIS KEY IS BLANK. 
?       @OATxx = TEXT ATTRIBUTE 
?       @OLTxx = "LED" FLAG   IF TRUE, THE TEXT WILL BE DISPLAYED IN 
?                REVERSE VIDEO WITH THE SPECIFIED ATTRIBUTES. 
?       @ORPxx = KEY REPEAT FLAG:  IF TRUE, @OPBxx WILL REMAIN TRUE 
?                WHILE PRESSED AND GO FALSE WHEN RELEASED.  IF FALSE, 
?                @OPBxx WILL GO TRUE FOR AN INDETERMINATE NUMBER OF 
?                PMI CYCLES WHEN PRESSED, THEN GO BACK TO FALSE. 
?       @OLDxx = SETTING THIS TRUE PLACES AN "LED" IN 
?                THE TOP LEFT CORNER OF THE KEY 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
????? 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 0 
? 
@OLD00 = F 
IF( @ESTOP ) 
 @OTX00 = 0                 ? BLANK IN ESTOP 
ELSEIF( JINCSL )            ? INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
 IF( @JGINC ) 
  @OTX00 = TXHIGH           ??? "HIGH" IF HIGH JOG NOT SELECTED 
 ELSE 
  @OTX00 = TXLOW            ??? "LOW" IF HIGH JOG SELECTED 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @OTX00 = TXAUTO            ? "AUTO" IF NOT INCREMENT SELECT MODE 
 @OLD00 = T                 ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
ENDIF 
IF (((NOTZ & JINCSL) ! (AAXHOM & /JINCSL))&/MCIP) 
 IF (JINCSL) 
  @OAT00 = BLUE             ? COLOR FOR JOG SELECT 
 ELSEIF (PMSNGL)            ? PINNING MODE SINGLE BLOCK 
  @OAT00 = CYAN 
 ELSE 
  @OAT00 = BLUE             ? COLOR FOR MODE SELECT 
 ENDIF 
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ELSE 
 @OAT00 = CYAN               ? BUTTON DISABLED 
ENDIF 
@OLT00 = ( @MODE = 2 )       ? ACTIVE IF AUTO MODE 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 1 
? 
@OLD01 = F 
IF( @ESTOP ) 
 @OTX01 = 0                  ? BLANK IN ESTOP 
ELSEIF (M79 & /MANL) 
 @OLD01 = T 
 @OTX01 = TXENDC             ? M79 END CYCLE 
 @OLT01 = (M79RQ=0) 
 @OAT01 = YELLOW 
ELSEIF( JINCSL )             ? INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
 IF( @JGINC > 2 ) 
  @OTX01 = TXLOW             ??? "LOW" IF NOT HIGH 
 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX01 = TXINC0           ??? "1" IF LOW OR HIGH JOG 
  ELSE 
   @OTX01 = TXIMC0           ??? "10" IF LOW OR HIGH JOG 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @OTX01 = TXSNGL             ? "SINGLE" IF NOT INCREMENT SELECT MODE 
 @OLD01 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
ENDIF 
IF ((((NOTZ!@JGINC>2) & JINCSL) ! (AAXHOM & /JINCSL))&/MCIP) 
 IF (JINCSL) 
  @OAT01 = BLUE            ? COLOR FOR JOG SELECT 
 ELSE 
  @OAT01 = BLUE           ? COLOR FOR MODE SELECT 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @OAT01 = CYAN            ? COLOR FOR DISABLED 
ENDIF 
IF (/M79) 
 @OLT01 = (@MODE = 1)!DSACTV  ? ACTIVE IF SINGLE BLOCK MODE 
ENDIF 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 2 
? 
@OLD02 = F 
IF( @ESTOP ) 
 @OTX02 = 0                  ? BLANK IN ESTOP 
ELSEIF( JINCSL )             ? INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
 IF( @JGINC > 4 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX02 = TXINC0            ??? "1. INCH" IF INCREMENTAL JOG 
  ELSE 
   @OTX02 = TXIMC0            ??? "10. MM" IF INCREMENTAL JOG 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX02 = TXINC1           ??? ".1 INCH" IF CONTINUOUS JOG 
  ELSE 
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   @OTX02 = TXIMC1           ??? "1 MM" IF CONTINUOUS JOG 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @OTX02 = TXMANL             ? "MANUAL" IF NOT INCREMENT SELECT MODE 
 @OLD02 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
ENDIF 
IF( /@CYCIP & ( NOTZ ! (@JGINC<5) ! /JINCSL) ) 
 IF (JINCSL) 
  @OAT02 = BLUE            ? COLOR FOR JOG INCR. SELECT 
 ELSE 
  @OAT02 = BLUE            ? COLOR FOR MODE SELECT 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @OAT02 = CYAN             ? COLOR FOR BUTTON DISABLED 
ENDIF 
@OLT02 = MANL & /JINCSL ? MANUAL MODE, NOT INCR. SELECT 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 3 
? 
@OLD03 = F 
IF (/OPKEYD) 
 CRSPB = F  ? INIT CONTROL RESET PB TO FALSE 
ENDIF 
DRILPB = F 
? MANUAL DRILL STROKE OK: 
MDSOK = (/@ESTOP&@MODE=1&@ATOOL&(@SCODE>0)&(@INTRP=4)&/TCIP& # 
         (/@EXPLM!TESTST!EXDA)&(@ZINFD>0)) 
 
IF (M79 & /MANL) 
 @OTX03 = TXMVGP             ? M79 MOVE TO GRIPPER 
 @OLT03 = (M79RQ=1) 
 @OAT03 = BLACK             ? COLOR FOR M79 MOTION KEY 
 @OLD03 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
ELSEIF((MDSOK!DSACTV)&/@DUALZ) ? MANUAL DRILL STROKE KEY 
 @OLD03 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OTX03 = TXDRST            ??? DISPLAY "DRILL STROKE" TEXT 
 IF(@FHOLD!NOSELM!SPINH!@RTHOL) 
  @OAT03 = CYAN             ??? DISABLED IN FEEDHOLD 
 ELSE 
  @OAT03 = BLUE            ??? COLOR FOR MANUAL DRILL STROKE 
  IF (TCHB03 & /DSACTV) 
   MDSMOD = NODRL 
   DRILPB = T 
  ELSEIF (DSACTV) 
   CRSPB  = TCHB03 !(CRSPB&OPKEYD&/CRESTD) ? CTROL RESET BUTTON 
PRESSED 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF( @ESTOP ! /MANL )     ? BLANK IN ESTOP OR NOT MANUAL MODE 
 @OTX03 = 0 
ELSEIF( JINCSL )             ? IF INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
 IF( @JGINC < 6 )            ??? IF  "1 INCH" JOG 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX03 = TXINC2           ??? ".01 INCH" IF CONTINUOUS JOG 
  ELSE 
   @OTX03 = TXIMC2           ??? ".1 MM" IF CONTINUOUS JOG 
  ENDIF 
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 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX03 = TXINC1           ??? ".1 INCH" TEXT 
  ELSE 
   @OTX03 = TXIMC1           ??? "1 MM" TEXT 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
  @OAT03 = BLUE              ??? JOG INCREMENT COLOR 
ELSE                         ? IF NO JOG IN PROGRESS: 
 @OTX03 = TXREST             ??? "CONTROL RESET" 
 @OAT03 = BLACK              ??? COLOR FOR CONTROL RESET 
 CRSPB  = TCHB03 !(CRSPB&OPKEYD&/@CRSET) ? CONTROL RESET BUTTON 
PRESSED 
ENDIF 
CRESTI = @CRSET          ? TIMER FOR LED DISPLAY TIME 
IF (/M79!MANL) 
 @OLT03 = DSACTV!CRESTD ? LED IS ON WHEN DR STROKE ACTIVE OR CTL RESET 
ENDIF 
MDSMOD = (MDSMOD&/@CRSET&/@IPL)  ? MANUAL DRILL STROKE MODE 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 4 
? 
IF (MANL&@DUALZ&TCHB04&@OLT04) ? FOR DUALZ, TOGGLE X AND I AXIS TEXT 
 ITXT = /ITXT 
ELSEIF (/@DUALZ ! @IPL) 
 ITXT = F                    ? DEFAULT TO X AXIS 
ENDIF 
@OLD04 = F 
IF( @ESTOP ) 
 @OTX04 = 0                  ? BLANK IN ESTOP 
ELSEIF (M79 & /MANL)         ? SPECIAL TOOL SETUP MODE 
 @OTX04 = TXTP1              ? M79 TOOL POSITION #1 
 IF (M79RQ=6) 
  @OAT04 = RED 
 ELSE 
  @OAT04 = BLACK             ? COLOR FOR M79 MOVE 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT04 = (M79RQ = 2)!(M79RQ=6) 
 @OLD04 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
ELSEIF (MANL & ITXT) 
 @OTX04 = TXI               ?  "I" 
 @OLD04 = T 
 @OLT04 = ((@AXIS=2)&/SWAP)!((@AXIS=1)&SWAP) 
 @OAT04 = BLACK+DH 
ELSEIF( MANL ) ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 @OTX04 = TXX                ??? "X" 
 @OLD04 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OLT04 = ((@AXIS=0)&/SWAP)!((@AXIS=1)&SWAP) ?ACTIVE IF X AXIS 
SELECTED 
 @OAT04 = BLACK + DH        ??? AXIS COLOR, DOUBLE HIGH 
ELSE                         ? IF NOT MANUAL MODE: 
 @OTX04 = TXOPST             ??? "OPTIONAL STOP" 
 @OLD04 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OLT04 = @OPSTP             ??? ACTIVE IF OPTIONAL STOP ACTIVE 
 @OAT04 = BLACK             ??? OPTIONAL STOP COLOR 
ENDIF 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 5 
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? 
@OLD05 = F 
IF( @ESTOP )                 ? IF ESTOP: 
 @OTX05 = TXMCON             ??? "MACHINE ON" 
 IF (ZOTF1!SVONID)           ? NOT ALLOWED IF Z OUT OF SERVICE FAULT 
  @OAT05 = CYAN 
 ELSE 
  @OAT05 = BLACK             ??? COLOR FOR MACHINE ON 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT05 = F                  ??? LED IS ALWAYS OFF 
ELSEIF (M79 & /MANL)         ? SPECIAL TOOL SETUP MODE 
 @OTX05 = TXTP2              ? M79 TOOL POSITION #2 
 @OLD05 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 IF (M79RQ=7) 
  @OAT05 = RED 
 ELSE 
  @OAT05 = BLACK             ? COLOR FOR M79 MOCE 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT05 = (M79RQ = 3) ! (M79RQ = 7) 
ELSEIF( MANL )  ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 @OLD05 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OTX05 = TXY                ??? "Y" 
 @OLT05 = ((@AXIS=1)&/SWAP)!((@AXIS=0)&SWAP) ?ACTIVE IF Y AXIS 
SELECTED 
 @OAT05 = BLACK + DH        ??? AXIS COLOR, DOUBLE HIGH 
ELSE                         ? IF AUTO MODE: 
 @OTX05 = TXBLKD             ??? "BLOCK DELETE" 
 @OLD05 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OLT05 = @BKDLT             ??? ACTIVE IF BLOCK DELETE ACTIVE 
 @OAT05 = BLACK             ??? COLOR FOR BLOCK DELETE 
ENDIF 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 6 
? 
@OLD06 = F 
IF( @ESTOP ) 
 @OTX06 = 0                  ? BLANK IF ESTOP 
ELSEIF (M79)                 ? SPECIAL TOOL SETUP MODE 
 @OLD06 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OTX06 = TXCHCK 
 @OAT06 = RED                ? COLOR OF M79 OUTPUT OVERRIDE 
 @OLT06 = CHCKOA 
ELSEIF( MANL ) ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 @OTX06 = TXZ                ??? "Z" 
 @OLD06 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OLT06 = ( @AXIS = 2+@DUALZ )      ??? ACTIVE IF Z AXIS SELECTED 
 IF (@EXPLM&AAXHOM&/TESTST&/EXDA) ? BLU IF NOT ALLWD 
  @OAT06 = CYAN + DH 
 ELSE 
  @OAT06 = BLACK + DH       ??? AXIS COLOR, DOUBLE HIGH 
 ENDIF 
ELSE                         ? IF AUTO MODE: 
 @OLD06 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 IF (ROUTMD & /TCIP)         ? 
  @OTX06 = TXNORT            ? "NO ROUT" 
 ELSE 
  @OTX06 = TXNODR             ??? "NO DRILL" 
 ENDIF 
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 @OLT06 = NODRL              ??? ACTIVE IF NO DRILL ACTIVE 
 IF (@MODE=2) 
  @OAT06 = CYAN             ? NOT ALLOWED TO CHANGE IN AUTO MODE 
 ELSEIF (MDSMOD) 
  @OAT06 = BLACK            ? MANUAL DRILL STROKE MODE 
 ELSE 
  @OAT06 = BLACK            ? NORMAL NO DRILL MODE 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
@NODRL = NODRL & /(MDSMOD & (DRILPB!DSACTV)) 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 7 
? 
CNTWRM = F 
@OLD07 = F 
HOMREQ = F 
@OLT07 = F 
IF (/OPKEYD) 
 CSTPB = F                   ? ASSUME CYCLE STOP BUTTON FALSE 
ENDIF 
IF( @ESTOP ! (MESFLT&/M64)! (SWARM&TCIP&/MANL)) 
 @OTX07 = 0                  ? BLANK IF ESTOP OR TOOL REPLENISH MODE 
ELSEIF (SPWRMF&WRMDS1&(@SPDAC=0)) ? SPINDLE WARMUP & TOOL NOT MEASURED 
 @OTX07 = TXCONT             ? CONTINUE WITH WARMUP 
 @OLD07 = F 
 @OAT07 = RED 
 IF (TCHB07) 
  CNTWRM = T 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (M79) 
 @OLD07 = T 
 @OTX07 = TXGRUD             ? M79 GRIPPER UP/DOWN 
 @OAT07 = RED                ? M79 OUTPUT OVERRIDE COLOR 
 @OLT07 = GRIPUP 
ELSEIF( @CYCIP & /CYCSTD & /MESFLT )   ? IF CYCLE IN PROGRESS: 
 @OTX07 = TXSTOP             ??? "CYCLE STOP" 
 CSTPB  = TCHB07  ! (CSTPB&OPKEYD) 
 @OAT07 = RED               ??? COLOR FOR CYCLE STOP 
 @OLT07 = @FHOLD 
 IF (TCHB07) 
  MESFLT = F                 ? CYCLE STOP CLEAR TOOL MEAS RETRY 
OPTIONS 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF( /MANL )              ? IF IN AUTO OR SINGLE: 
 IF (NBAPP=1) 
  @OTX07 = TXCHGT            ? "CHANGE TOOL" 
 ELSE 
  @OTX07 = TXSTRT             ??? "CYCLE START" 
 ENDIF 
 IF (HMARM1) 
  @OAT07 = CYAN 
 ELSE 
  @OAT07 = BLUE             ??? COLOR FOR CYCLE START 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT07 = F 
 CYCPB  = TCHB07 & /HMARM1 
ELSEIF( JINCSL )             ? IF INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
 IF( @JGINC > 6 ) 
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  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX07 = TXINC2           ??? ".01 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX07 = TXIMC2           ??? ".1 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX07 = TXINC3           ??? ".001 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX07 = TXIMC3           ??? ".01 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
 @OAT07 = BLUE              ??? COLOR FOR JOG INCREMENT 
ELSEIF (M64)                 ? LASER ADJUST PLUS 
 @OTX07 = TXLASP 
 @OAT07 = MAGNTA             ? COLOR FOR LASR KEYS 
ELSE                         ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 IF (AAXHOM&/HMARM1)         ? NO HOME KEY IF AXES ARE HOME 
  @OTX07 = F 
 ELSEIF (AHOME) 
  @OTX07 = TXHOME           ??? "AUTO HOME" 
 ELSE 
  @OTX07 = TX1HOM            ? "HOME ONE AXIS"    SINGLE AXIS HOMING 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT07 = (HMSTEP /= 0)      ? REVERSE VIDEO DURING HOMING 
 IF(NOJOG!(@SPDAC>0)!/SSZRO!XYILIM!AAXACT) ? 
  @OAT07 = CYAN              ? COLOR FOR DISABLED 
 ELSE 
  @OAT07 = BLUE             ??? COLOR FOR HOME REQUEST 
  HOMREQ = TCHB07 & /AAXACT & (/AAXHOM!HMARM1) ? HOME REQUEST 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
 
IF (/NBAPP) 
 PKAPP = 0        ? RESET APP BBD PARK POSIITON OPTION 
ENDIF 
PRKINP = (PRKINP!PARKPB) & AAXACT & (HMSTEP=0) 
PARKPB = PARKPB & OPKEYD     ? INIT TO FALSE EVERY PMI PASS 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 8 
? 
@OLD08 = F 
SVRSPB = F 
TSTREQ = TSPEND              ? TOOL STOP PENDING APP VARIABLE (T.APP) 
IF( @ESTOP ) 
 @OTX08 = 0                  ? BLANK IN ESTOP 
 @OLT08 = F 
 @ORP08 = F 
ELSEIF (M79 & /MANL) 
 @OLD08 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OTX08 = TXTP3              ? M79 TOOL POSITION #3 
 IF (M79RQ=8) 
  @OAT08 = RED 
 ELSE 
  @OAT08 = BLACK             ? COLOR FOR M79 MOTION KEY 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT08 = (M79RQ = 4) ! (M79RQ = 8) 
ELSEIF ((NBAPP>1)&(@MODE=2))           ? BROKEN BIT PARK MOVE 
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 @OLD08 = F 
 @OTX08 = TXPRK2 
 @OAT08 = BLUE 
 IF (TCHB08) 
  PKAPP = 2 
  CYCPB = T 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (/MANL) 
 @OLD08 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
 @OTX08 = TXTSTP             ? TOOL STOP MODE 
 @OLT08 = TSPEND             ? TOOL STOP PENDING 
 @OAT08 = BLACK              ? COLOR FOR TOOL STOP 
 IF (TCH08)                  ? TOGGLE TSPEND VARIABLE 
  TSPEND = /TSPEND 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (/JOGMOD)             ? NOT JOG MODE, USE AS PARK BUTTON 
 @OLT08 = F 
 @OTX08 = TXPRK2             ? PARK2 JOG 
 IF (NOPRK ! /AAXHOM) 
  @OAT08 = CYAN 
 ELSE 
  @OAT08 = BLUE              ? COLOR AS A PARK BUTTON 
 ENDIF 
 IF (TCHB08 & AAXHOM)        ? REQUEST FOR PARK MOVE 
  PRKIDX = 1                 ? SET PARK POSITION ARRAY INDEX 
  PARKPB = /NOPRK            ? REQUEST PARK 
 ENDIF 
ELSE                         ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 IF (NOJOG) 
  @OAT08 = CYAN 
 ELSE 
  @OAT08 = BLUE              ? COLOR AS A JOG KEY 
 ENDIF 
 IF( @JGINC = 0 ) 
  @OTX08 = TXJGPH            ? "JOG + HIGH" 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 2 ) 
  @OTX08 = TXJGPL            ? "JOG + LOW" 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 4 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX08 = TXJGP0           ? "JOG + 1 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX08 = TXJMP0           ? "JOG + 10 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 5 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX08 = TXJGP1           ? "JOG + .1 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX08 = TXJMP1           ? "JOG + 1 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 6 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX08 = TXJGP2           ? "JOG + .01 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX08 = TXJMP2           ? "JOG + .1 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF (@JGINC = 7 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX08 = TXJGP3           ? "JOG + .001 INCH" 
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  ELSE 
   @OTX08 = TXJMP3           ? "JOG + .01 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX08 = TXJGP4           ? "JOG + .0001 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX08 = TXJMP4           ? "JOG + .001 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT08 = @OPB08             ? LED ACTIVE IF KEY PRESSED 
 @ORP08 = T                  ? ENABLE CONTINOUS PRESSING 
ENDIF 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 9 
? 
DRILPX = F 
@OLD09 = F 
TINSPB = F                   ? INIT TOOL INSPECT PUSHBUTTON 
IF( /MANL ! @ESTOP ) 
 IF (M79) 
  @OLD09 = T                 ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
  @OTX09 = TXTP4             ? M79 TOOL POSITION #4 
  @OLT09 = (M79RQ=5)!(M79RQ=9) 
  IF (M79RQ=9) 
   @OAT09 = RED 
  ELSE 
   @OAT09 = BLACK            ? COLOR AS M79 MOTION KEY 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF (MESFLT & /CYCPB)    ? TOOL MEASUREMENT FAULT 
  @OTX09 = TXINSP            ? TOOL INSPECT 
  TINSPB = TCHB09 
  CYCPB  = TCHB09            ? ALSO DO CYCLE START 
  @OLT09 = F 
  @OAT09 = BLACK             ? COLOR AS TOOL MEASURE FAULT OPTION 
 ELSEIF ((NBAPP>1)&(@MODE=2))           ? BROKEN BIT PARK MOVE 
  @OLD09 = F 
  @OTX09 = TXPRK3 
  @OAT09 = BLUE 
  IF (TCHB09) 
   PKAPP = 3 
   CYCPB = T 
  ENDIF 
  ELSE 
  @OTX09 = 0                  ? BLANK IN AUTO, SINGLE BLOCK, OR ESTOP 
  @OLT09 = 0 
  @ORP09 = F 
 ENDIF 
 IF((MDSOK!DSACTX!DSACTI)&@DUALZ) ? MANUAL DRILL STROKE KEY 
  @OLD09 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
  @OTX09 = TXDRSX            ??? DISPLAY "DRILL STROKE" TEXT 
  @OLT09 = DSACTX 
  IF(@FHOLD!NOSELM!SPINH!@RTHOL!DSACTI!(/@PDRLX&@PMODE)) 
   @OAT09 = CYAN             ??? DISABLED IN FEEDHOLD 
  ELSE 
   @OAT09 = BLUE             ??? COLOR FOR MANUAL DRILL STROKE 
   IF (TCHB09 & /DSACTX) 
    MDSMOD = NODRL 
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    DRILPX = T 
    @PDRLX = F 
   ELSEIF (DSACTX) 
    CRSPB  = TCHB09 !(CRSPB&OPKEYD&/CRESTD) ? CTROL RSET BUTTON 
PRESSED 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (/JOGMOD)             ? NOT JOG MODE, USE AS PARK BUTTON 
  IF (NOPRK ! /AAXHOM) 
   @OAT09 = CYAN 
  ELSE 
   @OAT09 = BLUE 
  ENDIF 
 @OTX09 = TXPRK3             ? PARK3  JOG 
 IF (TCHB09 & AAXHOM)        ? REQUEST FOR PARK MOVE 
  PRKIDX = 2         ? SET PARK POSITION ARRAY INDEX 
  PARKPB = /NOPRK    ? REQUEST PARK 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT09 = F 
ELSE                         ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 IF (NOJOG) 
  @OAT09 = CYAN 
 ELSE 
  @OAT09 = BLUE              ? COLOR AS A JOG KEY 
 ENDIF 
 IF( @JGINC = 0 ) 
  @OTX09 = TXJGMH            ? "JOG   HIGH" 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 2 ) 
  @OTX09 = TXJGML            ? "JOG   LOW" 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 4 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX09 = TXJGM0           ? "JOG   1 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX09 = TXJMM0           ? "JOG   10 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 5 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX09 = TXJGM1           ? "JOG   .1 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX09 = TXJMM1           ? "JOG   1 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF( @JGINC = 6 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX09 = TXJGM2           ? "JOG   .01 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX09 = TXJMM2           ? "JOG   .1 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSEIF (@JGINC = 7) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX09 = TXJGM3           ? "JOG   .001 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX09 = TXJMM3           ? "JOG   .01 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX09 = TXJGM4           ? "JOG   .0001 INCH" 
  ELSE 
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   @OTX09 = TXJMM4           ? "JOG   .001 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
 @OLT09 = @OPB09             ? LED ACTIVE IF KEY PRESSED 
 @ORP09 = T                  ? ENABLE CONTINOUS PRESSING 
ENDIF 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 10 
? 
DRILPI = F 
@OLD10 = F 
@OLT10 = F 
REMSPB = F                   ? INIT RE MEASURE PUSHBUTTON 
MTCPB  = MTCPB & /@IPL & MANL 
IF( /MANL ! @ESTOP ! M144) 
 IF (M144) 
  @OLD10 = T                 ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
  @OTX10 = TXGROC 
  @OAT10 = RED              ? COLOR AS M79 OUTPUT OVERRIDE 
  @OLT10 = GRIPCL 
 ELSEIF (MESFLT & /CYCPB)   ? TOOL MEASUREMENT FAULT 
  @OTX10 = TXREMS           ? TOOL RE MEASURE 
  @OAT10 = BLACK            ? COLOR AS TOOL MEASURE FAULT OPTION 
  REMSPB = TCHB10 
  CYCPB  = TCHB10            ? CYCLE START WITH RE MEASURE REQUEST 
 ELSEIF ((NBAPP>1)&(@MODE=2)&/TWOPRK)           ? BROKEN BIT PARK MOVE 
  @OLD10 = F 
  @OTX10 = TXPRK1 
  @OAT10 = BLUE 
  IF (TCHB10) 
   PKAPP = 1 
   CYCPB = T 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @OTX10 = 0                 ? BLANK IN AUTO, SINGLE BLOCK, OR ESTOP 
 ENDIF 
 IF((MDSOK!DSACTI!DSACTX)&@DUALZ) ? MANUAL DRILL STROKE KEY 
  @OLD10 = T                  ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
  @OTX10 = TXDRSI            ??? DISPLAY "DRILL STROKE" TEXT 
  @OLT10 = DSACTI 
  IF(@FHOLD!NOSELM!SPINH!@RTHOL!DSACTX!(/@PDRLI&@PMODE)) 
   @OAT10 = CYAN             ??? DISABLED IN FEEDHOLD 
  ELSE 
   @OAT10 = BLUE            ??? COLOR FOR MANUAL DRILL STROKE 
   IF (TCHB10 & /DSACTI) 
    MDSMOD = NODRL 
    DRILPI = T 
    @PDRLI = F 
   ELSEIF (DSACTI) 
    CRSPB  = TCHB10!(CRSPB&OPKEYD&/CRESTD) ? CTROL RESET BUTTON 
PRESSED 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (/JOGMOD)             ? NOT JOG MODE, USE AS PARK BUTTON 
 IF (TWOPRK)                 ? SKIP PARK1 JOG IF ONLY 2 PARK POSITIONS 
  IF (MTCTB)                 ? IN 2 PARK MODE, ALLOW AN MTC BUTTON 
   @OTX10 = TXMTC            ? MANUAL TOOL CHANGE TOUCH BUTTON 
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   @OLD10 = T                ? SHOW AN LED 
   @OLT10 = MTCPB            ? ILLUMINATE LED WHEN BUTTON PRESSED 
   IF (MANL&AAXHOM&/NOPRK&TCHB10&/MTCPB) 
    MTCPB = T           ? MANUAL TOOL CHANGE PRESSED 
   ELSEIF (TCHB10 & MTCPB) 
    MTCPB = F 
   ENDIF 
   IF (MTCPB & CHCKOM) 
    @OAT10 = RED 
   ELSEIF (MTCPB & /CHCKOM) 
    @OAT10 = GREEN 
   ELSEIF (NOPRK!/AAXHOM) 
    @OAT10 = CYAN 
   ELSE 
    @OAT10 = BLUE 
   ENDIF 
  ELSE 
   @OTX10 = F 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @OTX10 = TXPRK1            ? PARK1 JOG 
  IF (NOPRK!/AAXHOM) 
   @OAT10 = CYAN           ? COLOR AS DISABLED 
  ELSE 
   @OAT10 = BLUE           ? COLOR AS A PARK KEY 
   IF (TCHB10& AAXHOM)       ? REQUEST FOR PARK MOVE 
    PRKIDX = 0               ? SET PARK POSITION ARRAY INDEX 
    PARKPB = T               ? REQUEST PARK 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
ELSE                         ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 @OAT10 = BLACK             ??? COLOR AS MODE/JOG SELECT 
 IF( JINCSL )                ??? IF INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
  @OTX10 = TXCHMD            ????? "CHANGE MODE" 
 ELSE                        ??? IF NOT INCREMENT SELECT MODE" 
  @OTX10 = TXCJVL            ????? "CHANGE JOG INC" 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
? 
? OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 11 
? 
P12SN  = (NBAPP=1) & /OLDP12   ? REACT TO RISING EDGE 
BBDOPT = (BBDOPT!P12SN)&(NBAPP=1)&/@IPL&/@CRSET ?BBD OPTION  DISP REQ. 
OLDP12 = (NBAPP=1)             ? SAVE LAST STATE OF NBAPP 
@BBDEL = F 
IF (NBAPP/=1) 
 BBDRES = 0               ? INZ STATE FOR APP INDICATOR OF BBD RESET 
ENDIF 
@OLD11 = F 
@OLT11 = F 
RESUM = F    ? ASSUME RESUME CYCLE BUTTON NOT PRESSED 
SKIPPB = F 
IF (SPWRMF&WRMDS1&(@SPDAC=0))     ? SPINDLE WARMUP & TOOL NOT MEASURED 
 @OTX11 = TXSKPW                  ? SKIP WARMUP 
 @OLD11 = F 
 @OAT11 = BLUE 
 IF (TCHB11) 
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  SKPWRM = T 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF ((GMERR!@TMESF)&/@ESTOP&/MANL) 
                             ? IF GRIP/MAG ERROR, OR TOOL MEAS. ERROR: 
 @OTX11 = TXRESM             ? "RESUME CYCLE" 
 @OAT11 = BLUE             ? COLOR SAME AS CYCLE START 
 RESUM  = TCHB11 
ELSEIF (BBDOPT & /@ESTOP & /MANL) 
 @OTX11 = TXNOTB             ? 'NOT BROKEN' FOR BBD LOGGING 
 @OAT11 = BLUE             ? SAME COLOR AS CYCLE START 
 IF (TCHB11) 
  @BBDEL = T                 ? RESET LAST BBD ENTRY 
  CYCPB  = T 
  BBDRES = 1                 ? RESET BROKEN BIT IND. TO APP 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (SWARM & TCIP & /MANL) ? MAX'D OUT TOOLS 
 @OTX11 = TXREPL 
 @OAT11 = BLUE             ? COLOR AS REPLENISH 
 CYCPB  = TCHB11 
ELSEIF (@ESTOP) 
 IF (ZOTF1)                 ? Z OUT OF SERVICE FAULT RESET 
  @OTX11 = TXZORS 
  @OAT11 = RED 
  IF (TCHB11) 
   ZOTF1  = F                ? RESET FAULTS WITH THIS KEY 
   ZOTF2  = F 
   ZOTFSN = T                ? FLAG THAT FAULT RESET OCCURRED 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @OTX11 = F                  ? BLANK IN ESTOP 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF( /MANL!M144!(/MANL&M100) ) 
 IF (M144!M100) 
  @OLD11 = T                 ? MAKE AN LED DISPLAY ON THIS BUTTON 
  @OTX11 = TXPFUD            ? M144 PRESSURE FOOT UP/DOWN 
  @OLT11 = /FOOTUP 
  @OAT11 = RED              ? COLOR AS M79 OUTPUT OVERRIDE 
 ELSEIF (MESFLT & (@PASWD>1) & /CYCPB) 
  @OTX11 = TXSKIP            ? SKIP TOOL MEAS. ERROR 
  @OAT11 = RED              ? COLOR AS TOOL MEAS. SKIP 
  SKIPPB = TCHB11 
  CYCPB  = TCHB11 
 ELSE 
  @OTX11 = F 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF( JINCSL )             ? IF INCREMENT SELECT MODE: 
 IF( @JGINC > 7 ) 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX11 = TXINC3           ??? ".001 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX11 = TXIMC3           ??? ".01 MM" 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  IF( @INCH ) 
   @OTX11 = TXINC4           ??? ".0001 INCH" 
  ELSE 
   @OTX11 = TXIMC4           ??? ".001 MM" 
  ENDIF 
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 ENDIF 
 @OAT11 = BLUE             ??? COLOR AS JOG INCREMENT 
ELSEIF (M64)                 ? LASER ADJUST MINUS 
 @OTX11 = TXLASM 
 @OAT11 = MAGNTA             ? COLOR AS LASER ADJUST 
ELSE                         ? IF MANUAL MODE: 
 @OTX11 = TXJGPK             ? JOG/PARK SELECT OPTION 
 @OAT11 = BLACK             ? COLOR AS JOG/PARK OPTION 
 IF (TCHB11)                 ? TOGGLE JOGMOD 
  JOGMOD = /JOGMOD 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
RPLREQ = (RPLREQ!TCHB11) & TCIP & SWARM  ? APP REQ. TO REPLENISH TOOL 
 
 
IF (EXTOP = 4) 
 
? SPINDLE SELECT BUTTON COLOR CODE: 
?  CYAN IF BUTTONS WORK 
?  BLUE IF BUTTONS WILL NOT WORK 
?  RED IF CHANGE OF SPINDLE SELECTION IN PROGRESS 
@MLD04 = T              ? SET "LED" MODE ON FOR ALL SPINDLE SELECT 
KEYS 
@MLD05 = T 
@MLD06 = T 
@MLD08 = T 
@MLD09 = T 
@MLD10 = T 
@MLD11 = T 
IF (BBDTST & /MANL) 
 @MAT04 = BLACK              ? COLOR FOR SPINDLE BBD TEST 
 @MAT05 = BLACK 
 @MAT06 = BLACK 
 @MAT08 = BLACK 
 @MAT09 = BLACK 
 @MAT10 = BLACK 
 @MAT11 = BLACK 
ELSEIF (SCHIP & /TCIP) 
 @MAT04 = RED               ? COLOR FOR SPINDLE SELECT CHANGE 
 @MAT05 = RED   
 @MAT06 = RED   
 @MAT08 = RED   
 @MAT09 = RED   
 @MAT10 = RED   
 @MAT11 = RED   
ELSEIF ((((@MODE<2)&/@CYCIP) ! SSZRO) & /TCIP & /DSACTV) 
 @MAT04 = BLACK             ? COLOR FOR NORMAL SPINDLE SELECT 
 @MAT05 = BLACK 
 @MAT06 = BLACK 
 @MAT08 = BLACK 
 @MAT09 = BLACK 
 @MAT10 = BLACK 
 @MAT11 = BLACK 
ELSE 
 @MAT04 = CYAN             ? COLOR FOR SPINDLE SELECT DISABLED 
 @MAT05 = CYAN 
 @MAT06 = CYAN 
 @MAT08 = CYAN 
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 @MAT09 = CYAN 
 @MAT10 = CYAN 
 @MAT11 = CYAN 
 TCHB16 = F 
 TCHB17 = F 
 TCHB18 = F 
 TCHB20 = F 
 TCHB21 = F 
 TCHB22 = F 
 TCHB23 = F 
ENDIF 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 8 
? 
IF (ZON0 & (@ZOTSV[0]<2)) 
 IF (/BBDTST ! MANL) 
  SBBD1 = F 
  @MTX08 = TXSEL1 
  @MLT08 = SELEC1 
  IF (TCHB20) 
   @NVFLG[1] = /@NVFLG[1] 
  ENDIF 
  IF (CMSP12 & MSSZ)       ? COMBINE SPINDLES 1&2 
   @NVFLG[2] = @NVFLG[1]   ? PRESSING 1 KEY SETS STATUS OF 2 SPINDLES 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @MTX08 = TXBBD1 
  IF (TCHB20) 
   SBBD1 = /SBBD1 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT08 = SBBD1 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
  @MTX08 = F 
ENDIF 
SSLCT1 = @NVFLG[1] 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 9 
? 
IF (ZON1 & (@ZOTSV[1]<2)) 
 IF (/BBDTST ! MANL) 
  SBBD2 = F 
  @MTX09 = TXSEL2 
  @MLT09 = SELEC2 
  IF (TCHB21) 
   @NVFLG[2] = /@NVFLG[2] 
  ENDIF 
  IF (CMSP12 & MSSZ)       ? COMBINE SPINDLES 1&2 
   @NVFLG[1] = @NVFLG[2]   ? PRESSING 1 KEY SETS STATUS OF 2 SPINDLES 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @MTX09 = TXBBD2 
  IF (TCHB21) 
   SBBD2 = /SBBD2 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT09 = SBBD2 
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 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX09 = F 
ENDIF 
SSLCT2 = @NVFLG[2] 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 10 
? 
IF (ZON2 & (@ZOTSV[2]<2)) 
 IF ( /BBDTST ! MANL) 
  SBBD3 = F 
  @MTX10 = TXSEL3 
  @MLT10 = SELEC3 
  IF (TCHB22) 
   @NVFLG[3] = /@NVFLG[3] 
  ENDIF 
  IF (CMSP12 & MSSZ)       ? COMBINE SPINDLES 1&2 
   @NVFLG[4] = @NVFLG[3]   ? PRESSING 1 KEY SETS STATUS OF 3 SPINDLES 
   @NVFLG[5] = @NVFLG[3] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @MTX10 = TXBBD3 
  IF (TCHB22) 
   SBBD3 = /SBBD3 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT10 = SBBD3 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX10 = F 
ENDIF 
SSLCT3 = @NVFLG[3] 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 11 
? 
IF (ZON3&SPIN4&(@ZOTSV[3]<2)) 
 IF (/BBDTST!MANL) 
  SBBD4  = F 
  @MTX11 = TXSEL4 
  @MLT11 = SELEC4 
  IF (TCHB23) 
   @NVFLG[4] = /@NVFLG[4] 
  ENDIF 
  IF (CMSP12 & MSSZ)       ? COMBINE SPINDLES 1&2 
   @NVFLG[3] = @NVFLG[4]   ? PRESSING 1 KEY SETS STATUS OF 3 SPINDLES 
   @NVFLG[5] = @NVFLG[4] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE       
  @MTX11  = TXBBD4 
  IF (TCHB23) 
   SBBD4 = /SBBD4 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT11 = SBBD4 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX11 = F 
ENDIF 
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SSLCT4 = @NVFLG[4] 
 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 4 
? 
IF (ZON3&/SPIN4& (@ZOTSV[3]<2)) 
 IF (/BBDTST!MANL) 
  SBBD4  = F 
  @MTX04 = TXSEL4 
  @MLT04 = SELEC4 
  IF (TCHB16) 
   @NVFLG[4] = /@NVFLG[4] 
  ENDIF 
  IF (CMSP12 & MSSZ)       ? COMBINE SPINDLES 1&2 
   @NVFLG[3] = @NVFLG[4]   ? PRESSING 1 KEY SETS STATUS OF 3 SPINDLES 
   @NVFLG[5] = @NVFLG[4] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE       
  @MTX04  = TXBBD4 
  IF (TCHB16) 
   SBBD4 = /SBBD4 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT04 = SBBD4 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX04 = F 
ENDIF 
SSLCT4 = @NVFLG[4] 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 5 
? 
IF (ZON4&(@ZOTSV[4]<2)) 
 IF (/BBDTST ! MANL) 
  SBBD5  = F 
  @MTX05 = TXSEL5 
  @MLT05 = SELEC5 
  IF (TCHB17) 
   @NVFLG[5] = /@NVFLG[5] 
  ENDIF 
  IF (CMSP12 & MSSZ)       ? COMBINE SPINDLES 1&2 
   @NVFLG[4] = @NVFLG[5]   ? PRESSING 1 KEY SETS STATUS OF 3 SPINDLES 
   @NVFLG[3] = @NVFLG[5] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @MTX05 = TXBBD5 
  IF (TCHB17) 
   SBBD5 = /SBBD5 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT05 = SBBD5 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX05 = F 
ENDIF 
SSLCT5 = @NVFLG[5] 
 
? 
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? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 6 
? 
IF (ZON5&(@ZOTSV[5]<2)) 
 IF (/BBDTST ! MANL) 
  SBBD6  = F 
  @MTX06 = TXSEL6 
  @MLT06 = SELEC6 
  IF (TCHB18) 
   @NVFLG[6] = /@NVFLG[6] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @MTX06 = TXBBD6 
  IF (TCHB18) 
   SBBD6 = /SBBD6 
  ENDIF 
  @MLT06 = SBBD6 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX06 = F 
ENDIF 
SSLCT6 = @NVFLG[6] 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 0 
? 
ZEROPB = (TCHB12 ! (ZEROPB&OPKEYD)) ?HOLD ZERO SET KEY FOR A FEW 
PASSES 
@MLD00 = F 
IF (MANL & AAXHOM & (@AXIS<2) & /PRGACT & ((@PASWD>2)!ZSETEN)) 
 @MTX00 = TXZRST            ? ZERO SET 
 @MAT00 = BLACK            ? COLOR FOR ZERO SET 
 @MLT00 = F 
 IF (ZEROPB) 
  AXRPB  = 5                ? ZERO SET REQUEST 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF ((@CYCIP & /CYCSTD)!@FHOLD)   ? FEEDHOLD 
 @MTX00 = TXFHLD 
 FHLDPB = TCHB12 ! (FHLDPB&OPKEYD) 
 IF (@FHOLD) 
  @MAT00 = RED 
  @MLT00 = T 
 ELSE 
  @MAT00 = BLACK 
  @MLT00 = F 
 ENDIF 
 IF (TCHB12) 
  MESFLT = F 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX00 = F 
ENDIF 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 3 
? 
@MLD03 = F 
IF (/ESTOP & (@PASWD>1)) 
 @MTX03 = TXCHHM           ? CHANGE HOMING MODE: AUTO/SINGLE 
 IF (AHOME) 
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  @MAT03 = BLACK          ? COLOR FOR AUTO HOME 
 ELSE 
  @MAT03 = BLACK          ? COLOR FOR MANUAL HOME 
 ENDIF 
 IF (TCHB15) 
  AHOME = /AHOME 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX03 = F 
ENDIF 
 
IF (@PSIM ! DMOSIM) 
 PSIMAC = T 
ELSEIF (PSIMAC!@IPL) 
 PSIMAC = F 
 ESTPB = F 
 SBBD1  = F 
 SBBD2  = F 
 SBBD3  = F 
 SBBD4  = F 
 SBBD5  = F 
 SBBD6  = F 
 SBBD7  = F 
 SBBD8  = F 
 SSLCT7 = F 
 SSLCT8 = F 
 @MTX00 = 0 
 @MTX01 = 0 
 @MTX02 = 0 
 @MTX03 = 0 
 @MTX04 = 0 
 @MTX05 = 0 
 @MTX06 = 0 
 @MTX07 = 0 
 @MTX08 = 0 
 @MTX09 = 0 
 @MTX10 = 0 
 @MTX11 = 0 
ENDIF 
 
? 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 7 
?  
@MLD07 = F 
IF ((/ESTOP & SVOFTB)!DMOSIM)  ? SIMULATION NEEDS A SERVO OFF BUTTON 
 @MTX07 = TXESTP        ? SERVO OFF 
 @MAT07 = BLACK        ? COLOR FOR ESTOP 
 ESTPB  = TCHB19 
 @MLD07 = F 
 @MLT07 = F 
ELSE 
 @MTX07 = TXPMI 
 @MAT07 = BLACK 
 @MLD07 = T 
 @MLT07 = DSPMI 
 IF (TCHB19) 
  DSPMI = /DSPMI 
 ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
 
? EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL TOUCH KEY 1 & 2 
? 
@MLD01 = F 
@MLD02 = F 
@MLT01 = F 
@MLT02 = F 
IF (ESTOP & (@PASWD>2) & /@IPL) 
 @MAT02 = BLACK                 ? COLOR FOR HOME AXIS SELECT 
 IF (@HOMST[AXPTR] = 0) 
  @MTX01 = TXHMTS         ? MANUAL HOMING PULSE TEST 
  @MAT01 = BLACK                ? COLOR FOR MANUAL HOME SET KEY 
  @MLD01 = T 
  @MANHM[AXPTR] = TCHB13  ? ARM HOMING 
 ELSEIF (@HOMST[AXPTR] = 1) 
  @MTX01 = TXHMAR 
  @MAT01 = BLACK              ? COLOR FOR HOME ARMED 
  @MLD01 = T 
  @MLT01 = T 
 ELSEIF (@HOMST[AXPTR] = 2) 
  @MTX01 = TXHMOC 
  @MAT01 = BLACK              ? COLOR FOR HOME COMPLETE 
  IF (TCHB13) 
   @HOMST[AXPTR] = 0 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF  
 IF (AXPTR=0) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMX  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR=1) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMY  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR=2) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMZ1  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR = 3) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMZ2  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR=4) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMZ3  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR=5) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMZ4  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR=6) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMZ5  
 ELSEIF (AXPTR=7) 
  @MTX02 = TXHMZ6  
 ELSE 
  @MTX02 = 0 
 ENDIF 
 IF (TCHB14) 
  AXPTR = AXPTR + 1 
  IF (AXPTR > (1 + @ZAXES)) 
   AXPTR = 0 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
? SEND OUT SERIES OF BEEPS WHEN HOME PULSE SEEN 
 HOMBP = (@HOMST[AXPTR]=2)    ? PULSE SEEN FOR SELECTED AXIS 
 IF (/HOMBP) 
  HOMBC = 0          ? CLEAR BEEP COUNTER WHEN PULSE NOT SEEN 
 ENDIF 
 IF (HOMBP & (HOMBC<100)) 
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  HOMBT = BLINK      ? BEEP BASED ON BLINK RATE 
  HOMBC = HOMBC + 1 
 ELSE 
  HOMBT = F 
 ENDIF 
ELSEIF (/@ESTOP & /@IPL) 
 IF (@NVINT[8]=0)     ? END OF PROG PARK 1 POS. 
  @MTX01 = TXPRK1 
  @MAT01 = BLUE     ? COLOR FOR PARK 1 
 ELSEIF (@NVINT[8]=1) ? END OF PROG PARK 2 POS. 
  @MTX01 = TXPRK2 
  @MAT01 = BLUE     ? COLOR FOR PARK 2 
 ELSE                 ? END OF PROG PARK 3 POS. 
  @MTX01 = TXPRK3 
  @MAT01 = BLUE     ? COLOR FOR PARK 3 
 ENDIF 
 IF (TCHB13)          ? SELECT NEXT PARK POS. OPTION 
  @NVINT[8] = @NVINT[8] +1 
  IF ((@NVINT[8] > 2 )& /TWOPRK) 
   @NVINT[8] = 0 
  ELSEIF ((@NVINT[8] > 2) &TWOPRK) 
   @NVINT[8] = 1 
  ENDIF 
  @POT17 = @PCP[11+(@NVINT[8]*2)] ? PASS APP THE END OF PROG PARK POS. 
  @POT18 = @PCP[12+(@NVINT[8]*2)] 
 ENDIF 
 IF (MANL & /ESTOP) 
  IF (AHOME) 
   @MTX02 = TXHOME             ??? "AUTO HOME" 
  ELSE 
   @MTX02 = TX1HOM            ? "HOME ONE AXIS"    SINGLE AXIS HOMING 
  ENDIF 
  HOMREQ = (HOMREQ!TCHB14) &/AAXACT     ? HOME REQUEST 
  @MLT02 = (HMSTEP /= 0)      ? REVERSE VIDEO DURING HOMING 
  IF(NOJOG!(@SPDAC>0)!/SSZRO!XYILIM!AAXACT) ? 
   @MAT02 = CYAN            ? COLOR FOR DISABLED 
   HOMREQ = F                 ? NO HOMING ALLOWED 
  ELSE 
   @MAT02 = BLUE            ??? COLOR FOR HOME REQUEST 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  @MTX02 = F 
 ENDIF 
ELSE 
 @MTX01 = F 
 @MTX02 = F 
 HOMBT  = F 
ENDIF 
 
ENDIF 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
IF (LASRON & MANL)  ? BEEP IF LASER STATUS CHANGES IN MANUAL 
 LSTATS = @TLMES[0]+@TLMES[1]+@TLMES[2]+@TLMES[3]+@TLMES[4]+@TLMES[5] 
 LBEEP =  (LSTATS /= OLSTAT) 
 NOBEEP = F 
 OLSTAT = LSTATS 
ELSE 
 LBEEP = F 
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ENDIF 
 
 
EPROG = (@PGMSE=2) & /REDLT & /GRNLT    ? END OF PROG SEEN 
??????????????????????????????????? 
? @TCHKY INDICATES WHEN TOUCH KEY IS PRESSED: 
? 
?    0        = NOT PRESSED 
?    1 12     = OPERATOR PANEL 
?    13 24    = EXTENDED OPERATOR PANEL 
?    27       = ESC (EXIT) 
?    176 183  = F1 THRU F8 
?    255 266  = PULL DOWN MENU  512*MENU + ROW 
?     1       = PULL DOWN MENU RELEASED IN DEAD ZONE 
?    267 288  = DIRECTORY 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
BEPTCH = TCHB00!TCHB01!TCHB02!TCHB03!TCHB04 # 
  !TCHB05!TCHB06!TCHB07!TCHB08!TCHB09!TCHB10!TCHB11!TCHB12!TCHB13! # 
 TCHB14!TCHB15!TCHB16!TCHB17!TCHB18!TCHB19!TCHB20!TCHB21!TCHB22!TCHB23 
OPKEYT = BEPTCH ! MDIATO 
BPACK  = (BPACK!CRESTD!(@TCHKY/=0)!(KEYBFI/=@KEYBF))&BEPFLT ?FAULT ACK 
KEYBFI = @KEYBF      ? LAST KEY PRESSED 
IF (((@TCHKY=0) & TCHACT) ! BEPTCH ! LBEEP) 
 BEEPT = T 
ELSE 
 BEEPT = F 
ENDIF 
TCHACT = (@TCHKY > 24) & ((@TCHKY < 267) ! (@TCHKY > 288)) 
 
BEEPER = F 
IF (BPTCH)                  ? BEEP FOR TOUCH 
 BEEPER = BEEPD ! HOMBT     ?! LCRTN1 ! LCRTN2 
ENDIF 
IF (BPFLT)                  ? BEEP FOR FAULTS 
 IF (ESTOP) 
  BEEPER = HOMBT 
 ELSEIF (SPOHFD!/WATER!MAIRFT!SAIRFT!SIE!DOORF!/VACOK!MUMDER! # 
       GUGDER!GMERR!MESFLT!(APPRED&PRGACT)!MAGINF!LCIN1F!LCIN2F) 
  BEPFLT  = T        ?  BEEPER FAULT ACTIVE 
  BEEPER = BLINK & /BPACK 
 ELSEIF (EPROG) 
  BEPFLT  = T 
  BEEPER = BLINK2 & /BPACK 
 ELSE 
  BEPFLT = F        ? NO BEEPER FAULT ACTIVE 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
 
 
6.2 PMI KIT for Systems using Mini-Operator Panel  
 
The following PMI program provides an example of a simple lathe PMI, using the mini-operator 
panel instead of the standard SERIES 8 CNC operator panel.  Simple spindle control logic using 
M03 and M05 codes is also included. 
 
? 
$FLIPFLOP 
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OPQ/OPD/OPCLK/OPPR/OPCLR   ? OPTIONAL STOP 
BDQ/BDD/BDCLK/BDPR/BDCLR   ? BLOCK DELETE 
? 
$TIMER 
D/KEYBF/KEYBFD = 7         ? KEYBOARD BEEPER DELAY 
E/MINZ/MINZD = 75          ? MACHINE ON 1.5 SECONF DELAY 
? 
$INPUT 
MCRDY = 0/0                ? MACHINE READY 
? 
$OUTPUT 
MCHON = 2/0                ? CONTROL READY OUTPUT 
BEEPER = 2/1               ? BEEPER OUTPUT 
SPINON = 2/2               ? SPINDLE ON 
? 
$INTEGER 
VELINC,JOGINC,AXRPB,SCODE,FROCHG 
CJMIN=0                    ? CONTINUOUS JOG MINIMUM = LOW 
CJMAX=2                    ? CONTINUOUS JOG MAXIMUM = HIGH 
IJMIN=4                    ? INCREMENTAL JOG MINIMUM = .0001" 
IJMAX=8                    ? INCREMENTAL JOG MAXIMUM = 1.0" 
AXMAX=1                    ? MAXIMUM AXIS NUMBER (X)  
AXMIN=0                    ? MINIMUM AXIS NUMBER (Z) 
? 
$MCODE 
@M03/P                     ? SPINDLE ON CLOCKWISE, PROMPT 
@M04/P                     ? SPINDLE ON CCW, PROMPT 
@M05/D                     ? SPINDLE OFF, DELAYED 
? 
$END 
?? 
?? 
??  IPL VARIABLE INITIALIZATION 
? 
IF (@IPL) 
 @FRO=100          ? FEEDRATE OVERRIDE 100% 
 @SSO=100          ? SPINDLE SPEED OVERRIDE 100% 
 @JGINC= 2         ? LOW JOG 
 @MODRQ=0          ? MANUAL MODE 
 VELINC=CJMIN      ? INIT CONTINUOUS JOG TO MINIMUM 
 JOGINC= IJMAX     ? INIT INCREMENTAL JOG TO MINIMUM 
 @AXIS =1          ? X AXIS SELECTED 
ENDIF 
?? 
????????????????????????????????????? 
????   FRONT PANEL PUSHBUTTONS   ???? 
????????????????????????????????????? 
?? CONTINUOUS JOG: 
PB1= @CP101&/PB1SN      ? CATCH RISING EDGE OF CONT JOG PB 
PB1SN= @CP101 
IF (PB1)                ? CONT JOG PB 
 @JGINC=(VELINC*/@CL101)+((@JGINC+1)*@CL101) 
 IF (@JGINC>CJMAX)      ? LIMIT TO MAX CONT. JOG 
  @JGINC=CJMIN 
 ENDIF 
 VELINC= @JGINC         ? UPDATE VELINC TO MOST RECENT @JGINC 
ENDIF 
?? 
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?? INCREMENTAL JOG: 
PB2= @CP102&/PB2SN      ? CATCH RISING EDGE OF INCR JOG PB 
PB2SN= @CP102 
IF (PB2)                ? INCR JOG PB 
 @JGINC=(JOGINC*/@CL102)+((@JGINC+1)*@CL102) 
 IF (@JGINC>IJMAX)      ? LIMIT TO MAX INCR. JOG 
  @JGINC=IJMIN 
 ENDIF 
 JOGINC= @JGINC         ? UPDATE JOGINC TO MOST RECENT @JGINC 
ENDIF 
?? JOG SELECT LED'S: 
@CL101=(@JGINC<3)        ? UPDATE INCR OR CONT LED BASED ON JOGINC 
@CL102=(@JGINC>2&@JGINC<10) 
?? 
?? MODE REQUESTS: 
IF (@CP109)              ? AUTO MODE REQUEST 
 @MODRQ=2 
ENDIF 
IF (@CP110)              ? SINGLE BLOCK MODE REQUEST 
 @MODRQ=1 
ENDIF 
IF (@CP111)              ? MANUAL MODE REQUEST 
 @MODRQ=0 
ENDIF 
@CL109=(@MODE=2)         ? AUTO MODE ACTIVE 
@CL110=(@MODE=1)         ? SINGLE BLOCK MODE ACTIVE 
@CL111=(@MODE=0)         ? MANUAL MODE ACTIVE 
?? 
?? CYCLE START REQUEST: 
@CYCRQ=@CP112 
@CL112=@CYCIP 
?? 
?? CONTROL RESET REQUEST: 
@CRRQ= @CP114 
?? 
?? AXIS SELECT: 
PB0=@CP100&/PB0SN       ? CATCH RIDING EDGE OF AXIS SELECT PB 
PB0SN=@CP100 
IF (PB0)                ? AXIS SELECT PUSHBUTTON 
 @AXIS=@AXIS+1          ? INCREMENT AXIS COUNTER 
 IF (@AXIS>AXMAX)       ? LIMIT TO MAXIMUM AXIS NUMBER 
  @AXIS=AXMIN           ? RESET TO AXIS MINIMUM 
 ENDIF 
ENDIF 
@CL100=@AXIS            ? LED ON FOR X, OFF FOR Z 
?? 
?? AXIS JOG REQUESTS: 
AXRPB=0                 ? DEFAULT VALUE IF NO BUTTONS PRESSED 
IF (@CP103!@CP104!@CP105!@CP106)  ? AXIS REQUEST PB? 
 AXRPB= (@CP103*1)+(@CP104*2)+(@CP105*3)+(@CP106*5) 
     ? @CP103= JOG PLUS 
     ? @CP104= JOG MINUS 
     ? @CP105= HOME 
     ? @CP106= ZERO SET 
ENDIF 
@AXRRQ[1]= AXRPB*(@AXIS=1)  ? X AXIS JOG REQUEST 
@AXRRQ[0]= AXRPB*(@AXIS=0)  ? Z AXIS JOG REQUEST 
?? 
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?? OPTIONAL STOP: 
OPPR=F 
OPCLR=@IPL 
OPD=/OPQ 
OPCLK=@CP107 
@OPSTP=OPQ 
@CL107=@OPSTP 
?? 
?? BLOCK DELETE: 
BDPR=F 
BDCLR=@IPL 
BDD=/BDQ 
BDCLK=@CP108 
@BKDLT=BDQ 
@CL108=@BKDLT 
?? 
?? FEEDRATE OVERRIDE (NO POTS AVAILABLE) 
??  USE "STATION ACTIVE" TO INCREASE FRO 
??  AND "MACHINE ON" TO DECREASE FRO 
PB13=@CP113&/PB13SN     ? CATCH RISING EDGE OF STATION ACXTIVE 
PB13SN=@CP113 
PB15=@CP115&/PB15SN     ? CATCH RISING EDGE OF MACHINE ON 
PB15SN=@CP115 
IF (/@ESTOP&(PB13!PB15))       ? ONLY CHANGE WHEN NOT IN ESTOP 
 FROCHG=(5*@CP113*(@FRO/=150))+( (5)*@CP115*(@FRO/=0))? FRO CHANGE AMT 
 @FRO=@FRO+FROCHG 
ENDIF 
?? 
?? KEYBOARD BEEPER 
?KEYBF=@KEYBF      ? KEYSTROKE SEEN 
BEEPER=@CP100!@CP101!@CP102!@CP103!@CP104!@CP105!@CP106!@CP107!# 
   @CP108!@CP109!@CP110!@CP111!@CP112!@CP113!@CP114!@CP115!KEYBFD 
?? 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?? MACHINE ON / ESTOP LOGIC 
?????????????????????????????? 
?? 
EMERG=F          ? ADD EMERGENCY STOP CONDITIONS HERE 
@MONRQ=@CP115!MINZ 
MCHON=(/@ESTOP!@MONRQ)&/@ASIM&/EMERG 
MINZ=@MONRQ&/MINZD 
@MCRDY=(@MONRQ!/@ESTOP)&(@ASIM!(MCRDY&/EMERG)) 
@CL115=/@ESTOP 
?? 
?????????????????????????????????? 
?? 
?? SPINDLE CONTROL LOGIC: 
CW= (CW!@M03)&/@M04&SPINON      ? CLOCKWISE 
CCW= (CCW!@M04)&/@M03&SPINON    ? COUNTER CLOCKWISE 
DIR= CW + (CCW* (1))            ? DIRECTION MULTIPLIER 
SCODE= @SCODE 
@SPDAC= DIR* (SCODE*@SSO/100)* 9367/1000   ? SPINDLE OUTPUT  
SCODE=@SCODE 
SPINON= (SPINON!@M03!@M04)&/@M05&/@CRSET   ? SPINDLE ON 
IF(@ASIM)                             ? SIMULATION SPINDLE SPEED 
 @CSRPM=((SCODE*SPINON)*@SSO)/100 
ENDIF 
?????????????????????????????????? 
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?? 
?? CLEAR M CODES: 
@M03=F 
@M04=F 
@M05=F 
@NEWSC=F 
???????????????????????????????? 
?? END OF PMI 


